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PREFACE
The workshop on New Aspect of Quantum Field Theory was held at INS

on Feb. 17-19, 1992. This workshop was devoted to recent new developments

in quantum field theories. More than 100 people, most of whom were young

students, participated in the workshop. About 30 talks about latest results were

given.

Shin'ichi Nojiri

Organizer: H. Ikemori (Nagoya Univ.), A. Kato (Tokyo Univ.), H. Kunitomo

(Osaka Univ.), K. Nakanishi (Kyoto Univ.), S. Nojiri (INS).
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W-GEOMETRIES

Jean-Loup GERVAIS1 and Yutaka MATSUO2

Abstract; It is shown that, classically, the W-algebras are directly related to
the extrinsic geometry of the embedding of two-dimensional manifolds with
chiral parametrisation (W-surfaces) into higher dimensional Kahler manifolds.
We study the local and the global geometries of such embeddings, and connect
them to Toda equations.

In this report, we briefly summarize geometrical aspects of the W-algebras
[1] based on our works [2]. W-symmetries exhibit strikingly novel features.
First, they are basically non-linear algebras. W-algebras generalise the dif-
feomorphisms of the circle by including derivatives of degree higher than one.
Going beyond linear approximation (tangent space) is a highly non-trivial
step. Taking higher order derivatives changes the shape of the world-sheet in
the target-space, thus W-geometry should be related to the extrinsic geometry
of the embedding.

In the present report, we show that 2D surfaces E with chiral parametri-
sations, embedded into CPn (and Cn), are the geometrical framework where
the features just recalled are naturally realised, at the classical level. The
extrinsic geometry of the surface is neatly described by string version of the
classical Frenet-Serret formula. Toda fields appear naturally as gauge fields
of W-symmetry and we explain explicitly how local and global aspects of
W-geometry are described in terms of them.

Local W-geometry; Our basic strategy is to study embeddings of two-
dimensional surfaces E given by equations of the form

XA = fA(z),A = l,---,n, X* = fA(z),A = l,---,n, (1)

in a 2n-dimensional target manifold Cn with a flat metric, GAg = GBA = &AB-
One may either work with Minkowski coordinates where z — IT + r, and
z = a — T, are light-cone coordinates, or perform a Wick rotation and work
with the complex z variable (isothermal coordinates). The first description
makes it clear that fA and f* are independent functions, so that we are not
dealing with a single complex curve as is often done in this context. In the
present section, we shall be concerned with regular points of E where Taylor
expansion gives a local frame, so that a discussion of the Frenet type applies.

'Laboratoire de Physique Theorique, Ecole Normale Superieure, 24 rue Lhomond, 75231
Paris CEDEX 05, France

2Dept. of Physics, Univ. of Tokyo, Bunkyo-ku, Hongo 7-3-1, Tokyo, Japan
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In this geometric setting, W-transformations are defined to be of the form
SwfA = T^wfA where T>w is a n - lth order differential operators in z.
As usual, the first order derivative corresponds to the Virasoro algebra and
operators of the form et(z)dl (I = 0,2, • • •, n — 1) correspond to generators,
W\,Wz, • • •, Wn respectively. The commutation relation between n—lth order
differential operators can not be expressed as n — l th order operator. Hence
we do not have Lie algebra of ordinary sense. Derivatives higher than n— l th
order, however, may be eliminated using the fact that the functions fA are
automatically solutions of the following differential equation

f1 ••• r f

An important point is that coupling constants depend on the embedding itself.
This is a well-known feature of W-algebra.

W-transformations in general mix the tangent and the normals at a given
point of E. Thus they move the surface and the distinction between intrinsic
and extrinsic geometry is not W-invariant.

Our first result is that Toda fields naturally arise from the Gauss-Codazzi
equations of this embedding. These equations are integrability conditions for
derivatives of the tangent and of the normals to the surface. The latter are
introduced by extending Frenet-Serre formula as follows. Define

A , =
9tl

9i\

(3)

(4)

d and 8 are short hands for d/dz and d/dz respectively. ^ stands for (d)x.
Vectors in C 1 are denoted by boldface letters. It is straightforward to check
that a set of In orthonormal vectors is given by (upper indices in between
parenthesis denote derivatives)

9i^zi 5oo-l
(5)

ea =

9\\ 9ia

9aa-l
0 = 1 , - (6)



where determinants are to be computed for each component of the last line.
Indeed, if we denote by (X, Y) the inner product 6AB(XAYB + YAXB) in M,
we have (ea,e6) = (ea,e6) = 0, (ea,ei,) = 6af>. et and §! are tangents to the
surface, while the other vectors are clearly normals.

The string version of the Frenet-Serret equation is described in terms of
ea's and Toda fields fc,

dea - w*aeb, dea = U;aeb, (7)

1

where <j>0 = 0 and other components of w are zero. Remarkably, one sees that
the right member is just the Toda Lax pair[4]. Toda equations are equiv-
alent to the zero-curvature condition on w. In the language of Riemannian
geometry[5], w^ and w^ o > 1 give the second and third fundamental forms
respectively. ea satisfy similar equations.

Geometrically, since the ea and ea are 2n-beins, W-transformations appear
as particular transformations of the local Lorentz group, which leave the form
of the Toda Lax pair invariant. This allows us to interprete Toda fields as the
gauge fields of the W-symmetry.

Going to the second derivatives, one deduces from the above that

dd(f>a + e
2*«-v«+i-<t>a-i _ Q̂  (a = 1, • • • ,ra — 1), (9)

d8<j>n = 0 , (10)

which are the Gauss-Codazzi equations[5] for the embedding considered3.
The first dequations are j4n_!-type Toda equation. The addtional field <f>n

satisfies free field equation. It implies that we have chiral facorization of
An = U(z)U(z).

In order to get An_x Toda equation exactly, we need to change our target
space Cn by a projective space CPn~1. We describe CPn~l by homogeneous
coordinates [X1, • • •, Xn] with identification,

In terms of the embedding functions, it is described by U(l) gauge invariance,

3Ideas, that are somewhat related to ours, have already been put forward in ref.[6]



It is shown in [2] that this gauge symmetry can be used to remove the <j>n

degree of freedom through identification, p(z) = (U(z))~l/n.

Global W-geometry; The Grassmannian manifold Gn+k,k is the set of
k) x k matrices W with the equivalence relation W ~ aW, where a is a k x k
matrix. A chiral embedding in Gn+kik is thus defined by

/u(Z) ... r+«-\z)
W(z) = (12)

P'k{z) ••• f n + k - " ( z )

Following Ref.[7], we introduce the Kahler potential Kk = ln(det WWT) , that
is,

.(13)

The difference is that, in our case, / will not the complex conjugate of / . From
the embedding E —> CPn, we can canonically construct the kth associated
embedding E -» Grn+1<k+1 <-• P(Afc+1Cn). We let / '• ' = &-Vf'(z) in Eq.12,
for s = 1, • • -, k + 1, I = 0, • • •, n. The induced metric on the corresponding
Riemann surface is simply

g^ = dd\nrk+l (14)

so that the Toda field appears naturally. The infinitesimal Plucker formula is
derived by computing the curvature

(15)

and this gives
"•zl — ~9zl + Z9zt — 9zi

The global Plucker formula contains the k-th instanton number

dk = ± f dzdzg?},

and follows from Gauss-Bonnet theorem for g\i\

± f
2TT J E

(17)

(18)
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01, is defined as a sum of the k-th ramification indices. Near a singular point
where there is an obstruction to the construction of the moving frame, the
behaviour is of the form

g$ ~ (* - *o)^o)(* - fc^flft, (19)

where g[ ] is regular at Zo, So- Since we do not assume that f(z) = f(z), /3fc(zo)
and /3fc(f0) may be different. fa is denned by

(20)

Finally we arrive at the global Pliicker formula

k = 0 , - - . , n - l . ,
dn = 0 , d _ x = 0 ( l j

Using this formula, we find that there are n independent topological num-
bers (do, • • •, dn-i)i which characterize the global topology of W-surfaces. A
direct consequence of this observation is that Wn+J- strings have n coupling
constants which play the same role as the genus for the usual string theories.
Eq. 21 may be understood as the index theorem for W-surfaces.
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Fusion Rules for the Vertex Operators
of s/(2) with Fractional Level

HIDETOSHI AWATA l and YASUHIKO YAMADA 2
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Abstract

We analyze the properties of the vertex operators of the sl(2) algebra with fractional

level. We derive the fusion rules, the existence condition for the vertex operators, which

have an interesting structure related to the affine Weyl transformation. It is shown that,

to get nontrivial fusion rules, we must include the vertex operator which belongs to neither

the highest nor the lowest weight representation.

1. Introduction

In case of the integral representation, i.e. the level k is a non negative integer, the

fusion rules of the s/(2) affine Lie algebra are well known [1, 2, 3]. The generalization for

other levels, however, is not straightforward and still remains as an open problem.

For example, in the admissible representations [4, 5], which are deeply related to Vira-

soro minimal models, the fusion rules calculated from the Verlinde formula [6] ̂ ive strange

results; they contain negative integers [5, 7]. Furthermore, Tsuchiya and Wakimoto [8]

showed, by an analysis similar to that in [1], that almost all the vertex operators vanish.

In this report, we investigate this problem with a slightly modified definition of the

vertex operators, and give some meaningful results. This talk is based on our previous

work [9].
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2. 5/(2) Algebra

First we define some notation. The sl(2) algebra is generated by En, Hn and Fn

(n 6 Z) with

k

[Hn,Fm] = ~Fn+m, [En, Fm] = 2Hn+m + kn6n+mfi.

Let Mj be the Verma module over sl(2), generated by the highest weight vector \j),

such that En\j) = Hn\j) = Fn\j) = 0 (n > 0) , £b|j> = 0 and H0\j) = j\j). This |j> is

j)rimary with respect to the Sugawara energy-momentum tensor

1-4.0 / - ' (2.2)

with cA = M/(k + 2), Aj = j(j + l)/(k + 2). Note that kj € C.

The dual module MJ is generated by {j\ which satisfies {j\En = {j\Hn = {j\Fn = 0

("• < 0) , O'l^o = 0 and (j\H0 = j(j\. The bilinear form Mj ® Mj —>• C is uniquely defined

l>y U\j) = 1 and {(u\X)\v) = ( M | ( X | « » for any (u\ € M/, |w> € Mj and X e «7(2).

A null vector |x) € A ĵ (of grade iV and charge Q ) is defined by ^nlx') = #nlx) =

/•'B|X-) = 0 (n > 0), Eo\x) = 0, ^o | \ ) - (j + Q)\\) and I0|x> - (hj + N)\X). A null vector

( \ | € M? is defined in a similar manner.

Example. Set 2jrs + 1 = r — s/, r, s € Z and ( = H 2 e C . Examples of the null vectors

I w ) € Mjrs are,

- (* )( ) ( V M u )
(2 3)

F 2

where i , = _2(t+3)(ife+4), i2 = -4(4+4), x3 = 4(*+3)(*+l), at4 = -2(4+3)(i+4), xb =

2(4+4), x6 = 2(4+2)(4+3)(4+4), a7 = 4(4+2)(4+3)(4+4), xg =



3. Vertex Operator

Let us introduce the vertex operator, which is defined as the center-less representation

for the adjoint action [3, 13].

Definition, For the triple. (J3,J2,ji), the vertex operator (j>j2(z,x) : Mjl —* Mj3 is

defined by

[X,<frj(z,x)] = p(X)4j(z,x), (3.1)

where X € sl(2), and p(X) is a center-less coniravariani representation such as

/., <}\

If 4>j(z, x) is polynomial in x, then this is equivalent to the ordinary definition [1]. However,

in case of fractional level, we have to allow non-polynomial dependence in a;.

We can determine any matrix element from the sl(2) algebra. From the conservation

of t h e Ho a n d Lo cha rges , (J3\Ho4>}2(z,x)\j\) = ( M # o , <j>j2( = ,x))\j\) +{h\<t>ji(z, x)H0\j\)

, ( similarly for LQ ); the ground state matrix element of the vertex operator is given by

where hi-> — —h\ — hi + ^3, j n = ji + j'2 — h a n d C123 is a n arbitrary constant. If

h + h ~ J3 = 0 o r 2J2 ( mod Z ), then the vertex operator is the highest or the lowest

representation with respect to the zero mode sl(2) subalgebra. The other matrix elements

for the descendant fields is uniquely determined by the s/(2) algebras. For example,

< ; | ^ 2 ( , ) U > ,
(3.1)

{J3\eai • • • ean4>j2(z,x)\ji) = p(eai) • • • p(ean){J3\<j>h(z,x)\jx).

Any n-point function is reduced to the three-point function by the operator product

expansion. Let us consider the image of the vertex operator for the ground state |/i) € Mjl

N,Q J

where \JN^)j3 € Mj3 is the basis of the homogeneous components of Lo = ^3 + N,

#o = J3 ~ Q- To determine the coefficients /3j = /3jQ for fixed V̂, Q in (3.5), we must

— 8 -



solve the following linear equation,

Q Y^ = {I\<t>k(z, x)\h). (3.6)

If the determinant of the matrix (I\J) ( the Shapovalov form ) vanishes, the consistency

of the equation (3.6) requires the following constraints,

(x\th(*>*)\ii) = 0, (3-7)

for any null vector (\\ € M?. This is the so-called the null vector decoupling condi-

tion. Similarly, consistency of the OPE of <f> : MJ3 —> M;*, i.e. O'3|0j2(
zi x)> requires

{J'A<t>h(z->x)M ~ 0 f° r a " n u " vectors \\) G M^. Therefore, the existence of the vertex

operator depends on the null vector decoupling.

4. Null Vector Decoupling Condition

First we give some examples of the null vector decoupling condition. By using the null

vector \xr,s) in (2.3), we have

- Ju + 1 - <)(ju)**ia~V»-\ (4.1)
1

n=0

for ji = jrfl,ji,i and ji'2,1 respectively. Hence, the null vector decoupling condition is

r - l

JJO'i + h ~ h - ») = 0, for ji = jr,o,
n=0

(ii + J2 - J3 + t){J3 + h ~ h + 1 - <)(ii + J2 - J3) = 0, for ji = jxfl,
1

IJ (Ji + h ~h-n + t)(j3 +h-ji + n + l- t)(ji + h - j3 - n) = 0, for >i = jr'2,i •

(4.2)

We find that these allowed values of 33 are related by the Weyl transformations <TO : js *-*

—j3 — 1 and <T\ : J3 !—•• < — J3 — 1, and the transformation r : J3 1—> J3 + 1. For example, for

- 9 —



j \ = J2.ii we can arrange the allowed values of J3 as follows

IT IT U (4.3)

ji + j j - i A -h-h <Zh i i + i i + < - l = - i i + j j

In (4.3), the vertical has ordinary sl(2) structure, and the horizontal has new structure

related to the Weyl transformation. This structure holds for the general case.

Next we analyze the null vector decoupling condition by using the general form of the

null vectors [10, 11].

Theorem I. For t G C \ {0} and the highest weight j , parametrized as 2jTi, + 1 = r — st

with r, s € Z, such that (i) r > 0 , s > 0 or (ii) r < 0 , s < 0 , there exist a unique null

vector \Xr,s) € Mjtt of grade N = rs and charge Q = —r. And ike null vector in MjTt is

for the cases (i) and (ii) respectively.

Note that the exponents of these formulas are complex numbers, but they make sense by

analytic continuation. More explicit formulas for the null vectors are given in [13]. Some

examples and the relation to Virasoro null vectors are given in [14].

The matrix element including the null vector |»,j) € My, or (xr,s\ 6 Af*3 is

From (3.1), (3.3) and (4.4), we obtain the function fr,s(Ji,J2,J3),

Proposition II.

r—1 s r j

n=0m=0 n= l m = l

- r - 1 - » - l - r - » - l

IJ JJ (-Ji + h +h + n- mi),

n=0 m=0 n=l ra=l

(4.6)

/or /fee cases (i ) r > 0 , s > 0 onrf (ii) r < 0 , s < 0 respectively.

- in —



5. Fusion Rules

When Mj1 has a null vector |x>,s)! there exists a vertex operator 4>j2(z, x), if and

only if the matrix element including the null vector vanish, {}3\^>j2{
z,x)\xr,s) = 0, i.e.

fr,s(ji,J2,}3) — 0- And this gives the fusion rules. From Proposition II, we have

Theorem III. In the generic level t € C, the fusion for ji — j T S and arbitrary j ^ are

j3 = o~(—j\ + J2 H~ n)i where 0 < n < r — 1, n £ Z , and o~ = <T\, o~Q<r\,(r\aQO~\, • • •, (o~oo~i)2s,

j3 = <r(ji — J2 + n), where 0 < n < — r — 1, n € Z, arerf <r = <ri, <Toffi, • • •, (O'O(TI)~2(S+1 ',

/or <Ae cose* ( i ) r > 0 , s > 0 and (ii) r < 0 , s < 0 respectively.

If M* also has a null vector (xr3,s3|! then the existence condition for the vertex operator

is (J3\^h(z,x)\xri,'A) = (Xr3,s3\<i>h(z'x)\h) = 0, i.e. / r i l«,(ji, J2,J3) = fr3,,3{h,h,h) = 0-

In the case that the level is rational t = p/q, with the coprime integers p and q,

there are two independent null vectors for a j \ = j T i l — jr-PlS-q- There exists a vertex

operator if and only if (h\<l>i2{
z,x)\Xr,i>) = O'3|0j2(2,z)|Xr-p,j-?) = 0, i.e. / r , s( ; i , i2 , J3) =

fr-p,,-q(jl,h,J3) = 0. That is

r - l s r sn i I , . . •, I I 1 I , . . ,\

I I Ul + )2 — 73 ~ n + mi) II II (—]\ + J2 + J3 + n ~ mt)
nr0m:0 n = l m=l , . . ,

, , (0.1 )
p - r — 1 q — s — 1 p — r g — s — 1 v '

n=0 m=0 n=l m=l

This condition says that Mj3 also has two null vectors. Hence, the existence condition for

the vertex operator is not only (5.1) but also (Xr,s\<t>j2{
z,x)\ji) = (Xr-P,s-q\<t>j2(

z, x)\ji) =

0, i.e. fr,s[J3,J2,ji) = fr-P,s-q(J3,J2,ji) — 0. However, this condition is included in (5.1).

Then we have

Theorem IV. For the rational level t = p/q, with the coprime integers p and q, the

fusion rules are closed in the "grid" 1 < ri < p — 1 and 0 < si < q — 1 for ji = r,- — stf.

And they are given by

max(—ri + r2 + 1,ri - r2 + 1) <f3 < min{r\ + r2 — 1, —r\ - r2 — 1 +2p)

max(—si + s2, «i - s2) <«3 < min(si + s2, — si — s2 - 2 + 2q)

or max{-r\ — r2 + 1 + p , rx + r2 + 1 - p) <rz < min{r\ - r2 — 1 + p, —n + r2 - 1

max(-si - S2 + q,s1+S2+2-q) <s3 < min(si - s2 - 2 + q, —si + s2 - 2

- 11 -



where r$ and S3 runs through even ( or odd ) integers if they are bounded by even ( or

odd ) integers respectively.

If j \ and J3 are in a "grid", then the allowed values of j2 are also in the same grid.

However, the representation of s/(2) defined over the vertex operator is neither the highest

nor the lowest weight representation with respect to the zero mode sl(2) subalgebra, unless

ji +J2 ~h = 0 or 2̂ 2 ( mod Z ). Therefore, our results are consistent with those of Tsuchiya

Wakimoto, which say that almost all the couplings of highest or lowest representation

vanish.

Example. Now we give some examples of the Theorem IV.

(1). For t = 2n
2

+1, n £ Z+; the allowed value of J3 is

max(ji + j 2 , -jx - j2 + t - 2) <j3 < min(-jx + j 2 , j \ - J2),

or max(ji — ji + t — I, —j\ + ji + t — 1) <73 < min(-j\ — j 2 — 1.Ji + J

where j'3 runs from the lower bound to the upper bound by increments of t.

(2). For / = I, the matrices JV(M), defined by

- t + 1),
(5.2)

(5.3)

and

are

r 1
1

- #2,1

(5.4)

11

(5.5)

The Verlinde formula gives rise to the strange result that N\ti and ^2,1 contain the negative



integers ( A^o and N^:o
 are the same as (5.5) )

1

1

- 1

- 1

- 1

- 1

(5.6)

Finally we give the relation between our formula and the Verlinde's one. The Verlinde

formula corresponds to the case that the vertex operator <f>j2(z, s) is restricted to the

highest or lowest weight representation. However, the lowest weight representation should

be replaced in the Verlinde formula by (To(h) = —ji — 1 with a negative sign fusion

coefficient.

6. Conclusions and Remarks

We have derived the fusion rules for the sl(2) algebra with fractional level. The results

show an interesting structure related to the affine Weyl transformation. In the Verlinde

fusion rules, the lowest representation appears as the negative sign fusion coefficient at

the place which is given by the Weyl transformation. To obtain nontrivial fusion rules,

we must include the vertex operator which belongs to neither the highest nor the lowest

representation; this is consistent with the results of Tsuchiya-Wakimoto. Similar results

are expected for other affine Lie algebras and j-deformed affine Lie algebras [15].

We would like to add a remark. The correlation function of the vertex operators (3.1)

satisfies the KZ equations [3]. The dimension of the solutions of the KZ equation is dictated

by the fusion rules. We have the integral representation of the solution [16], but they are

polynomials in x in the formulation presented here. To obtain all the solutions, including

non-polynomial solutions, it seems that we need another type of screening charges from

that considered in [17]. Indeed, in recent papers [18], Furlan et al. construct explicitly

the ra-point function for the $1(2) WZW theory for non-integer level and spins. In case of

fractioual level Jfc, their solution involves infinite dimensional representation of sl(2).

- 1 3 -
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SU{2) WZW Model on Higher Genus Riemann Surfaces

HITOSHI KONNO

Research Institute for Mathematical Sciences,

Kyoto University, Kyoto 606, Japan.

ABSTRACT

We extend the Coulomb gas formalism of the SU(2) WZW model and its BRST structure

to higher genus Riemann surfaces. The screened g-loop operator, which characterizes the

higher genus structure of the model is constructed. This operator is manifestly decoupled

with null states. We also give a rule for calculating correlation functions on arbitrary genus

Riemann surface. The modular transformation properties of the result are investigated.
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The Coulomb gas formalism of the two dimensional degenerate con forma I field theories is

known as a powerful technique* to compute correlation functions.' However its higher genus

extension had not been known until Felder clarified the structure of the highest weight

irreducible representation (HWIR) subspace, i.e. a kind of BRST cohomology in the Fock

space representation. According to this work, it was discussed a possibility of extending the

formalism to higher genus by extending the BRST structure. There, the use of the screened

t lire*1 point vertex, which intertwines three distinct Fock spaces, in stead of the usual screened

vertex operator was suggested. In this talk we give a possible operator realization of this

screened three point vertex in the case of SU(2) WZW model and give a complete operator

formalism which enables us to compute any correlation function on higher genus Rieinann

surfaces.* This talk is based on the work in Ref.[5].

The Coulomb gas construction of the SU(2) WZW model is given by a free boson $

coupled with the background charge Q$ = — 2QO> 2ao = \/2/fc + 2 and a spin one bosonic

conjugate pair ji and 7. The £u(2)& Kac-Moody currents are given in the bosonized form by

J+(z) = -e-+de*{z), J0{z) = dftz) - ^ -
2a

J-{z)= Uk + 2)d<l>-{k + l)dx-—dQ\e+e-x{z), (1)

where 3(z) = c^d^z) = e~^de^(z), f(z) = e*T)(z) = e*e-*(=) with

< $(r)<l>(uj) >= ln(c — tu) =< x(z)xiw) >— ~ < 0(2)0(w>) >• The energy-momentum

tensor, whose central charge is c = 3k/k + 2, is obtained by the Sugawara construction. The

expression in terms of 4>, cf> and \ is given by

T(z) = -2(d$(z))2 +aod
2$(z) + \(dX(z))2 + \d2

X{z) - \(d*{z)f - \d2v(z).

The primary fields $m(z) in the unitary representation are given by (2)

^{z)=li"-me-2a^{z), (3)

where j n = (n - l)/2, 1 < n < k + 1 and m = -jn, -jn + l , . . . , j n . The field $Jm(z) has

conformal dimension hn =
 J " ^ 2 • The highest weight state \j > is then obtained in terms

of the primary field $ j as

| j > = l im*j(*) |0>, (4)

where |0 > is the sl(2,C) invariant vacuum. Let us denote by Fj the Fock space constructed

on the state \j > by the action of the creation operators of the fields $, <f> and x-

• An alternative realization is discussed in Ref.[4]
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The screening operator, which has conformal dimension one and whose OPEs with the

currents in (1) implies regular terms or total derivatives, is given by

S(=) = #><'*( = ). (5)

Hence the screening charge Q = j> dzS(:) has conformal dimension zero and commute with

all the generators T and Jo,±-

The primary fields ${n(z) and the screening charges Q are all we need for the calculation

of correlation functions on the sphere. However when one goes on to consider the calculation

on the higher genus Riemann surfaces, one may face the following problems.

A) What is the physical subspace in the Fock space Fj 1

B) Wha1 is a proper integration contour for the screening charges on higher genus Riemann

surface?

C) Is it enough to use only the screening charge Q for screening all the background charges

on higher genus?

In order to answer the first problem, let us remind the fact that in any degenerate

conformal field theory, physical subspace should be taken as HWIR of the corresponding

conformal algebras. The problem of finding HWIR of the SU(2) WZW model in the Fock

space Fj was solved by Bernard and Felder. They defined a BRST charge in terms of the

screening operators as follows

JO) 2 _ 1 /• t n

C/ «-\ C/ \ C / — \ I £i\

\z\=R C • -"

The charge Qn satisfies the following properties.

a) Qn commutes with all the generators of the algebra.

b) The nil potency

QnQp-n = Qp-nQn = 0, (7)

where p = k + 2.

c) Qn defines the following BRST complex of the Fock spaces

Q^ F |_i] Q^ F |0] 0^ fJ.1] OP-; _ ^ ( g )

where F^ = Fjn_2lp and Fn = Fj_n_2lp. Then HWIR L(hn) with highest weight hn is

obtained as an only nontrivial cohomology on the complex (8) .
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Theorem (Bernard+Kolder) 6

where (?[-'] = Qn ( or Ql2'+1l = Q,,_n ) is the BRST charge which acts on the Fock space

According to this theorem, the trace of any operators, which act on the Fock space Fjn,

over HWIK L(hn) is evaluated by the following "supertrace" formula.

^ / i W , (10)

where A'M are defined recursively by

(11)

with A'[°l = A'.

Let us move to the second problem B). This problem was solved by Felder and Silvotti.

They argued that it is enough for higher genus if one takes proper integration contours on

the sphere with three punctures, because any higher genus Riemann surface can be obtained

by sewing these punctured spheres. We call such a three punctured sphere with proper

integration contours for the screening charges as the screened three point vertex. A desired

integration contour has been determined as a homologically nontrivial cycle C on the three

punctured sphere satisfying DC = 0 and C is not a boundary of other chain. An explicit

expression for the contour is given in Ref.[3] for the minimal model and in Ref.[5] for the

SU(2) WZW model.

Before going on to discuss the problem C), let us consider a realization of the screened

three point vertex as an operator which acts on the Fock spaces F- . We argue that a

possible realization is given in terms of the CSV vertex operator < V123 > = < Vj23'||./?33' >I?1

^°x\Px) + (°x\Px) + i<*X\Px)
r=l,2,3

i- V a' DUV a* \s T ar

r.»=l r = l
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V* > = />(«.Y.O + °'A.II + Q.v) ' • ' • / ' { - ' A" Y A" A ' " } I I I0'v > • (]:i'
f=r..<>

where

= i.rn + n v 0/«= - Y ^ . - " " (14)

^ r l p . ( 1 6 )
7 i , m = l w = l

with e.v = - 1 <->r 1 for .Y = 4> or * , \ , < 0J,| = X)jf < 0;jV| and < 0\-| =

J2,r < ": " vl w'itf' jr and ??r
v being an eigenvalue of a$ 0 and « r

v 0 , for A' = <p, \ . Here the

state < j \ is an eigenstato of the momentum rv$.o with an eigenvalue —2ooi- The anomalous

charge Q\ takes a value — 2QO, 1 and —1 for A' = <!>,<? and \ , respectively. The coefficients

Dnm are the (0,0) representation matrix elements of the projective g roup/

By making use of the cycle C as the integration contour of the screening charge, we now

define the screened three point vertex by

i=\

It is shown that the screened three point vertex (17) is normalizable if and only if it is

saturated by the states \jT\mr >r,r = 1,2,3, where j r and mr satisfy the fusion rule. In

addition, the vertex operator satisfies the following BRST relation

< Vnl
(18)

where we restrict the momentum operator 0^,9 ^° '^s eigenvalue —2QOJ;. One should note

that, when the second leg of (18) is saturated with the highest weight state \J2 > and a$ „

is restricted to its eigenvalue — 2a>ojm satisfying r = j m +72 — jh (18) is coincident with the

BRST relation for the usual vertex operator in Ref.[6].

Due to the BRST relation for the screened three point vertex (18), Felder's BRST struc-

ture is extended to higher genus. Let us now show this point in the genus one case. By
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combining the trace formula (10) ;in<l the sewing technicjuo, the screened one-loop operator

is constructed as

< T , r | = Tr}^ra)[< V& > s-.ll)(r)c-"w~'^"^1»(«.u)], (19)

where

</Y(r) = JVVV°-£**•• ' • S2A\ <l=——. n = e / - ' ( - ) i o (20)
1 — .r

and V is the projector which fixes the picture and projects out the redundant zero modes of

v = <f £->i(=Wk* - i>\ + p), (21)
c

with the contour C chosen as an a-cycle on the corresponding Ricmann surface.

The BRST property of the screened loop operator is thus obtained from the one for the

three point vertex operator (18). Noting L(hm) C KcrQm, one gets

<Tjy]\Q,=0, (22)

where / = 2?-+ 1. This shows all the null states are decoupled with the screened loop operator.

From (19), after taking trace and summation over the loop momenta fc* and kx, and the

integration in (21). we obtain the expressions for the screened one-loop operator.

< lm \ ~ 2L/ Jm-2lp\

/ez

with 0 = — 27ro()7??o$,o — Tnv(a#:o — a x ,o) , where

and

f
x <5(o*,o - 2Q 0 r )^(a^ i 0 - r)6(ax,0 + r), (24)

- (

x 0m .p(-2ao(«o|A) - v\r) (25)
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w) = f(q) < 0,v |<.

x 0(v + (<x0\A) - K | . 4 ) - A ^ l r ) " 1 - (20)

We here omitted redundant phase factors. In (25), the sv{2) thet.a function 0,,,,/J is defined

by

®m.p(w\T) =

/ez

The coefficients in (25) and (26) are given by

,\n --—d2<p(x)\x=o, (28)

Cn =—^\na(x)\x=0, (30)

Qnm = ; T^r"« "l U=B=01 ("")
Him! * x — y

and /(<?) = n r = i ( ] - 9 " ) ' r = j£iA<1> = ~ | ( T + ] ) - T h e constant A(ff) and the functions

<p{x), a(x) and E(z, w) are the Riemann constant, the first Abelian integral, the % -differential

and the prime form on the genus g Riemann surface ( g = l for the above case ), respectively.

One can i.ow calculate any correlation functions on the torus. For example, the character

of the su(2)k Kac-Moody algebra is obtained as follows

Ch(su(2)k) =< Tj '||0 >= — - . (32)

This is nothing but the Weyl-Kac formula. Similarly, the N-point function on the torue can

be obtained by

N N

n $-a(^) >ior« =< %L(T)\ n
o=l a=\

with the selection rules Yla=\ J" = r an(^ J2a=i m " = "•

One should note that due to the bosonization, our formalism provides an expression for

correlators in terms of the Riemann theta functions and the prime forms. Such expression

is convenient to analyze the modular transformation properties!5'
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Let us next discuss a screened g-loop operator. It is constructed by sewing g one-loop

operators (24) through g-1 screened three point vertex operators. One thus gets

9
.. -7-#(')| _ V^ V^ ^ -f<Ar) I TT/_^,«Sn1j(l-7a)

[M] i ~ Lu Zw [A/,/-];T'i l (- '

-j,=±i ' *

< f3{r) I - TT
^ [M,L]n' ~~ 1 1

o=l

,o + c), (34)

where 0a = -7ri(2ao)
2»*a>-a, r = Yfa=l'"» + X)Ci rA a n d 1^1 = {ma},a = 1,2,- • •,gr. The

expressions for < Tjj^ n . J and < T' f f '^x | are given by

9 _ A

o=i

- Pi7+ (2ao)P(A +

0=1

- {ax\A) - &*)\T)-\ (36)

where e* being a g-dimensional unit vector and r$ = (2ao/>)27"- The coefficients v4, B, C and

<5 are given by (28) ~ (31) with using the functions ip,a and E defined on the genus g

Riemann surface.

One should note that the same BRST relation as (22) for the one loop operator is valid

for the g-loop operator due to the BRST property for the screened three point vertices and

the screened one loop operators.

Now let us consider the problem C). As appeared in the delta function constraints in

(34) , the background charges on the genus g Riemann surface are —Qx(g — 1) for X = $

and <j> (the background charge for \ has already been screened by the insertion of £ \ [ V )•



Since the sign ot these charges is opposit to the one on the sphere, there exist the cases in

which t he charges can not be screened completely by Qs. For example, the genus g character

i.e. the zero point function on genus g surface, should vanish in this naive observation. This

is why we ask the question C). We argue that there exists other screening charge I having

confornial dimension zero and the opposit charge to Q. In fact, the operator

i>>*(=). (37)

which was first introduced by Dotsenko " in the nonbosonized form in the different context,

is just the desired object. The essential feature which allows one to regard / as a screening

operator is that / has conformal dimension zero and commutes with all the generators of

the algebra up to spurious fields. One can thus use / as a screening operator effectively in

the correlation functions.

By making use of / and the screened g-loop operator, the N point function on the genus

g Riemann surface is calculated by

N N g-l

< n *£.(*•) ><>=< TMT)\ n *&.(*«) n ^w^° >
a = l o = l i = l

with the selection rules

A' A'
^T j n -r = fc(l - g), for g > 1 and ^ " ' " = °
a=l o=l

For example, the genus two character is evaluated by

£ U ^ ) \ I ( z 0 ) \ 0 > (40)

with the constraint r = r\ +r-2 +r; = k from (39). The explicit expression is given in Ref.[5]

in terms of the prime forms and the Riemann theta functions. Note that the fusion rule

and the charge conservation at the neck of each screneed one loop operator imply that the

numbers r\ and r2 of the screening charges winding each one loop operator should be equal

to the spin _;' assigned to the intermediate state. For example, in the case k=2, j' = 0 or 1,

then n = r2 = 0 or 1, respectively. This implies 77 = 2 or 0, respectively. Similarly, for

generic level k, one can determine the values of r i i r2 a n ^ rl-
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The modular covariance of C7t'J' is also discussed in Kef.[5]. A troublesome feature

of llie Coulomb gas formalism is the transformation of the integration contours under the

modular transformation. For example, in the genus one case, the transformation T —> — \/r

changes the a-cycle to the b-cycle. Therefore, in order to show the modular covariance,

one has to make a connection between the correlators with the original contour and with

the transformed one. In Ref.[5], we only discuss the cases, which are not affected by this

problem, including the level one case.

On the other hand, it is known that it is enough for the higher genus modular covariance

to show the modular covariance of all the one point functions on the torus. According

to this argument, the modular covariance of all one point functions on the torus has been

proved by Felder and Silvotti for the minimal model, by Sidenius " for the N=2 minimal

model and by the author " for the SU(2) WZW model. These results makes us believe the

modular covariance of higher genus correlators. It should also be emphasized that the same

results ensure that the extension, which we have described here, provides a unique higher

genus extension of the model.
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Topological Gauged WZW Model

and 2D Gravity

Toshio Nakatsu and Yuji Sugawara

Department of Physics, University of Tokyo,

Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, 113, Japan

We discuss the path-integral quantization of the twisted N = 2 supersymmetric gauged

WZW model associated with SU{2)/U(l).

We explicitly show that this model is equivalent to a topological conformal field theory

characterized by two independent topological conformal algebras (twisted N — 2 super-

conformal algebras). One of them corresponds to the original N = 2 supersymmetry of the

model, called the "twisted Kazama-Suzuki type", as is expected. Remarkably, the other

is naturally identified with that of the twisted N = 2 Coulomb gas model, in other words

the topological matter system in the K.Li's theory of 2D gravity. This suggests that, if we

kill the Kazama-Suzuki sector out and couple the pure topological gravity with it (namely,

perform the moduli-integral), our quantization scheme of this model reproduces the K.Li's

theory.

We further study the other gauge fixings of this model. They lead to the well-known

formulations of 2D gravity coupled with conformal matter; the KPZ theory or the DDK

(Liouville) theory. Therefore from the standpoint of this gauged WZW model, we can say

that these formulations of 2D gravity are essentially equivalent, and they are different only

in the gauge choices.
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Sklyanin Algebra and Solvable Lattice Models

Yas-Hiro Quano *

Department of Physics, University of Tokyo,

Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, 113, Japan

Abstract

We construct a factorized representation of the (Jln-Sklyanin algebra from the vertex-
face correspondence. Using this representation, we obtain a new solvable model which
gives a si,,-generalization of the broken Z# model. We further prove the Yang-Baxter
equation for this model.

1 Introduction

One of the central subject in the study of the solvable lattice models is to shed new

light on elliptic solutions of the Yang-Baxter equation. Recently Frenkel and Reshetikhin [1]

considered the (/-deformation of the vertex operator introduced by Tsuchiya and Kanie [2] in

conformal field theory. They showed that the correlation functions satisfy a ̂ -difference equa-

tion, and that the resulting connection matrices give rise to known models whose Boltzmann

weights are expressed the elliptic theta functions.

In our opinion the Sklyanin algebra [3] and its generalizations [4][5] are important to such

a problem. Note that in Ref.[l] the (/-analog of the current J(z) is the i-operator, which

appears in the context of the quantum inverse method [6]. Then it is very likely that the

(^-analog of the current algebra is the Sklyanin algebra, which L(z)'s satisfy.

"A talk given at "Workshop on New Aspects of Quantum Field Theory", Institute of Nuclear Science,

University of Tokyo. February, 1SM2.

'A Fellow of the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science for Japanese Junior Scientists.
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In a previous paper [7] we propose a program for constructing a new solvable model by
utilizing a representation of the Sklyanin algebra. Recall that Hasegawa and Yamada [8]
derived the ^-matrix of the broken Zjv model [9][10] from that of the eight vertex model
[11], using the cyclic representation of the g^-Sklyanin algebra [3]. Kashiwara and Miwa [9]
originally obtained the broken Zjv model by elliptic extension of the the self-dual Z# model
[12]. In the present paper we generalize the result of Hasegawa and Yamada [8] to the si,,
case; i.e. we construct the A^^ broken lN model from the Belavin's solution of the Zn ® Zn

symmetric model [13], which is an n-state generalization of the eight vertex model. For that
purpose we have to investigate the j) ln-Sklyanin algebra and develop the representation theory
of it.

The key idea is based on the following observation. The Z,-operator obtained by Hasegawa
and Yamada [8] factorizes elementwise into two pieces, both of which are essentially the
intertwining vectors between the eight vertex model and the eight vertex SOS model [14].
We shall show that the concept of the vertex-face correspondence [15] naturally derive the
"factorized representation". This name is come from the factorization of L-operator to the
left and right intertwining vector between the Zn ® Zn-symmetric model and the unrestricted
A™! model [16].

We add a further remark. The state valuables of the face (IRF) model [11] are identified
the dominant integral weights of a certain level [16], while those of the broken Zjv model or its
generalization are Zjv-spin. So we must reformulate the face model on the other basis which
is convenient for the cyclic state valuables [17].

The present article is organized as follows. In section 2 we give the iJ-matrix of the Zn®Zn

symmetric model [13] and define the g[n-Sklyanin algebra [5]. In section 3 we define the face

model whose state valuables take on values of Zn
N mod Zjv( 1, • • •, 1) [17]. We also construct a

"factorized representation" of the (j[,,-Sklyanin algebra [18] based on the so called vertex-face

correspondence [15] In section 4 we derive an s[,,-generalization of the broken ZN model [18].

Here we restrict the state variables in our new model by specializing a constant parameter w

to \/N. Moreover we prove the Yang-Baxter equation for this model [18].

2 Sklyanin Algebra

2.1 Theta Function To begin with, let us establish notation concerning the theta

functions. For a complex number r in the upper half-plane, let AT := {fiT + ̂ lfii^i G ' } t>e

the lattice generated by I and r, and ET :- C/Ar the complex torus which can be identified
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with an elliptic curve. The Riemann's theta function with the characteristics a, b 6 R is

defined by the following convergent series [19]

a) [(m + a)r + 2{z + 6)]} .

The zeros are

•0 ° | («, r) = 0 at u = ( I _ a)7- + ( | - 6), mod AT.

(1)

(2)

Hereafter a positive integer n > 2 is fixed and we will use the following compact symbols

,nr) , (3)
a2/n + 1/2
ai/n+ 1/2

for a — (o-i,CVT) € Z ® Z and j 6 Zn . We also define

n - l n - l

1/2-j/n

1/2

A(-) := (4)
j = 0

2.2 Zn © Zn-Symmetric Model In this subsection we consider the vertex model on a
i

two-dimensional lattice £ such that the state variables take on Zn-spin. Set R}
ik := j——k

I
be a Boltzmann weight for a single vertex with bond states i,j,k,l £ Zn. We call the matrix

whose (ik, j7)-component is equal to R}
tk the R-matriz. Such a circumstances are expressed

as follows. Let V = C" and {e,},e2n be the standard orthonormal basis of V. The Boltzmann

weight RJ
tk gives a linear map R : V Q V —• V 0 V in the basis {e} ® ei}

(5)

To go further we restrict the admissible state configurations.

Definition 2.1 The vertex model is said to be the Zn ® Zn-symmetric model if

(i) R(u)3
lk = 0, unless i + k = j + I, mod n,

(«) Mu)J,?Pi% = RMlL for every t, j , k, I, and p G Zn.
(6)

(7)
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We introduce the linear maps g and h in V by

yt, = uj'e,, he, = e , _ j , (8 )

where, w = exp(2/T\/— 1/n). Matrices 1$ = ga'ha2, for a — (a i ,a 2 ) € Z71 0 Zn, span a basis

of gln. Belavin [13] conjectured and some authors [20] proved the following theorem.

Theorem 2.2 Let R(z) be the Zu®Zn-symmetric R-matrix

R(z) = P Y. M*)!*®!?. (9)
<J6Zn®Zn

Here, P denotes the transposition matrix on V ® V

P(x&y) = yQx, (10)

and
, . 1 a&(z + w/n)

us{z) := —j-i—-, (11)
?i as(w/n)

where u; =fi 0 mod Ar, i.s a constant. Then R(z) solves the Yang-Baxter equation

# I 2 ' (-- , - -2)Al23'(--,)A'I2»(--3) = /J<23>(;2)*U2)(~*,)#23)(*. - --2), (12)

where fl(12)(~) = /?(.:) 0 / and Ri23)(.;) = I 0 R(z) are matrices acting on V®3.

Notice that we slightly change the expression of us(z) from the one in Ref.[13] for later

convenience. In particular our R(z) holds the initial condition

R(Q) = 1. (13)

To show this the following lemma is useful.

Lemma 2.3 [21] / / / is an t ntire function not identically zero which satisfies

i /(.: + r) = expp'Trv^/l, + A2z)]f(z),
\ ( '

then necessarily .4T is a positive integer, and f has A? zeros «i, • • •, uAi in ET with

M 44̂̂
u, = '-f + BT-AU mod Ar. (15)
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[Proof] It is sufficient to suppose that f(z) has no zero on dET, the boundary of ET. If f(z)

has a /c-th zero at ; = u, then f'{z)/f{z) ~ kj(z — u) as z ~ u and hence we have

^ / ^ ^ , (16)

Further under the same assumption since zf'(z)/f(z) ~ ku/(z — u) as z ~ u, we have

Thus we obtain the desired results. D

[Proof of Theorem 2.2] Let F-g(zi) stand for The /_-_g ® /g ® /^-component of the
difference of the l.h.s. and the l.h.s. of (12):

F^) = a.<M";+V,+6,a2 ^[jsfi _ J*-s.t>]us{zi _ 22)u-_a-(.~l)ug+<J(;2), (18)
a

where ( , ) is a skew symmetric form defined by

{o,6) :=a 1 6 2 -a 2 6i . (19)

It is clear that ^ - ( - i ) = 0 if b = 0. Assume that 6 ^ 0 . From Lemma 2.3 / ^ ( s i ) has
two zeros in ET and the sum of these zeros is s2 — (2w; + ai + a,2T)/n. On the other hand
F(ji = z2) — F(zi = -2 + (&i + b2r)/n) = 0, which contradicts the consequence of Lemma
2.4 and therefore F3l(zx) = 0 for all zx € fiT. •

Rickey and Tracy [21] derived the expression for the (ifc, jO-c.omponent of the il-matrix
of the Ztl © Z,,-syminetrif model. In our formulation in [5] it reads as follows:

( 2 0 )

2.'.i Sklyanin Alyebru Let. us consider the L-operator satisfying

/?(.-, - .:,)!(-,) O L{z2) = L(z2) © i ( ^ ) ^ ( ^ - z2), (21)

which is the defining equation for the rj[,,-Sklyanin algebra [4][5].

This object is a quadratic generalization of U(gln), the universal enveloping algebra of the

Lie algebra gln. Obviously setting S" = / r 1 (hence L(z) = R(z)) gives a representation of

the STI- In this case 5,, is U(sln) itself. We notice in the preceeding paper [7] that a certain

good representation of 5,, is relevant to obtain a generalization of the broken Zn model [9].

We construct a "factorized representation" of 5 n in the next section.
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3 Factorized Representation

3.1 Cyclic Valuables Following Date et al. [22] (See also [23]), let us consider W -
T t - l

(^) Wt, where W3 ~ CN. We fix the standard orthonormal basis {wj}jezN C CN and introduce
j=0

the linear operator G and H by

Guj = q3u]t Huj = Uj_i, (22)

where, q = exp(2x\/—l/N). Let G3, H3 be linear operators on W such that

G} := 7®- - -® G ®---®7, (23)

j-th
/ / j : = 7 ® - - - ® H ® - - - ® 7 . (24)

j-th

Put W(0' := {u; 6 W\Z0 • • • Zn-Vu> = w}. Note that dimWw = N"'1.

.v-i
U-'m = XI Umo+fc ® • • ' ® !lm,.,+k, (25)

fc=0

for m = (m0, • • •, m? l-i) € ZJ,, span a basis of W ( 0 ) . Obviously u;m+(i, ,i) = ^m and hence

we can regard the value m as the element of Q := ZJ, mod Zjv(l, • • , ! ) .

An ordered pair (a, 6) € Z" Q Z" is called weakly admissible if

a - 6 = a,, ^ ^ ( O , - - , ^ , - - ^ ) , (26)

j-th

for some j € Z7l. An ordered pair (a, b) € Q ® Q is called admissible if

a - 6 = Qj +ZW(1, • • • , ! ) , mod ZJ, (27)

for some j e Zn.

3.2 Model Let us consider the face model [11] on a two dimensional square lattice £",
/ ' \

which is a dual lattice of £ considered in section 2. Let W I I be a Boltzmann weight

for a state configuration I J round a face. Here the four local states a,b,c,d G Z"
a c I

are ordered clockwise from the NW corner. We set W | 1 = 0 unless the four
a c



pairs (aj)),(b,r),(a.d). and (<i<:) are weakly admissible. Non-zero Boltzmann weights arc

parametrized in terms of the elliptic theta function of the spectral parameter ; as follows:

m m - Q j ] h(z + \/N)

m — Qj m — 2 a ,

in-a, \ _ h(z + mjk/N) {j_ikl ( 2 g )

ion ( a I
\d c)

in - a} m - a} - ak J h{mjk/N)

I m m -aj \ h(z)h(m}k/N - . , , . ,

s \ m - Qk m - a } - a k ) h(l/N)h(mjk/N) V T ''

Here h{z) is defined by (4) and

1 ^
mjk := thj - ihk, m} := m} - - £ , my + w}. (29)

n
 }'=o

where, it'j's are some appropriate constants satisfying w} ^ wk mod NAr if j / k.
Now we consider the statistical model whose local states take on values in Q. In terms of

(29) we define the new Boltzmann weight Wcyc I I for a state configurat;

V d c )
round a face to be

WcyC I a b \ = W, I [^ j|'J J if (a, 6), (6, c), (a, d), and (d,c) are admissible,

^ ' 0 otherwise.

Here [a] = a in Q, etc., and they are chosen such that the four pairs ([a], [6]), ([6], [c]), ([a], [d]),

and ([</],['-]) are weakly admissible. Notice that the r.h.s. of (29) are invariant under the
71—1

transformation m >—> m + N ^ J.a} + Z(l, • • •, 1).
1=0

One can identify the cyclic valuable m with the root of •/!„!_! [24] as

n - l

m := ̂ 2 m,a,. (31)
t=0

n - l

Here (^) la} is a classical part of the root lattice of . 4 ^ , and we put Q0 + • • • «„_! = 0 so that
j=0

we can identify m and m + Z.iy( 1, • • •, 1). Thus we call the model defined by this Boltzmann

weights the root type .4',1.!] model.
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•13 Vertex-Face Corrfspondeitct Jimbo, Miwa, Okado [25] introduced the following

intertwining vectors to show the equivalence between the Zn 0 Z,,-symmetric model and the

.4,,_i model. We introduce the similar intertwining vector defined by

&'>(= +nwm,), if [m]-[l] = aJ, (32)

0, otherwise

where m = ^ m,a,. The main theorem of this article is as follows:

Theorem 3.1 If w = \/N, then

a \ d r JI \ u r /

To show this the following lemma is useful.

[Proof of Theorem 3.3]

step! From eqs. (20), (32) and (29) we have the following quasi-periodic properties

R(t + r) = (I Q h)~l/?.(.:)(/, 0 I)exp{-2*y/=T(z + 1/nN + 1/2 + r/2)}, ( 3 4 )

* " ' " l " n = ~ " ^ "'*' , , , . _ ,„ , , , (35)

r.rcr ( '» »I - O, \ / J71 ??l-O, \ (36)

\ m - a, ??! - Qj - ttk J y m - a, m - a} - ak J

x exp{-2^^^/^T(.: + A/N + 1/2 + r/2)/n},

where, A = 1 if ; = j = <•, .-1 = mjk if / = j ^ A;, .4 = 0 if •/ = /;• ̂  j .

step U Let F{.:u ~2) be the difference of the l.h.s. and the r.h.s. of (33). Then we obtain

from step 1

-27rv/^TS),

where, B = (1 + l /n)( ; i + 1/2+ r/2) - ; 2 + (l/n - m})/N.
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step 3 F(r._>,.:_>) = 0 follows from the initial conditions

R(0) = /, W?c h b)=Su. (38)

Hence we have F(z2 + jr, z2) — 0 f°r j = 0, • • •, n — 1.
step 4 Let F,,i{.~i, :2) denote the (i, i'J-component of F{z\, z2). Here we show that F^{z2 —

I/A" + (i — i')r, z-2) — 0- Thanks to step 2 it is sufficient to consider the case i — i'. Now the
l.h.s. vanishes due to the factor h[zx — z2 + 1/Ar). It is clear that the same holds for the r.h.s.
if [a] - [b] = [I] - [,:]. Assume that [a] - [b] = j £ k = [b] - [c]. Then

m m~a> ) w:TlJ
 m m~ a> ) 09)

m — a-j m — a, — a* J ' y m — a m a a J
, j = tmm-aAz), (40)

and therefore the r.h.s. is proportional to A L J ( 3 ! ) t f 1 B - a i ( 2 2 ) - ^mm-a^^J'/ 'mm-a/^),
so that it vanishes.

step 5 Suppose that F(.:i, c_>) is not identically zero. Lemma 2.3 teaches us that F,,'(zi, z2)

as a function of r.Y has n + 1 zeros in EnT and the sum of these zeros equals to

1 + nth, . n(n + 1 )
nc2 + n-^- + ?7- ——-T, mod AnT, (41)

which contradicts step 3 and step $• Thus F(z-i, z2) = 0 for all Z\ € EnT. D

The following important corollary can be immediately derived from Theorem 2.2 and 3.1.

Corollary 3.2 Boltzmunn ueujhts (28) satisfy the YBE for IRF-type

(42)

[Proof] Let W(a. 6, o, ii. t , / ) be the difference between the l.h.s. and the r.h.s. of the (42).

After putting Cj i— zit ;2 <— z} — c2, multiply the vector <f>ab{zi) ® <fibc{zi>) ® ^ ( 0 ) by both

sides of (12). By successive applying Theorem 3.1 we obtain

52 W[a, 6,.:, d, e, /)^a/(0) ® 0/e(z2) ® ̂ ( z , ) = 0. (43)
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Since <£„,„,_„„ (.;),•••. £>„„„_„„_, (-) are linearly independent (see next subsection [18]), we

conclude that W(a, 6, c, d. t\ / ) = 0. O

3.4 Factorizei! Representation of the Sklyanin Algebra Now we construct a nontrivial

representation of &>• In this representation //-operator is factorized to a product of the left

and right intertwining vector of the Zn © Zn-symmetric model and the unrestrcted An_^

model.

We regard 4>li-yi,{~) as an (i,j (-component of a function-valued matrix <ba{z)- Let $<,(z)

be a cofactor matrix of ^a(z) and s e t

<M~'): = ( < & ) , • • •-<£,r1)(~*)), (44)

««+«,,(-): = (*.(^));/M«-«'Ea.-P»)II/l(aH). (45)
i=0 k<l

Here ;>„ is defined by
\ 1/2 if n is even,

P., = { ' ... . . , (46)
1 0 li 7i is odd,

and we assume - ^ ;;„. Note that ipab{~) is a column vector while ipab(z) is a row vector.
Then by the rule of multiplication of matrices in V = C", <fiab{z)4>cd{z) is a scalar function
and 4>ab{z)4>cd(~) is a function-valued matrix. It. is clear that 4>ab(z) and </>ob(z) enjoy the
following orthogonal properties

Proposition 3.3

<Aaa+a,(^)^ao+at(2) = f>ik, (47)
t i - 1

^0aa+c.J(^)^a+ttJ(^) = /„, (48)
j=0

This follows from the definitions of <#a&(~) and ipab(z) and the following lemma:

Lemma 3.4

det
7 1 - 1

(49)
J=0

where, C is a constant in z0, • • •, J,,-i.

[Proof] Let. /(;o) be the difference of the l.h.s and the r.h.s. of (49), then we have

/(--o+D - (-l)"/(^o),
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as a function of :0. From Lemma 2.4 f(.:0) has n zeros in ET and the sum of these zeros is

;>„ (modAT). Clearly /(~o) = 0 at .:o = :\.- • •, :,i~i and hence the last zero is located at

ô = —(̂ i + • • • + :,,_i) + pn- Repeating the same discussion witli respect to other variables

- ] . • • • , ; n _i . wo obtain eq.(49). •

Therefore <?„(,( ;)'s a r e right intertwining vector:

Theorem 3.5

0.fc(~-2) 0 0k(--l )«(.-! ~ Z2) = £ W,,-,, K J 0.«(3l) ® ̂ ( ^ ) - (51)

[Proof] Multiply (33) from the left by 0<,6'(~2)0</Vc'Ui) and from the right by <f>ad{zi)®4>dc{z2),
and sum over c and d. Then we obtain (51) from Proposition 3.3. O

It follows from Theorem 3.1 and 3.5 that there exists a factorized representation of the

gl,,-Sklyanin algebra:

Theorem 3.6 Lttb(;) = <t>ab(~)<t>abU) solves the eq.(Sl).

We call this representation a factorized representation.

4 A{nli Kashiwara-Miwa Model

4.1 Construction of a New Model In this subsection we solve the following equation

£(.-,)© L{z2)S{zuz3) = S(zuz2)L(z2) ® I(z,), (52)

where the symbol of the sum by the product of matrices in V — C" is omitted. To construct

a solution of (52) we introduce

<i'a-«,a(Z) = ?-^'a»+a,(2), <Pa-a,a(~) = <^aa+a,( z) • (53)

It is clear that ipah(z) and i'ab(z) liave the orthogonal property.

Proposition 4.1

ih-aAzW—atA2) = hk* (54)
n - 1

T. 1'a-a,.{z)ri>a-a,ai:) = A> • (55)
j=0
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By the factorization property this reduces to smaller equation [S][26]

)-WJc{z,z'). (56)

Because <pad(z)(ptic{z') and <i'nd(~')''l'bc(z) are expressed in terms of the determinant in End(F),

from Lemma 3.4 we obtain the ratio of ^oi>(r)'s [18].

We notice that the following lemma is true.

Lemma 4.2

Wab(-. •-')

(57)

(58)

[Proof] This is due to Proposition 3.3. By multiplying (50) from the left <&,„•(z), from the

right v'<6c(")' and summing over b.d we obtain (57). It is similarly with respect to (58). D

We set
a 6

d c
ab © Edc,

a b

and {Eab)pq = K^.

Theorem 4.3

(:1,:!;:2, 4)

[Proof] The claim is equivalent to

<•; b - I - 2

(-2. 4) ©
be c t 4 r,

(59)

(60)

(61)

(62)
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which can be shown by successive application of (56) and Lemma 4.2. D

Corol lary 4 .4 // we put zi = z[, z2 = z'2 then S(zi,z2) = S(zi, z\;z2, z2) solves eq.(52).

4.2 Yang-Baxter Equation Now we prove the Yang-baxter equation for S(zi, z'v z2, z'2)

z[;z3, z'3)S™(z2, z'2; z3, z'3)

zuz>i;z3,z!i)S"3\zuz'1;z2,z!2), (63)

where, S ( 1 2 ) ( - i , -',: -*2, 4) = S(zu :[• z2, zi,)® I and S(23\zu z\-z2, z'2) = I®S^(zu z[;z2, z'2).

Our proof is parallel to the ones given in Refs.[22][27]. First we prove the following
proposition.

Proposition 4.5 Fix a positive integer m and consider m-fold tensor product of L-

operators

(?„,(=„--!; • • •; ;„„ 4 ) == L(tu*[) ® • • • ® H^m, <,)• (64)

Then for generic .:, '.s the only commutant of Qm is the identity up to a constant.

[Proof] Define \(z) by
h(z-Pn)Hz)

h(z + nw-pn)
then we have

<f>a-a,a{~)Xa-c,ta(z) = Sik, (66)

EXa-aM2)*—>,'(*) = ^ (67)

step 1 Suppose that P( -, :') commute with Qi

£ /*(;, ;'yp*c(:)4>dc(z') = Y.**i*)*M)P£{*, *')• (68)
H b

Here and hereafter we omit the symbol of the sum by the multiplication of matrices in V.

Multiplying (68) from the left <pac{~), from the right Xd'd^'), and summing over c', we have
after setting a = d'

P:(^:')6C,C = A(Z')P:,(Z,Z'), (69)

where,

A(3#) = (0«.(sl)X.e(2')). (70)

Since A(;') / 0 for generic .:', we obtain Pcic oc 6C<C. By putting c' = c in (69) we further have

Paa = Pcc and therefore P(.:..:') = p{z, z')I.
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step 2 Assume that P(zi.z\; • • •; ;„,, z'm) commute with Qm with ro > 1

l. dmsy\, ,cm _ ^-> f~)bi, ,bm pc i . ,cm

l .' • ,dm 61 , ' ,4m

Multiplying (71) from the left <pai,c;(~i), from the right Xd'mcm{z'm), and the product of scalar
m - l

0 $<!•' i<;.+i (~'+i )Xd',c,(-,') i» 1' a n d summing over c'2, • • •, c^, we have after setting aj = d,
1 = 1

pa,,d'2,- ,d'm . 5 , _ V Af r t fc
J ,i>2, - 6 m

C2,- •• ,Cm

where,

1=1

X<PambmUn)Xd'mcm(z'J. (73)

Since A(a, b, c, <f) is non-degenerate for generic case, we obtain P^'^'.'tZ ^ ^c[c{- By putting
ai = dj,61 = c\, one can confirm that Pclfo, tZ ^ o e s " ^ depend ci.

step 3 The claim of this proposition follows from step 1 and step 2 by induction. D

Theorem 4.6 S(zi, ; | ; 221-2) satisfies the Yang-Baxter equation (63).

[Proof] Due to the intertwining property (61), RJ^SL, where 5^ and SR denote the l.h.s.
and the r.h.s. of (63) respectively, commutes with L(z\, z[) ® L(z2, zi,) ® L{z2, 23). Therefore
from Proposition 4.5, we have R^Si = p(zi,z'1;z2,z'2;z3,z'3)I®I®I. By comparing the
determinant of both sides p must be a root of unity and hence a constant in z\, z[, z2, z'2, z3, z'3.

In particular by putting z\ = z[ = z2 = z2 = z3 = z3 we obtain p = 1. •
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Abstract

Poisson structures play an important role in our understanding of
the nature of fully integrable systems [1]. They arise naturally in the
framework of Lax, which was developed as a technique for under-
standing the asymptotic states of the KdV system [2]. Apart from
trivial cases and those associated with the co-adjoint orbits of the
Lie algebras, little of more than a general nature is known about
them. In this talk I am interested in the fact that degenerate Pois-
son structures determine constrained dynamical systems. I would
like to present the basic properties of Poisson manifolds illustrating
these with simple examples. I will then show how a constructive ge-
ometry of Poisson manifolds might provide a basis for an interesting
approach to constrained dynamical systems and their quantisation.

1 Poisson manifolds & Poisson structures

A Poisson manifold is a manifold equipped with a product

x C°°(M) - Cea{M),

which has the following five properties

Pi {u,l} = 0
P2 {u + v,w} = {u,u>}+ {v,w}
P3 {u, vw) = v{u, w} + {u, v}w
P4 {u,v} = -{v,u}
P5 {u, {v, w}} + {v, {w, u}} + {w, {u, v}} = 0

These are familiar properties of the conventional Poisson bracket on a symplectic
manifold, and any product which satisfies Pi to P5 is refered to as a Poisson
structure. This situation differs from that of a symplectic manifold in that we
admit structures which are degenerate. That is to say that if {/, $} = 0 for all
/ 6 C°°(M), we are not in a position to conclude that $ = 0. It is precisely this
property which makes Poisson structures interesting and we will see examples
of such brackets later.
From properties P1.P2 and P3 one can deduce that for every Poisson structure
there corresponds a matrix A such that
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{u, v} = A'' d,u djv Vu, v € C°°(M).

All information about the Poisson structure is now contained in A. Anti-
symmetry P4, and the Jacobi-identity P5 implies that A must satisfy

A' J +A>' = 0 (1)

A''d(A>*+A>'a1A*l + Ai<d,Al> = 0. (2)

These relations are tensorial in nature and so the task of determining a Poisson
structure on a given manifold is that of finding an anti-symmetric matrix which
satisfies (2) and demanding that it transform as a tensor. Any A which satisfies
these requirements is referred to as a Poisson tensor.

The standard Poisson tensor is invariant with respect to canonical changes
of co-ordinates. It is worth pointing out however that the Poisson bracket
formalism is covariant with respect to arbitrary co-ordinate transformations.

2 Some examples
The most familiar examples of Poisson tensors are the 2n x 2n matrices of the
form

A = { - I o ) W
where / is the identity matrix in 3J°. However any anti-symmetric matrix with
constant entries also provides a Poisson structure. In particular something like

/ 0 5 - 1 \
A = - 5 0 2 (4)

V 1 - 2 0 /

satisfies (1) and (2) and provides !R3

with the structure of a Poisson manifold. It is interesting to see what happens
if the entries in the Poisson tensor are required to have a linear dependance on
co-ordinates. If

A" = xkClj (5)

anti-symmetry (1) and the Jacobi identity (2) tell us that the constants CJ.J are
none other than the structure constants of a Lie algebra. Corresponding to the
SO(3) algebra for example we find that
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0 z -y

A = \ -x 0 x | (6)
\ y -x 0

also provides -R3 with the structure of a Poisson manifold.
Are (4) and (6) the same or equivalent? If not how are they different? To

answer these questions we start by introducing the notion of a Hamiltonian
vector field.

3 The distribution of Hamiltonian vector fields

A Hamiltonian vector field vp is a vector field generated from a continuous
differentiable function F in the following way

v'F = A''d,F FeC°°(A<t).

F is referred to as the Hamiltonian, and at any p 6 M, the set of all Hamiltonian
vectors spans a linear subspace of TMP the tangent space to M at p. This
subspace will be denoted by A(p) and is determined uniquely by the Poisson
structure. The set constructed by associating with each p the corresponding
A(p) is an example of a Lie-Frobenius distribution and will be denoted A (see
[4] or [5] for a good introduction to the theory of distributions).

Assume the manifold has dimension re, and is described by co-ordinates x'
for i = 1 , . . . , re. By considering the Hamiltonian vector fields vp generated from
F = x' i — 1, . . . , n, as a basis for A(p) we can see that at any p, A(p) must be
spanned by the columns or equivalently by the rows of the Poisson tensor. This
leads us naturally to a description of A(p) as the linear space perpendicular to
the zero eigenvectors of A at p with respect to the usual scalar product.

In (4) for example A(x, y, z) is the set of planes perpendicular to the vector
(2,1, 5). In (6) it consists of planes perpendicular to the vector (x,y, z) at each
(x, y, z) € R3. Notice that in both cases the distributions are even dimensional
and are just the tangent spaces to familiar varieties in 5R3. In (4) A coincides
with the tangent spaces to the variety 1x + y + 5z = c, and in (6) it coincides
with the tangent spaces to x2 + y2 + z2 = c. Furthermore we might observe that
!R3 is foliated by the level surfaces of these varieties, and that each leaf is itself
a symplectic manifold. These are not general properties of distributions. It is
rare that a distribution co-incides with the tangent planes to a submanifold of
the host manifold [5].

None of this is accidental! In fact there is a theorem due to Kirillov [6] which
tells us that every Poisson manifold is foliated by symplectic leaves, and that
the tangent spaces to these leaves are spanned by the Hamiltonian vector fields.

Results such as these arise naturally in of the theory of Lie-Frobenius distri-
butions. On account of the Jacobi identity, the Hamiltonian vector fields have
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the property of closure since VF,VQ — t'(F,c)- This is a condition for integrabil-
ity, and assures us that the Hamiltonian vector fields are tangents to the leaves
of some variety. That these are symplectic follows from the observation that on
these leaves, the Poisson structure is no longer degenerate.

Finally and most importantly one can show that if a Poisson structure on a
manifold M of dimension 2m + d is degenerate and has rank 2m,

• There exist functions $ ( a ) for a — 1,. . . . d such that

A" 9,4>(ar) :- 0 {OTa = l,...,d (7)

• Leaves of the variety $ ( a )(r) = c<o> a = l,...,d, provide a symplectic
foliation of M by integral submanifolds of the distribution of Hamiltonian
vector fields

• For each a - 1 d we have that {F, * ( a ) } = 0 for all F £ C°°(M).

For non-degenerate Poisson structures such as (3) the foliation consists of only
one leaf, the manifold itself. In (4) and for Poisson structures given by anti-
symmetric matrices with constant entries, the foliation is provided by even linear
subspaces of S". In the case of Poisson structures associated with the Lie
algebras (5), the symplectic leaves turn out to be the orbits of the algebra
under the adjoint action of the group, and the $ ( a ) are essentially the Casimir
invariant polynomials.

For our purposes we have covered as much as we need to know about Pois-
son structures. The interested reader however is urged to consult [3] for more
detail on the local structure of Poisson manifolds, extensive references, and an
interesting account of the history of the subject.

4 Dynamical systems and the Lax formalism

Equation (7) implies that the evolution of arbitrary systems with respect to the
degenerate Poisson structure is for ever confined to the symplectic leaf $'a '(x) =
c(or' on which the motion starts. In this sense degenerate Poisson structures can
be regarded as generators of constrained dynamical systems.

It is now easy to make contact with equations of motion in the form of *hose
of Lax

D,L = B,L (8)

L, B are known as a Lax pair and are matrix valued. In particular we assume
that they take their values in some faithful linear representation of a Lie algebra.
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Set L = . r ,£ ' . and B = d,HE' for x, a co- ordinatisation of M and H g
C*-'(AA). The E' provide a basis for the Lie algebra and satisfy E', E1 = C'k

3Ek.
Rewriting (8) we find that

D,xk = x, C'k' 9tH,

and rearranging the indices using the Cartan metric of the Lie algebra, we get

Dtx=xk C'J 9jH.

These are precisely Hamiltons equations of motion

D,F = {H,F} = A" d,H d,F (9)

for F = x', and Au = xkC').
1 as in (5). The formalism of Lax lies therefore

within the framework of dynamics which is Hamiltonian with respect to Poisson
structures of the form (5) [7].

The importance of such a formalism stems from the fact that many examples
of fully integrable systems can be written in this form. In well known cases
such as the Toda hierarchy, the integrals are provided by the eigenvalues of
L or alternatively by the quantities Tr(L") [7]. In a sense the integrals of
motion of such systems are trivial in that they are provided by quantities which
are conserved by all motions generated by Poisson brackets of the form (5).
Integrable hierarchies such as the Toda hierarchy are interesting in the sense
that they constitute examples of non-trivial systems whose conservation laws
are provided by the trivial constraints of the formalism. This theme will be
pursued elsewhere [8].

So far we have looked at the standard examples of non-trivial Poisson struc-
tures. Various attempts have been made to go beyond these, for example by con-
sidering what happens when the entries in the Poisson tensor have a quadratic
dependance on co-ordinates. We will proceed differently, and find it instructive
to consider in detail what happens in the general case on 9f3 and 3J4.

5 Poisson structures on 3?3

We have already established that a Poisson tensor is an antisymmetric matrix.
In SR-1 therefore

/ 0 f3 -h
A = - / 3 0 h

\ h -h 0

A quick calculation reveals that the Jacobi condition (2) is really the inte-
grability condition },}j,k — 0- This implies that locally there exist functions
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0, * e C°°(M) such that /, = 09,*. We therefore deduce that all Poisson
structures on 9}3 have the form

0 9 3 * - 9 2 *
A = 0 [ - 9 3 * 0 9 , *

52$ - 9 i * 0

on small but finite neighbourhoods of any point p 6 M. From the observation
A1-7 dj<fr = 0 we also know that the symplectic foliation of S3 is given by the
leaves of the variety *(i) = c. The multiplying function 0 is arbitrary. In
general such an arbitrary scalar multiplier will not arise as a Poisson structure
does not always remain a Poisson structure when multiplied by an arbitrary
scalar function. Nevertheless multiplication of A by a scalar can always be
interpreted as a re-scaling of time. Within reason we can set 0 to anything we
want without altering the geometry of the trajectories or the surfaces in which
they are contained.

The generic leaf of the symplectic foliation has dimension 2, but there arise
non-generic leaves of dimension 0. These are the points which satisfy

Apart from providing a structure theorem on 9?3, this result enables us explictly
to construct Poisson structures which confine dynamical systems to level surfaces
of a pre-assigned variety $(jr, y, z) = c. If for example we confine our systems
to the sphere x2 + y2 + z2 — c, we now know that any A of the form

A = 20
0 z -y \

-z 0 x \
y -x 0 /

will do the trick. Arbitrary dynamical systems on the sphere are generated by
vtUor fields of the form v' — A'3bj where bj are the components of some co-
vector. Hamiltonian systems on the other hand are distinguished by the fact that
b, = djH for some H 6 C°°(M). Take for example H = (Ixx

2+ Iyy
2+ Isz

2)/2,
and for convenience choose © = 1/2, the equations of motion of such a system
are provided by (9)

Dtx = ,
D,y = zx(h - Ix)
D,z = xy(Ix-ry)

and these are the well known equations of motion of a light rigid body rotating
about a fixed point.
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6 Poisson structures on 3?4

Let us assume that I wish to construct a Poisson structure on 9J4 which confines
motions to level surfaces *(#, y,z, w) = c. As well as being anti-symmetric
and satisfying the Jacobi identity, the Poisson tensor now must also satisfy
A1J 9j$ = 0. The most general antisymmetric matrix which satisfies this last
requirement is given by A = /, E' where the /; are functions, and the E' are
4 x 4 matrices of the form

0 0 0 °\ / 0 0 94$ -9 3 $
0 0 9 4 * - 9 3 * I Fl2> _ I 0 0 0 0
0 - 9 4 * 0 9 2 * I ~ - 9 4 * 0 0 9 , *
0 9 3 * - 9 2 * 0 / V 9 3 * 0 - 9 i * 0

0
- 9 4 *

0
92*

94*
0
0

- 9 , $

0
0
0
0

- 9 2 * \
9j $ I _,

o Ei

o /

I °
1 92*

93*
0

-9 i*
0

- 9 2 *
92*

0
0

0
0
0
0

Once again the Jacobi condition is equivalent to the set of relations SiS],k — 0,
and once again we deduce that /< are locally of the form /, = 09j*P for some
0, \P 6 C°°(Ai). Now we can state the structure theorem for A in 9}4. As long
as the $, 4" are functionally independant, the general form of a Poisson structure
on !R4 which impliments the constraint *(i , y,z,w) = c is given by

A'J = 0 f>J" 9 t * 9,*.

A point worthy of remark, is that in satisfying the Jacobi condition (2) we have
had to introduce another constraint ^(x, y, z, w) = c. This is independent of the
original one, but its choice is left entirely to our discretion. It is no surprise that
we have had to introduce a supplementary constraint. With only one constraint
the leaves of the variety $>(x, y, z,w) = c would have been 3 dimensional, and
therefore could not have been symplectic.

The generic leaves are of dimension 2, but once again there arise leaves of
dimension 0. From our understanding of the structure of A on !R4, it is easy to
see that the non-generic leaves are the points where either * or "$/ has vanishing
gradient or where the 3 dimensional surfaces $ = c, and 4" = c' osculate.

7 Conclusion
We have demonstrated how degenerate Poisson structures provide constrained
dynamical systems, and have shown how to to construct Poisson manifolds with
pre-determined symmetries in the case of SR3 and SR4. It is also possible to con-
struct Poisson structures on SR2"*+'' which confine dynamical systems to leaves
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of 2m dimensional variety defined hy arbitrary independent continuously differ-
entiable functions $* = c'"'. a = l,...,d. The general form of such Poisson
structurs is given by

but this will be dealt with elsewhere [8].
It is instructive to compare such an approach with that of Dirac [9]. His

is also a phase space formalism and starts out with a set of naieve constraints
known as primary constraints. In general it is necessary to introduce secondary
constraints, and for technical reasons to classify all of these as either first class or
second class. We are also required to consider constraints of the third kind, a set.
of consistency conditions which check the compatibility of the bracket scenario
with the variational problem.

In Dirac's formalism the constraints hold weakly. That is to say that con-
straints can only be applied when all calculations involving brackets have been
completed. In the Poisson manifold approach there is no need for this, as all
equalities are strong.

A more important difference arises in the nature and occurrence of supple-
mentary constraints. In Diraes formalism the primary constraints <!> = c. can
be though of as generalised position co- ortjinates. These must be supplemented
with constraints corresponding to the generalised momenta ;<$ — {H, $} which
are required to vanish. The form of these secondary constraints depends on the
choice of Hamiltonian. The determination of the reduced phase space is there-
fore not a matter of pure geometry but is a function of a particular dynamical
system. This is to be compared with the Lagrangian approach. In Lagrangian
dynamics we have a natural choice of phase space as the tnngent bundle to
configuration space. Containing systems to a subspace of configuration space,
the natural choice of restricted phase space is the tangent-bundle to the re-
stricted configuration space. Such a construction is purely geometrical and is
independent of the system being studied. Due to the introduction of secondary
constraints, and their explicit dependence on H, Dirac's phase space approach
to constrained dynamics has many unsatisfying features.

In our approach secondary constraints do not arise. This is because the
quantities p<j. = {//,$} for all H 6 C°°(M) vanish by construction. There
might arise a single extra constraint as did in M4. This is needed to enforce
the fact that the symplectic foliation must be even dimensional. The auxiliary
constraint however can be chosen without reference to a specific system. A
more detailed study of the difference between the Poisson manifold and the
Dirac approach to constrained Hamiltonian dynamics is under way [8].

The theory of quantisation can elegantly be pursued as a theory of t{ ••
deformation of Poisson structures [10]. Much has already been achieved in this
area, particularly in the quantisation of systems on S2". Effectively quantisation
replaces the classical associative algebra of obc Tvables with an inequivalent
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associative deformation. The most important result is that the commutative
classical product is deformed into that of Moyal

Tlie superscripts tell which argument the operator acts on, and the argu-
ments are interpreted as symbols for Weyl ordered operators. Normally A is the
standard symplectic matrix on 5R2", however it seems natural to take A to be
an arbitrary Poisson structure, and to use this as a basis for the quantisation of
systems constrained as outlined in this paper. There are a number of technical
matters to be dealt with however and these will be considered elsewhere [8].
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1 Introduction

Two-dimensional QCD (QCD2) is expected to give instructions how to extract non-

perturbative aspects from QCD in the real world. There are several differences that

make the toy model tractable from four-dimensional QCD.

Boson-fermion correspondence is well understood in two dimensions. Free-fermion

theory with ncxnf massless quarks can be bosonized in terms of decoupled k = nj SU(nc),

k = nc SU(nj) WZW fields plus a free boson representing respectively color, flavor and

electromagnetic chargefl].

A gauge-coupling constant has the dimension of mass in a two-dimensional world.

Gauging the color degrees of freedom, we expect that the color sector becomes massive

where the mass is proportional to the gauge-coupling constant. This phenomenon exactly

occurs in the two-dimensional QED (the Schwinger model).

The color, flavor and charge sectors are mixed if one introduces a mass term of quarks.

In the chiral limit where the coupling constant is much greater than a bare mass of quarks,

low-energy effective theory can be obtained integrating out the color sector. The effective

low-lying spectrum contains a p-meson bound states containing p quarks and p anti-

quarks, where p is the integer[2]. This bound state is also called baryonium[3, 4], which

is generalization of a meson in QCD2 found by 'tHooft[5].

We consider a situation where all particles in the theory have an infinite mass. This

can be related with topological field theory[6]. If the theory with massless quarks has a

single flavor, the hamiltonian is written in a quadratic form of the color currents and of the

electromagnetic currents. These currents produce massive excitations in the case when

both non-abelian and abelian gauge fields are coupled. The color and the electromagnetic

degrees of freedom disappear in the large coupling limit. Dynamical degrees of freedom

of this limit are at most constant modes of the gauge fields which depend on space-time

topology since there are no transversal components of gauge fields in two dimensions.

Thus, the situation we consider is realized by QCD in the limit of gsu{nc) = 9u(\) = oo

where quarks are single-flavor and massless.



There are no kinetic terms of the gauge fields in the strong coupling limit so that the

gauge fields play a role of a lagrange multiplier setting the coupled currents to be zero.

The Virasoro central charge of this model was calculated by Polyakov in trivial space-time

and was shown to be equal to zero, which indicates there are no massless excitations in

this model[7]. Extension to an arbitrary Riemann surface was performed by Komata and

Mohri where the physical states were obtained in an abstract way[8]. They prove that

general GjG gauged WZW models become topological field theory.

In this report, we exactly solve QCD2 in the strong-coupling limit on a cylinder and

clarify the physical states and excitation energies. The abelian case was investigated

in ref.[9]. Our approach is complementary to that of Komata and Mohri: we use the

hamiitonian formalism on the non-compact space time and construct the physical space

explicitly.

2 Setting-up

We study the strong-coupling limit of QCD in two dimensions. Matter fields of the theory

%l>i = i{>i+,il>i-, i = 1, • • • ,nc are taken to be massless, single flavor Dirac fermions in the

fundamental representation of an internal SU(nc) group. The abelian gauge field A^ as

well as non-abelian one B^ is introduced in the theory and both gauge-couplings are set to

infinity. The non-abelian gauge field B^ is expanded as B^ra, where T" is an anti-hermitian

generator of the fundamental representation of the su(nc) algebra: [r°, r6] = fabcTc, and

normalized as TrrV6 = -^6ab.

There are no kinetic terms of the gauge fields in this limit, so the theory is described

by the following lagrangian

£ = V>+(id_ + A_ + tfl_)V>+ + 1>l{id+ + A+ + iB+)i/>-, (1)

where summation over the color index i is implicitly taken. The lagrangian (1) apparently

has the chiral gauge symmetries under which the positive- and negative-chirality sectors

transform independently. The axial anomaly, however, breaks them down to the vector

gauge symmetry under which the both sectors transform identically.
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We solve the theory defined on a cylinder with circumference L using the hamiltonian

formalism. For simplicity, matter fields are assumed to satisfy the anti-periodic bound-

ary condition 4>(t,x) = — i>(t,x + L) and the gauge fields satisfy the periodic boundary

condition /4M(<,x) = -4,,(<,x + L), etc.

3 Quantization of the Matter Fields

The hamiltonian density in the Weyl gauge (Ao — Bo = 0) is

$tflAtf_, h = id1 + A + iB, (2)

where A and B are abbreviation for the space components of the gauge fields A\ and B\

respectively. In this section, we quantize the Dirac fields using eigenfunctions of h and

diagonalize the hamiltonian. The gauge fields are treated as external ones at this stage.

Quantization of the gauge fields will be discussed later. First, we solve the eigenvalue

problem

*?!(*) = «iv i (z ) , i = l , - - , n e (3)

under the anti-periodic boundary condition <p'n(t,x + L) = —^J,(<,x). The solution is

x'>l'(<,x')}V(a;)e', (4)

< = (Pn + a + iX). (5)

Notations used in the above equations are explained in order. The first term in the

exponent is identical to a momentum of a free fermion: pn = 2ir(n + l/2)/L. The

integrand of the second term is defined as

A' = A-a, a(t) = jfdx'A(t,x'). (6)
L Jo

The reason for subtracting the constant mode a is to respect the anti-periodic boundary

condition of the wave function. The next term V(x) consists in the non-abelian gauge

field:

V(x) = Pexp{jT dx'B(t, x')} exp{6 x}, (7)
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where P denotes a path-ordered product and 6 is defined through the following formula:

exp{-b(t)L} = Pexp{jo
Ldx'B(t,x')}. (8)

Note that V(t, x) = V(t, x + L). The normalized vectors e', which span the internal space

of the matter, are eigenvectors of the matrix b. The corresponding eigenvalues A1 appear

in the energy eigenvalues el, (see eq.(5).

The fermi fields are expanded using the eigenfunctions tp*n(x):

and we put the canonical anti-commutation relations to their coefficients

The second-quantized hamiltonian is diagonalized by the fermionic oscillators:

H= fLdxH=Yl <W&*U ~ ̂ - ^ - ) . (11)

We can expand ipn± = 52^n±e ' m a n 5(7(nc)-symmetric way:

^«± = ]C(^»±>«;)«; = X) 0n>±e,-, (12)

i i

where {e7} is a constant basis of the internal space. The symmetric oscillators t^nj± also

satisfy the canonical anti-commutation relations.

4 Gauge-covariant currents and the Sugawara Con-

struction in background gauge fields

We need a certain regularization to define the currents coupled to the gauge fields at

quantum level since the classical currents are defined in a local product of the Dirac

fields. Time-independent local symmetry which remains in the Weyl gauge should be
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respected in the regularization. For this reason we adopt a gauge-covariant regularization

using a 'string operator'. The SU(nc) current J*(x) is defined as follows:

J|(*) = Um(^i(t,y)TaU(t,y,x)Mt,x) - singular const.), (13)

where U(t,y,x) is a string operator:

U(t,y,x) = Pexp{- Fdx'B}exp{i Fdx'A}. (14)
Jx J«

The (/(I) current j±(x) is also defined in a similar way. The r.h.s. of eq.(13) can be

calculated using fermion two-point function in an arbitrary background. The results are

(VbV)', (15)
lit i

j±(x) = : ^ ± : ± ^ « , (16)

where : : means the normal ordering with respect to the fermionic oscillator. Note that

both currents explicitly depend on the gauge fields. Let us expand the above currents:

J±(x) = Ja
±ra = Wjn±VTaV*e*2™*lL, (17)

L n

i±(«) = jE^±e^inx/L, (18)

where we have

jn± = Yl '• V'mTniV'mi : ±-^—aSn0. (19)

These formulae show that the constant modes of the chiral currents (i.e., chiral charges)

have the explicit dependence of a and b. This fact results in the following current algebra

which is slightly different from the Kac-Moody algebra:

[Jm±,JL] = r 'VA+n =F •£#) ~ j6m+nO6a\

L?m±t Jn±] = ncm6m+n0,

= o- (20)
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The hamiltonian (11) and the current algebra (20) imply that the theory is described

by conformal field theory (matter sector) with quantum mechanical degrees of freedom

(constant modes of the gauge fields) . We can show that the energy-momentum tensor

can be written in a quadratic form of the gauge-covari ant currents in spite of the presence

of the constant modes a and b:

+ —i±(<,y)J±(M)- singular const.) (21)
nc J

where we have chosen a gauge-invariant regularization as we have done in the definition of

the gauge-covariant currents. Using the mode expansion eq.(19), we obtain the Sugawara

hamiltonian in an arbitrary background:

H = //_(. -J- n _,

U - 8% T / V 1 J J. 1 / I "\ JL 2 f f / V • 4 JL l i • \
" ± = ~T~< , - -. J-TI J. "'-m±»'m± + o>'0±«'0± I T T I 7, J—m±Jm± + nJO±JO± I

L("c + 1) V^ o 2 / incV^o 2 y

(22)

Note that we have carried out the normal ordering with respect to the currents, which

leads to the second line in the above equation. The first line of H± is the same form as

the hamiltonian of the free fermion theory with nc species, we will see in the next section

that the last term produces energy excitations after the quantization of the gauge fields.

5 Quantization of the gauge fields and energy exci-

tations

The gauge fields A^ and B^ play a role of a lagrange multiplier that realizes the constraints

3ii = J* — 0 as is seen from the lagrangian (1). Since there are no kinetic terms of the

gauge fields in the lagrangian, the canonical momenta conjugate to A and B vanish. They

are also treated as constraints. Although these constraints are first-class in the classical

theory, the quantum algebra of constraints contains the Schwinger term and the constant
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modes of the gauge fields: i.e., the quantum constraints become second-class ones. A

well-known procedure to remove the Schwinger term from an algebra of constraints is to

choose the non-negative modes as physical state conditions. The constraints are realized

in the expectation values of physical states. In our case, however, the chiral charges

should be treated carefully since they depend on the constant modes of the gauge fields.

We define the vector and axial-vector charges:

Jl = JS+ + JJ_, 3v = jo+ + jo-, (23)

JA = J°+ - Jo°_, j A = j 0 + - j o - (24)

Eq.(19) shows that the only axial charges have explicit dependence of the gauge fields.

The axial charges can be decomposed into a matter part and a gauge part:

JA=1A + ^ qa
A = E'- Vi+^VW : - £ : ̂ . r > m . :, (25)

JA =qA + -a, qA = £ : V^+Vw : - £ : V^-V^- : • (26)
m

Here we put the following physical state conditions:

J | n | p h y s > = j ± n | p h y s > = 0 ( n > l ) , (27)

>= jVlphys > = 0. (28)

We can consistently put these conditions since they are first-class constraints. Remaining

constraints are

JA=JA = Q> (29)

Pa=Pl= 0, (30)

where pa (p?) is the momentum canonically conjugate to a (ba). They are second-class

constraints (see eqs.(25), (26)). The constant modes a and 6° are respectively solved by g^

and qA, so that we can eliminate the canonical pairs (a,pa), {b,p%) using these constraints.

Therefore the physical space can be spanned by the matter degrees freedom.
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Next we solve the physical state conditions (27) and (28). We first introduce 'iV±-

vacua':

\N1+,--,Nnc+>+ = ft 'lf1^+ |0>+, (31)
i = l <:=—oo

|M-,---,^c->- = ft ft V>L-|O>-, (32)
i=l k=Ni-

where |0 >+ (|0 >_) is the empty state for the positive- (negative-) chirality sector. We

cannot create an excited state by applying raising operators of the currents on an N±-

vacuum according to the condition (27). Thus we find that physical states must belong

to the set of JV±-vacua satisfying Ni± = Ni± + 1 or Ni± = Ni± — 1, i = 2, • • •, nc. These

states are written in the following form:

where \N± >±= \N±, • • • ,N± >±. The physical states have to be vector-5C/(nc) singlet

taking into account of the first equation of (28), so that they have to be described as

(r!>k+1>N-)P\N+ >+ \N- > - • (34)

Further, vector-i7(l) charge should vanish on the physical states from the second equation

of (28). Therefore they satisfy N+ = JV_ in eq. (34). Thus we get the final form of the

physical states:

Wlt+ipN-YlN >+ \N >_= \p; N >, (35)

where essentially 0 < p < nc - 1 since \nc;N >= \<H;N + 1 >. Note that the shift

N —• N + 1 corresponds to the large gauge transformation of the electromagnetic degrees

of freedom. The physical states obtained above seem to correspond to p-meson states

observed by Affleck[2]. Exact identification will be performed introducing the kinetic

term of the abelian gauge field and integrating out the non-abelian sector.

Finally we calculate energies of the physical states. The hamiltonian on the physical

states are equivalent to

^ r ^ (36)
nc + 1 4T V '
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The constant mode 6" is expressed in the matter axial charge q\ solving the constraints

J\ = 0. We can rewrite {q"A)2 into q\ + qL using J% = q% + ql. = 0, where q± stands for the

matter-chiral charge. Since q± satisfies the chiral su(nc) algebra, (q±)2 are proportional

to the Casimir operator. Therefore we can easily obtain the energy of the physical state

\p;N>:

H\p;N>=~p(p-nc)\p;N>. (37)

6 Summary

We have obtained the physical states of SU(nc) xU(l) QCD2 on a cylinder in the strong

coupling limit. We have found that there are nc physical states up to large gauge trans-

formations. We have shown that there are no field theoretic excitations in this model

although the constant modes of non-abelian gauge fields make quantum-mechanical ex-

citai ions. The physical states of this model seem to correspond to the p-meson states.

They degenerate in the limit of L —» oo, which is consistent with the result of Polyakov.

The presence of excitations with finite i , however, seems apparently inconsistent with

the result of Komata and Mohri. Non-compact space-time may give essentially difference

from compact Riemann surfaces.
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Dynamical Chiral Symmetry Breaking in QCD

Hirofumi YAMADA
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Midoricho, Tanashi-shi, Tokyo 188, Japan

ABSTRACT
We present our recent analysis on dynamical chiral symmetry breaking in QCD by the

use of generalized Hartree-Fock method. The low energy quark mass is calculated to
the second order of diagrammatic expansion scheme around the shifted massive vacuum.
The low energy mass is found to be finite and renormalization group invariant. After the
improvement of the second order result by the method of effective charges we evaluate
the low energy mass via the gap equation and the optimization condition based on the
least sensitivity principle. As a result we obtain the finite mass gap in the both evaluation
procedures, thus exhibiting the spontaneous chiral symmetry breakdown.

1 Introduction

Dynamical chiral symmetry breaking in QCD in the zero quark mass limit is one of

crucial issues [1] in understanding the theory. In order to study the issue one needs non-

perturbative calculational framework because the physics involved can not be clarified

perturbatively. Most of non-perturbative analytic studies on the phenomenon is based on

Schwinger-Dyson equation [1]. However it is fair to say that no one have demonstrated,

in a convincing manner, the dynamical breakdown of chiral symmetry in QCD. In the

present state of things we therefore think that it is interesting and valuable to investigate

the issue by taking different approaches.

In this talk we present our recent analysis [2] on spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking

in QCD with nF massless quarks by the use of the so-called generalized Hartree-Fock

method [3]. We choose the low energy mass of quarks as the order parameter of chiral

symmetry. It is defined via the effective quark mass, A4(p2), by,

M = lhn M{p2), (1)

where M(p2) is given by
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Note that M(p2) is renormalization group invariant and hence also the low energy mass,

M (see K. Higashijima in ref.[l]). By calculating M diagrammatically to the second

order we will show that M is finite and renormalization group invariant. Then we will

turn to the evaluation of M and examin whether chiral symmetry breaking solution come

out.

The generalized Hartree-Fock method is first used in particle physics by Nambu and

Jona-Lasinio in their pioneering work on dynamical symmetry breaking [4]. Although this

method has been suffered a little use for a long time, we will show the effectiveness of

the method in the study of the dynamical mass generation problem.

2 Generalized Hartree-Fock approach to dynamical symmetry break-
ing

We decompose the chiral symmetric QCD Lagrangian into the free and interaction

parts as

E
nF nF

Cint = m £ && - g £ ^AJ^ + ctT~8ho'\ (3)
i=l i=l

Shifting the perturbative vacuum from massless to massive one is a crucial step and this

trick enables us to calculate M diagrammatically by suitably taking the mass vertex into

the expansion. The free quark propagator is given by

and the interaction due to the mass vertex in C,nt is shown in Fig.l. In a sense, the shift

of the perturbative vacuum can be considered as a generalization of perturbation theory.

The result obtained in the expansion around massive state can not, however, be reached

in the usual massless perturbation theory.

Let us state below some new aspects in the diagrammatic expansion.

The cancellation of divergences

Due to the mass term in the quark propagator the renormalization structure is slightly

more complicated than that in the ordinary perturbation theory. For example the diagram
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shown in Fig.2-a gives for zero external momentum ,

a ( 7 l o g - + d a = f l-m——a(--7-log- j + d , a=—f-l (5)

In order that the renormalization problem is overcomed the above divergence must be

cancelled by another diagram. It is easy to find that the diagram shown in Fig.2-b cancells

the divergence and the sum of the two becomes

3iC* in
-m—o, (6)

This cancellation mechanism is a typical one in the generalized Hartree-Fock scheme.

We have found that, up to the two-loop level there is no infinity in the low energy mass

M [2]. We do not yet know the proof of finiteness to all orders.

Extension of perturbation series

In the generalized Hartree-Fock scheme the number of diagrams which contributes

to the low energy mass with a given power of coupling constant becomes infinit. For

example the diagrams contributing with the order g2 are shown in Fig.3. If we truncate

the series at the N — th diagram, we obtain

3iCR_m

where a(fi) = g2(fi)/4ir and CR = (N2 - l)/2Nc. We evaluated the diagrams by setting

the external momentum flow zero. Thus, in the AT -» oo limit, we recover the result in

the ordinary massless perturbation expansion in the dimensional regularization scheme.

Also to other orders of g2, there are infinite number of diagrams to contribute. This is

easily find by noting that the mass insertion to a given diagram do not afFect the power of

the coupling constant. In a rough sense the generalized Hartree-Fock scheme extends the

ordinary power series of coupling constant into the double series in which the diagrams

are classified according to the two labels, coupling constant and mass insertion. Hence

the definition of the expansion scheme becomes a non-trivial task.

Below we summarize our strategy in computing M.

1 We expand M as a power series of g2 and regard the order of approximation as

given by the higest power of coupling constant.

2 The coefficient of {g2)k. ak, recieves the contributions from the infinite set of Feyn-

man diagrams. We incorporate from the infinite set a partial set of diagrams order

by order. Hence ak depends the order n of expansion.
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3 The divergence must not remain in M at every order. If we can not construct

expansion scheme in which M is finite without any counter mass term, then we

must give up our approach ' .

4 The low energy mass M should be maximally renormalization group invariant at each

order because if not, we cannot evaluate the value of M in a reasonable manner

due to the ji dependence.

3 Low energy mass to the second order and the method of effective
charges

In the framework of dimensional regularization with MS subtraction procedure [6], we

calculated in Landau gauge the diagrams shown in Fig.4. The result is finite and given

by

ZCR f bo m 2 1
M = ™—a\\ - yMlog -jj ~ A*)\' (8)

, UCG-2nF K, CR(8 - 5C(2)) + 5/2JV - 10nF/9 + 295CG/36
** = 6^ ' ' C c = iV" A> = H C G / 3 - 2 n F / 3 '

Note that M is renormalization group invariant up to the order a 2 .

It is convienient to rewrite M in terms of manifestly renormaluzation group invariant

quantity. For the purpose the method of effective charges due to Grunberg is an adequate

approach. If one calculate M to large orders there would appear higher orders of a and

the overall factor, l / (n — 1), which is implied in (7). To the n-th order of expansion the

low energy mass would be written as (see ref.[2])

Following Grunberg we define the effective charge, a, associated with the low energy

mass by

Then we have from (8) and (10)

a(m) = a[l - £a(log ^ - An) + O(a2)], (11)

•Earlier to our work L.N.Chang and N.P.Chang have investigated dynamical symmetry breaking in
QCD based on generalized Hartree-Fock scheme [5]. However, they introduced divergent quark mass
term into Lagrangian to cancell the divergence in thier low energy mass. In fact, as we mentioned before,
there appears no divergence up to the two-loop level.
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and in particular to the second order,

| ^ ] (12)

One can eliminate the superficial p, dependence of a by making use of the first order

differential equation for a. Let us denote rnj^ as /?. /? can be obtained by differentiating

(12) with respect to m and then reorganizing the result, which is a power series of a , into

the power series of a. In the course of this reorganization one finds that fi disappears

with a(fi) in the expression because of renormalization group invariant property of a.

Thus 5 is a function of only a. From (12) we find

$ = -b0a
2, (13)

to the second order. Note the agreement of /3 with the ordinary beta functioin, (3 =

fida/dfi at the one-loop level. It is known that the first two terms of /? agree with those

of 0. The solution of (13) is

/ a L (^) (14)

where A denotes the integration constant. The plus (minus) sign is for positive (negative)

m. Hereafter we confine ourselves to the case of positive m. We thus obtain from (10)

and (14)

In this formulation of M, what we need is the associated beta function /? which is

computed from (11). At the second order , the two effective charges, (12) and that

obtained by the inversion of (14) difFers in the point that the latter corresponds to the

sum of the leading logarithmic contributions. Also at higher orders the latter would lead

to the non-trivial summation of a partial infinite series. Although it would be difficult to

express the result for a(m) in a closed form, we are thus able to extend the perturbative

result to the non-perturbative region via (14) (see in this point ref.[8]). This formulation

of M in terms of a also makes the discussion on the large order behavior of dynamical

mass transparent.

One can relate A to Ajjg as the following manner. By expanding fa dxl/fi(x) in (18)
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in terms of a we obtain,

Since A is renormalization group invariant the R.H.S. of (16) is equal to Ajrjs- We

therefore find

A = eA^Am- (17)

4 Chiral symmetry breaking solution

The variable m is an arbitrary free parameter. This is because, as one can see from

(3), the physical result should not dependent m m. But the independence is realized only

when one solved the theory completely. Since M obatined as (15) is an approximation

the dependence remains in the result. Then our task is to evaluate the optimal value of

M via reasonable procedures. We carry out the evaluation in two ways: First we pick

up the stationary value with respect to the variational parameter, m, [10,9] and then we

use the gap equation following the spirit of original generalized Hartree-Fock scheme.

Let us apply the stationarity condition to M. From (10) we have

^ ^ ( a + /?(«)) = 0 (n = 2). (18)

dm 2z

From (15) and (18) we found the solutions of (18);

o = 0, ^ . (19)
bo

As explicitly shown in (15) M is not analytic at the origin of a. On convergence grounds

we interpret the first solution in (19) as representing the d —> 0~ limit. The first solution

then leads m = 0 and consequently, M = 0. The fact that the unbroken solution is

obtained as the limit that a goes to zero from the negative side may be a signature of

the instability of the massless perturbative vacuum 2 . The second solution gives chiral

symmetry breaking solution. It yields m = Aexp( l ) and

M = AV^rexP(1)«3.8AT?s for nF = 2. (20)
i/K OQ

2 For asymptotically non-free theories as QED, beta function is positive for small a so that the

exponential factor in (15) should be replaced in these theories by expf—1/frgd] (6Q > 0) and hence

the unbroken solution would be obtained by taking the a —• 0 + limit.
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Next let us impose the gap equation, M = m, which then yields

m = m——a. (21)
27T

Besides the trivial solution, ro = 0, (21) leads to the solution,

= 7T- (22)

From (15) and (22) we find the finite mass gap.

v4.6\m, for nF = 2. (23)

We have thus demonstrated the dynamical breakdown of chiral symmetry in QCD in the

both procedures.

5 Comments and conclusion

It should be noted that the method of effective charges [7] is very useful in our

calculational framework. By formulating M in terms of the associated effective charge,

we can discuss the large order behavior of the low energy mass and set up a natural

scenario that the breaking solution may exist to the infinit order (see ref.[2]). In this

argument the stationarity condition (18) the plays the crucial role in fixing the infra-red

behavior of f3, such as the non-existence of the fixed point, and assuring the existence of

the breaking solution.

In conclusion we made the analysis of dynamical chiral symmetry breaking in QCD

based on the generalized Hartree-Fock scheme. The low energy quark mass is found to

be finite and /i invariant to the second order. The symmetry breaking solution is obtained

via the both evaluation procedures of stationarity and gap condition.
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STRINGS FROM BLACK HOLE

Ichiro Oda

Department of Physics, Ochanomizu University
2-1-1 Otsuka, Bunkyo, Tokyo 112, Japan

In this talk, we show that surface fluctuations of the event horizon of the black hole
in four dimensions which have been previously studied by 't Hooft can be understood
in terms of topological two dimensional string. This interpretation is valid at the
lowest order with respect to the magnitude of the radial momentum per that of the
transverse momentum when particles near the event horizon fall into the black hole
and then from which particles emit to future null infinity owing to the Hawking
radiation. This implies that in such a kinematical regime only zero mode, that is, the
center-mass momentum of the euclidean string propagates on the surface of the event
horizon.

1. Introduction In a series of works, 't Hooft has studied the black hole physics from
various new points of view [l]-[4]. For instance, he and Dray [5] have investigated in
detail the gravitational shock wave [6] due to a massless particle moving with the
velocity of light along the event horizon of the Schwarzschild black hole since such a
process is dominant as the first non-trivial gravitational effects and might become one
of the possible candidates of the gravitational back reaction on the Hawking radiation
[7]. On the other hand, in another work [1], he stresses that Hack holes in four
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spacetime dimensions are closely related to ( super ) string theories [8], and even
insists that black holes are as fundamental as strings so that the two pictures really
are complementary. Actually, he has demonstrated that the mathematical nature of the
obtained expressions in ( super ) string theories, flat space gravitational scattering at
the ultra-energies [9], and the black hole scattering matrix is very similar although the
physical interpretation is very different. Thus we expect that a deep understanding of
the black hole physics will give a clue to the fundamental problems of ( super) string
theories and quantum gravity such as their nonperturbative aspects and spacetime
structure in ( super ) string theories as well as the ultraviolet divergence and thermal
properties in quantum gravity.

Recently, there has been an interesting progress in understanding new aspects of
Einstein's general relativity in four spacetime dimensions by Verlindes [10]. They
have shown that the result obtained by't Hooft on flat space gravitational scattering
at center of mass energies comparable or larger than the Planck energy [9] can be
understood by means of a topological field theory [11], in particular, a kind of
topological two dimensional sigma model [12]. Soon later their results have been
rederived by Kallosh in a more geometrical manner in the context of 1.5 order
formalism of Einstein's general relativity [13]. Though at present we have not yet
grasped an exact relationship between Einstein's general relativity and topological
field theories, it seems to be quite of interest to see that a topological phase appears
naturally in some kinematical and/or dynamical regime in general relativity.

As mentioned above, in spite that two situations of the flat space gravitational
scattering and the black hole scattering are physically rather distinct, they are closely
related geometrically. Thus it is natural to make a conjecture that like the former case
the latter scattering can also be described in terms of topological field theories in
certain specific circumstances. One of the motivations in this article is to show that
this indeed turns out to be the case.

2. Kinematical setting We begin by fixing the kinematical setting for the black hole
scattering which will be considered below [1]. The physical picture is very simple, that
is, electrically neutral particles near the event horizon fall into a medium-sized ( i . e.,
large compared to the Planck length ) black hole in the Schwarzschild spacetime, and
then a certain series of hard particles emit to the future infinity owing to the Hawking
radiation. Following't Hooft, we seriously consider the back reaction of the particles
going in and out from a black hole on the event horizon. But we will neglect
interactions involving gravitational one among hard particles by restricting the present
kinematical setting further if necessary. Since we assume that the spacetime is
spherically symmetric, the solution of Einstein's equations in vacuum is given by the
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Schwarzschild metric in the spherical coordinates (t, r, 9, <j>):

d s 2 = ^ - ^ ] d t 2 . ( , - ^ d r 2
+ r 2 d n 2 , (1)

with
dfl2 =d#2 + sin29dtf2, (2)

and M is the gravitational mass of the black hole. In the Kruskal coordinates
(x, y,S,<p) defined by

- = - e " ^ \ (3)
y

with t0 being the reference time, the Schwarzschild metric can be written as

d s 2 = - ^ ^ - e ^ « d x d y + r 2 d f l 2 . (4)
r

We will make use of the Kruskal coordinates in what follows. If we put a particle near
the past event horizon ( y-axis ), it is easy to show that a soft particle soon becomes
a hard one along the y-axis owing to strong gravitational field near the event horizon
in terms of the conventional technique as follows. From the definition of the Kruskal
coordinates (3), we obtain that

~~i 2M

"O-is]'r r i

,> - - [ , -_ ] . - . (5)
Now we think that we observe the same particle at a later reference time t + At. In
the newly introduced reference coordinates, as the Kruskal coordinates become that

At

x-»x' = xe 4M,
y - y ' - y e * ™ , (6)

the observer notices that x coordinate has shrunk and y coordinate expanded. The

wave function of the particle e'p *" is a gauge-invariant quantity, in other words,
independent of the chosen coordinate frame, so that using the metric (4) we find that
px, the momentum of the particle in the x direction, becomes small, whereas py, the
one in the y direction, becomes large.

3. Shock wave geometry The gravitational field of the hard particle has already been
computed in ref.'s [5] and [6]. In particular, the spacetime metric surrounding a black
hole with a hard particle falling in along the y-axis has been evaluated. The result can
be obtained by evaluating the contribution from the gravitational shock wave, and be
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explained as two Schwarzschild metrics which are glued together at null hypersurface
x=0 with a shift 5y:

where £1 denotes the angular coordinates (9, 0 ) , K is a certain constant depending
on the Schwarzschild mass, and f(fi, il') is the Green function satisfying the equation

with A being the angular laplacian. It is important that f(£2, Cl') is positive for all
values of Q and Q'. In a perfectly similar way, one can compute the spacetime metric
of the black hole with a hard particle with the momenta k going out along the future
event horizon ( x-axis ) owing to the Hawking radiation whose result can be obtained
simply by exchanging x and y in the previous results, that is, two Schwarzschild

metrics glued together at null hypersurface y = 0 with a shift 5 x:

Here we are taking an approximation such that the ratio of p/n the magnitude of the

momentum tangential to the event horizon, per p x , that of the momentum orthogonr >

to the event horizon, is rather small, which implies that we are taking account of the

lowest order of O —— . This approximation is obviously plausible in the case of the
LPiJ

incoming particle into a black hole as demonstrated in eq.(6). In the case of the
outgoing particle from a black hole, this approximation can also be validated since the

p..
particles with a small ratio — will reach the infinity with the highest possibility or

Pi
simply since there is CPT invariance as an input in the present formulation.

4. Effective action Now let us write down the effective action describing fluctuations
of the surface of the event horizon due to hard particles. In order to do so, it is
convenient to introduce new variables,

x"^(x°,x3 )-f | ( d x + 3 y ) , | ( 5 x - 5 y ) l ,

p*1 s ( p°, p3 ) s ( P~ k, — p— k ), (10)
then both eq.'s (7) and (9) can be unified into a single equation,

At this stage, we can easily establish the effective action that produces the equation
(11) as the Held equation, and the result is given by

(12)

where we have made two assumptions:
(i) the Schwarzschild metric except the angular parts (#,</>) has been replaced 2D
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Rindler metric [14].
(ii) the angular coordinates Cl=(d, </>) are approximated by the conventional

transverse coordinates ( x \x 2 ) = ( r, a). These assumptions may be valid under the
condition that a size of the black hole considered in the present is quite larger
compared to the Planck scale.

We would like to rewrite the above effective action into a covariant form with
respect to the world sheet space ( r, a ) by introducing the metric tensor g ^ . Before
doing so, we note that — I in the first term in (12), which is related to the curvature of
the surface of the event horizon, becomes less important if a tiny segment of this
surface is considered, thus we will neglect this factor optimistically from now on [1].
Then the covariant action is given in the Polyakov form by

g
al> dy dp,* &x* -

or alternatively in the Nambu-Goto form

Vj (14)
Note that if we keep — 1 in the first term in (12), it is impossible to show the
equivalence between the effective action and its covariant versions (13) and (14) due
to a lack of the conformal invariance. More comments on relation between the original
effective action (12) and its covariant version (13) ( or (14)) will be made later. Since
the signature of the world sheet is euclidean and manifold is compact, string which we
are now considering is the euclidean closed string.

5. Topological action Now let us show that the covariant action (14) is indeed

topological [15]. The critical observation here is that ju, v,--run only the components

of 0 and 3, on the other hand, a, /?,••• are equal to 1 and 2, thus inside the first square

root in (14) we can regard the determinant with respect to indices a and f5 as the

product of two determinants over indices a and // ( and (5 and /j ). Then the square

root is taken out, and the expression is reduced to a single determinant,

(15)

whose first term is equal to the mathematical expression of the topological term, i. e.,
the winding number [ 16]-[ 19]. However, there seems to be some controversy on this
point. The opinion which insists that this term is not the winding number comes from
the statement that when taking out the square root, we have to put the absolute value
on det djJ1 which makes to be impossible in interpretating this term as the winding
number. But recall that in defining the original square root we need to determine the
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Riemann sheet, so that we can obtain the precise expression of (15) by continuing
analytically in an appropriate way. In this way, we have demonstrated that the
covariant action in the Nambu-Goto type which controls a behavior of the event
horizon becomes the winding number. It is an easy work to show that the
corresponding Polyakov action becomes trivial in the sense that classical equations of
motion are identity equations. Here we shall make some comments on the relationship
between the original effective action (12) and its covariant counterpart (13). At first
sight, it seems that one has completely changed the theory in transforming (12) to
(13). But if one selects the conformal gauge g ^ - 5a/) in the action (13), one can reach
the action (12) plus the corresponding Faddeev-Popov ghosts and the gauge-fixing
terms. Following a standard argument, often applied in topological field theories, one
can restrict the functional integral to be the gauge-( sometimes, BRST- ) invariant
configuration ( equivariant cohomology [20]) [10]. From this reasoning, both actions
can be considered to be equivalent. Another motivation of rewriting (12) into the
covariant form (13) or (14) stems from the fact that the event horizon is really a global
construct [21] and if we consider more quantum effects, the surface of the event
horizon may adopt non-trivial topology.

6. Quantization The fact that the action is topological tells us that not the oscillating
modes of string but only zero-mode, i.e., the center-mass momentum can propagate on
the surface. To show this, it is most convenient to quantize the Nambu-Goto action
(14) in the light-cone gauge. First, we accomplish a Wick rotation r - » i r , and then
we regard r as time coordinate. We will define the canonical conjugate momentum as

Here let us define in the same way as string theories [8] that

d T

x"- — . (17)
do

Then the first class constraints ( for notational simplicity, we will regard the present
closed strings as if they are open ones since the essential features that we would like
to show do not depend on which we select. ) are given by

?,-x'"=0,
2P 2 - — U'2=0. (18)

[JTK)
In order to fix the gauge symmetries that these constraints generate, we will choose
the light-cone gauge as follows:
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xo + x 3 ) = x o %p + r,

po + p 3 ) = p+, (19)

where x0* and p+ are respectively the center-mass coordinate and momentum which
string carries. Note that as the target space is now two dimensional, there is no room
that the exciting modes live in. Thus we have obtained the physical picture that in the
kinematical setting considered in this article only the center-mass momentum of string
propagates on the surface of the event horizon of the black hole.

7. Discussion In conclusion, we have shown that the black hole scattering can be

described in terms of 2D topological string at the lowest order of O — I. Of course, at

i P J
the next order the dynamical oscillating modes will give rise to and the topological
properties disappear. We think that there remain many problems relating to this work
in the future. For instance, first, it is valuable to derive the result obtained in this
letter by starting from the Einstein-Hilbert action a la Verlindes, though we easily
notice that their classical solutions which can be gained through the variation method
of Sx do not include the Schwarzschild metric in four dimensions. Second, it mcw be
conceivable to understand the Hawking temperature within the present framework.
Now as the action is presented in the form of the area of the event horizon, this work
may provide us a new insight about the thermal properties of the black hole, in
particular, about the famous relation between the entropy and the area of the black
hole. Third, from the viewpoint of acquiring useful informations for constructing
quantum gravity, it is quite of importance to examine the two black holes' scattering at
the Planck energy scale, although the corresponding shock wave has a complicated
behavior [22]. Finally, it is expected that topological field theories might give a play
ground on a short scale physics and describe a phase of unbroken diffeomorphism
invariance in quantum gravity and superstring theories [11]. It is interesting to point
out that a large scale structure of the black hole is also formulated in terms of
topological field theories as demonstrated above.
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The phase transitions in the early universe may give rise to some topologically trapped

regions of a false vacuum (domain walls, strings, or monopoles). The cosmic strings which

are the topological defects caused by the symmetry breaking on the manifold with nontriv-

ial TTI , have been extensively investigated as a candidate of the seeds for galaxy and large

scale structure formationfl]. In the previous paper we considered the background gauge

fields of the heterotic strings to search for some solutions of the cosmic strings[2]. In this

letter we will study the more detailed property of the exact cosmic string solutions as the

dislocations.

In order to be able to treat the space-time symmetry and gauge symmetry on the

same footing, we will formulate the theory in terms of vielbein formalism, though we

exclusively concentrate on the solutions of the translational gauge fields. We will give
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some interpretations on the case where a contour integral f h'^dx11 is nontrivial, where

h'p is the vielbein field. In this case the translational group is broken into some multiply

connected group. The Sl(T2) is the simplest one(two)-dimensional compact manifold with

fundamental group ViiS1) = Z and T I ( T 2 ) = Z © Z where Z is integer, but the second

homotopy group ^ = 0. Such S1 or T2 structure is obtained from the coset group T(D)j

TJ! for / = 1, / = 2 respectively, where T(D) is the D-dimensional translation group. We

assume the vielbeins are static hereafter. As founded by Kroner in ref.[3], T'^dx1* Adx" is

the closure failure which is interpreted as the resulting (infinitesimal) Burgers vector db1 of

the dislocation density flux through the area element dx* Adx" and the dislocation density

is identified with torsion tensor. Global coordinates x*4 can not exist in the presence

of torsion tensors, though they can still have a local meaning with dx11 (anholonomic

coordinates).

The contorsion tensor defined by

with the torsion tensor

T,p» = hpi{3X - 0,*;,) = fc,,.2j,, (2)

is called Nye's lattice curvature in theories of three dimensional crystalline solids. A

contour integral

= h vdijn)dx* Adx , (3)

s

formally measures the "rotation" angle on the ij plane. The analogy between cosmic

strings and dislocations assures us to interprete the misfit angle as the deficit angle for a

cosmic string configuration[2].

It has already been seen that the problem of cosmic strings reduces analogically to that

of the dislocations in three-dimensional space[3] and the space-time seems also compactified

as well as the extra dimensions. It is therefore apparent that the cosmic strings have much

similarity with the dislocations in their structures and evolutions.
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As pointed out in ref.[4], the gauge theory of the space-time translation connects

with the absolute parallelism. The background geometry of the theory might be the

Weitzenbock space-time. We can see the cosmic string as the dislocation with absolute

parallelism. When the space-time has the absolute parallelism, the vielbein gauge fields

hf of the translational group are satisfying the covariant constant condition

z>,A* = a,*,* + O ? = 0. (4)

Then the affine connection of this space is derived as

and the curvature tensor is identically vanishing in this case. The four dimensional general

relativity constructed on Weitzenbock geometry agrees with all the experiments so far

carried out and can have the same classical solutions as Einstein theory[4]. It is therefore

natural to start from the geometrical structure with absolute parallelism.

The effective action from the heterotic string compactification is studied on the mani-

folds with absolute parallelism[2]. The effective action of the vielbein fields in D-dimensions

may then be given in the following form

where h = det(ft),). This type of theories have been investigated by two methods (di-

mensional reduction and spontaneous compactification), whose mutual connections are

observed [5].

Now we will investigate some problems derived from dimensional reduction, which

give rise to string like objects. We will concentrate on getting a solution which is directly

connected to the dislocations in three-dimensional crystalline solid. In our case the gauge

group is the D-dimensional translations T(D) in n + (D — n) dimensional manifolds whose

coordinates are denoted by (ya,xA).

In this letter we will study a model which we start from the four-dimensional effective

action and which we take compactified space-time to be a two-dimensional torus, i.e.
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MA —• M2 x T2 . Assuming the coset space of the group defined by T(D)/H where H

is an Abelian discrete group, we will redifine the vielbein fields as

h\ = hA{xA), A = n...D-l,

where we have dropped the dependence of the internal space-coordinates for the vielbein

fields.

The four-dimensional effective action is given as

(•») 1 f ,2 ,2 „„ ,

Assuming that the four-dimensional metric is block diagonal

l = n ( » n ' (9)

where A, B and a, /3 are the uncompactified and compactified coordinate indices respec-

tively. Here we have chosen the internal space to be a two-dimensional torus whose metric

is given by

where T(X) = T\ + JT2,detiJ* ' = —1. Then the line element of this manifold can be written

as

After dimensional reduction, we find the following form for the two-dimensional effec-

tive action = -\n J
' 2

where fi is the volume of the compactified space. Now we will solve the above equation

for the metric on the effectively two-dimensional space given by

d<r2 = gA
2)

B{x)dxAdxB = dp2 + eD^d02. (13)



Thus the equations with respect to f, r and D are

2(dr)2 _ 2(dr)2

^ + — 7 = °. fif--=—7 = °' (14a)

= 0, (146)

where d = d/dp. The eqs.(14a) are exactly solved in this case as

T — f — ia sech b(p + c),
(15)

T + T = —a tanh b(p + c) + d,

where a, b, c and d are constant. Thus this solution is also solitonic though it is not self

evident to interprete it as a cosmic string. The last term of eq.(14b) is now a constant, i.e.

^ >2- (16)

Then the solution of eq.(14b) is now given by

| s(^) + l], (17)

where A and a are constant and p* = y/2/b.

The string is characterized by a mass per unit length fi. If fi is expressed unit of

Planck mass per Planck length (we use the syatem of units G = c =\ ), then the mass per

unit length is a dimensionless quantity; /J = 1 corresponds to one Planck mass per Planck

length « 1.347 x 1028g/cm. For simplicity we take a constant A = 1, but we discuss the

other value of A later. The mass per unit length is

/ r eexp ̂ dPd6 = i [ s i n ( ^ ) - sin(^) + ^ ] , (18)
o Jo * •* P P P

where po is the boundary of the interior region and the exterior region of the string and

8TT€ = \/p*2 is the nonzero components of the energy-momentum tensor of the string at

P< Po-
The deficit

6<t>-

angle

• ( »

is •

/ •2T ,

Jo " P* P
(19)
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where we have used the eq.(3). Above results are different from but are consistent with

those of the Einstein theory[6]. From eq.(18) and (19) the relation between the mass per

unit length and the deficit angle is obtained

^ , (20)

where we put a = 0. We believe that the torsion formalism could predict the existence of

the cosmic string solutions which are necessarily not the same but consistent with those

of the Einstein theory.

Since the energy-momentum tensor is zero outside the string core, the exterior solution

is given by making the last term of eq.(14b) to zero. Thus we obtain

e x p | D = ( / ? r + 7)2, (21)

where po = ro < ? al*d & a nd 7 are constants. We assume that the interior and the exterior

metrics have to be joined together along the surface of the string at p = po,r = ro and the

first derivatives of both metrics coincide there, which may also satisfy the Israel's junction

condition given in ref.[6], i.e.

/̂  = 5 L [ 1 _„»(&),, (22)

]X (23)

Now we could predict the existence of a solitonic solution starting from the four-

dimensional action. At the first glance this solution seems only a two-dimensional toy

model. The T is nothing a modulus that is a physical field on the two-dimensional space-

time. Can we interprete the above solution as a realistic structure of the four-dimensional

space-time? Can it be a cosmic string in the four-dimensional space-time? In order to look

into the physical meanings of the solutions, it will be instructive to insert them explicitly

into the line element shown in eq.(ll), i.e.

2 S V + dp2 + /2[cos 4 + \]2d9\ (24)
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where

H2), , u _ i / -4chb{p + c) 2i[dchh{p + c) - ashb(p + c)]
9a0(n*))- 2a [2i[dchb(p + c) - asU(p + c)} [(d2 + a2)chb(p + c) - 2adshb(p + c)] ) '

(25)

where ch = cosh,sh = sinh.

If we chose d = 0, the two-dimensional metric gag is obtained from eq.(25)

ichb(p + c) -2iashb(p + c)
2 i a s

This metric can be diagonalized as follows

^ A

where

A± = j - (a2 - 4)ch6(p + c)± i / (a2 - 4)2ch26(p + c) + 16a* . (28)

The exterior metric is given by making 6 = 0 in eq.(26), i.e.

^ [ e x t e r i o r ] = ( o " « ) " ( 2 9 )

In this case the junction condition is

tanh b{p0 + c) = 0. (30)

From this condition we obtain c = —po, then the interior and the exterior metrics have to

be joined together along the surface of the string at p = po-

Now we consider the exterior metric is that of the Minkowski space which correspond

to the case o = 2 in eq.(29) and the two-dimensional metric in eq.(26) is as follows

~(2) _ / -ch6(p - po) -ish6(p - p0) N -o^
0<*,3[o=2] \ -ish6(p - po) ch6(p - p0) ) ' * '

This interior metric can be transformed to the two-dimensional Minkowski space by the

matrix H, i.e.

1,1), (32)
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where

H = ( I (33)

y «[coth b(p - po) - cosech b(p — p0)] «[coth b(p - pQ) + cosech b(p — p0)] )

The modulus r can be interpreted as a cosmic string, on the other side the metrices of

the torus are something like composite operators made of T field. Since the dyads </>'a in

eq.(12) had four physical degrees of freedom, we would like to propose here that either T

and the metric gap are the independent physical objects.

Now we can adopt new coordinates that p = p*(f — TT) at the interior metric and

{fir + 7)2 = r' at the exterior one, and we set t, z = constant. Thus the two surfaces

defined by the interior and exterior metrics are given by
ds2 =p'2d<p2 + {p* - />* cos<?)2d62, (34)

With the new coordinates we can rewrite the mass per unit length and the deficit angle,

i.e.

( i i r ) , (36)

0, (37)

where tpo = po/p* + ""• Since the deficit angle is 0 < 64 < 2?r as physical observational

condition and the mass per unit length is 0 < fi < 1, from eq.(36) and (37) the extent of

<po is T < fa < ir + sin" ^ and 2ir — sin"1 5 < yo < 2n\ So the permit sphere of y>o is

divided into the two part.

We may visualize the above two surfaces by embedding them in a Minkow-skian 3-

space with

ds2 = -dw2 + dr'2 + r'2d92. (38)

From eq.(34) the interior solution is the two surface that is made from a circle, which it

is the circle tangent to an axis of radius p", revolved round the axis with n < <p < ip0. we

may embed the exterior solution as the surface

"w i
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where F(r') = (1 — 4 / 3 \ r , ) ^ . For | x < <po < 2TT the entire embedding diagram is shown in

fig.l. Also the sectional diagram of the two surface is illustrated in fig.2. The mass per unit

length correspond to the above <p0 is 0 < fi < | ( ^ + s i n - 1 | ) and | ( J+TT—sin"11) < ft < f,

that is to say 0 < ft < 2.267 x 1027g/cm and 1.056 x 1028g/cm < / K 1.058 x 1028g/cm.

These results are consistent with those of grand unified vacuum strings that predict ft ~

1021 g/em which large enough to promote galaxy and large scale structure formation.

We consider the constant A ^ 1 case in eq.(17). From similar discussion with the case

of A = 1 the extent of y>o is IT < y>o < w + sin"1 ^ and 2JT — sin"1 -^ < <po < 2% for

•A > 3> *• < fo < 2-7T for A < | . A is not fixed in this model but the minimum value and

maximum one of the mass per unit length are similar to those of the case A=\.

In summary we have obtained an exact solution in a four-dimentional model on M 2 x

T2. Though it seems only a two-dimensional toy model, it may be expected to describe a

space-time structure of our four-dimensional universe. It is the main observation of this

letter that the cosmic strings can be described naturally by torsion formalism which has a

direct analogy with dislocations in three-dimensional crystalline solid.

The p4 behavior of the exterior solutions in eq.(21) seems to be a characteristic fea-

ture of torsion formalism contrasting with that of the Einstein theory. Further study on

geometrical explanations is under progress. Since we have interpreted the T.etric in eq.(25)

as composite of the cosmic string, it will also be plausible to introduce some new geometric

devices such as the twister to take acount of the substructure of such space-time[7]. We

will leave the tasks for further investigations.

Recently string theory is investigated in relation with the classical solutions such as

the axionic cosmic strings [8], the black holes and the black branes [9]. Some of the exact

solutions have come from the antisymmetric tensors in the superstring theories, which

seem to correspond exactly to the torsions in our formalism. Hence our obsevations in this

letter can be seen in the light of these new approaches, that may clarify the meanings of

torsion in the universe.
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Coleman, Freskill and Wilczek have discussed (in ref. [1]) the role of

virtual cosmic strings around black holes with screened charge in the

Higgs phase. The electric field induced by the charge of the black hole

(quantum electric hair) is present in the locus of the virtual (thin) strings

near the horizon membrane. Thus we can measure the effect of the

screened charge of the black hole in the vicinity of the horizon surface.

The authors of ref. [1] hav* also shown that the charge of the system

1 This talk is based on ref. [01
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reduces the temperature of the black hole by the discussion on the

partition function. It is worth studying the possibility that we can observe

the quantum effects of the screened charge of black holes at a spatially-

distant place.

In this talk we explicitly evaluate the expression for the Hawking

radiation of charged particles in the Hartle-Hawking vacuum [2] at spatial

infinity, taking the virtual string effect into account. The "effective"

temperature will be read from the amount of the Hawking radiation.

Now suppose we live in the Higgs (screened) phase of Abelian Higgs

model in which the Higgs has U(l) charge Ne(N>l). we consider the

"thin string" case, for a definite discussion. The "motion" of the virtual

string as a topological defect generates the following gauge configuration

at spatial infinity [1]:

ATdT-*2sk_ asr-»~ (1)
Ne
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where P1==hc/(47rrg) is the Hawking temperature (kB=l); rg = 2GM/c2is

the Schwarzschild radius. The integer k is the wrapping number of the

string loop around the hole. Various physical quantities are characterized

by the "topological "number k. Therefore the (quantum-mechanical)

physical quantity at a distance from the black hole can seemingly be

affected by the "topological" gauge configuration induced by the quantum

fluctuation of cosmic strings near the black hole.

We consider a conformally coupled scalar field with unit U(l) charge

e. Note that although the charged particle feels no force field around a

cosmic string classically, the scalar with charge e undergoes influence of

the AB effect. The scalar field with charge Ne still feels no force in any

respect in the present case.

The free energy density of the Hawking radiation of the scalar

particles in the Hartle-Hawking vacuum at spatial infinity is written as

follows in the presence of the external field (1) [0,3]:

The partition function labelled by the wrapping number k is given by
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Zk = Zrad * Zstring , (3)

where Z s t r i ng is the partition function of the cosmic string and is

approximately given by [1]

exp {- KJkJ * (47rrg
2)) * er^A, (4)

in the thin string limit, or the string tension K is very large. Zra(j is given by

= exp{-pVfk} , (5)

where V=L3 is the volume of the system. In the present case, since we

must treat the quantity at a far distance from the black hole, we must take

L >> rg . If L«rg , we must seriously consider the effect of string

dynamics as well as the curved space effect. We should also note that

the inclusion of the partition function of the black hole is unnecessary in

(3), because that is independent of k in the Schwarzschild case and can

be treated as a direct product on the final result.

The partition function of the system with charge Q is obtained by the
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projection

z k . (6)

Using (2), (4), and (5), we can get ZQ . If V/(p"1ic)3»l, we can

consistently approximate ZQ as

ZQ * exp 2cos 2TIQ

New
exp|- 4VX (7)

where X is (TT2 /6){(N-I)2 /N4} (>0). Note also that X=0 if N=l.

For the massless particles, we get the expression for the energy

density:

= 3B
idlnZQ

dV

4VX (8)

The amount of the energy density is modified by the virtual string

effect. The deviation is, however, very small. (In ref. [3], we have

unfortunately missed the last exponential factor in (8).)



Since the temperature of the black hole (at the zero-loop level) fH is of

the order of rg, V/(pfic)3»l must hold. Therefore the last factor in (8)

gives rise to the very severe suppression.

Similarly, we can estimate the vacuum value ((J>+(|>) at a far distance

from the hole. To this end, we introduce the mass of the scalar for a

device. Then the partition function is given by

Z Q *exp(
\
(
\45fp-nd)3

2cos 2TTQ

Nen/ e** exp 4VX
II'

(9)

Using the result above, (<j>+4>) is expressed as

I

Nefti
exp - (10)

The modification is again suppressed by the exponential factor.

To summarise, we have found that the Hawking radiation of charged

particles suffers from very tiny correction from the cloud of virtual cosmic

strings and thus we can hardly "detect" the modification in the distance
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far from the black hole. A naive expectation of the effect of the

"topological" configuration (1) failed us. Since the problem of "detection"

in the curved space is subtle, we could not give a definitive statement

actually. We can safely conclude, at least, that the black hole

temperature is not shifted by the virtual string effect, according to the

usual interpretation of the Hartle-Hawking vacuum ((unstable) equilibrium

between black holes and radiation).

Of course we may observe the quantum process in the vicinity of the

black hole horizon. The evaporation of the black hole may be affected by

the cloud of the virtual string loops. To study the effect, we must

investigate the string dynamics in the curved space-time more closely. It

is a fascinating problem in the future.
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For .several years some altempts to construct 4 dimensional quantum
gravity have been made. The typical example is the superstring theory. But
unfortunately this theory has no predictive power in low energy region and
it. seems to be difficult to achieve the quantization of the universe in this
theory.

The quantization of the universe inean> to quantize the metric field. The
usual way to quantize lite nieiiic field is the ADM formalism, in which we take
the metric as the dynamical variables. As is well known, when we rewrite the
Einstein-Hilbert action in canonical formulation, the hamiltonian of gravity
is reduced to constraints, hi ADM formalism, the Wheeler-DeWitt equa-
tion, which is one of the constraints and the generator of time evolution, is
non-polynomial of the canonical variables. In quantization we regard these
constraints as quantum const, rain Is l<; be satisfied by physical states and
at tempt quantization in Dirac's way. I n fortunately, in the ADM formal-
ism this process is very dillicnlt owing to the non-polynomial forms of the
constraints.

Recently new formulation of general relativity was revealed by Ashtekar
[1]. In the Ashtekar's formalism, we take the (anti-)self dual part of Levi-
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Oivita connection and vierboin as dynamical variables. Then the action is
complex and the phase space is extended in comparison with the net phase
space. So we take out (lie nel phase .space from the extended one by so-called
reality conditions. The remarkable benefit of the Ashtekar's formalism is
that, the constraints ol gravity are written in polynomial forms of canonicaJ
vanables[l]. Those constraints form the closed algebra under Poisson bracket.
This fact may allow us to overcome the difficulties of quantization of gravity.
In some articles this quantization program are attempted[2][3].

We can couple several sorts of matters to gravity[G]. Then the polyno-
mial feature of the constraints are preserved in many cases. Especially the
Ashtekar's formalism of N=l supergravity are considered by T. Jacobson[4].
In N = l case, we again find I hat the constraints are in polynomial forms and
form the closed Poissoii algebra.

In this report the Ashlckai 's formalism of the N=2 supergravity is given
[7]. The reasons why we pay attention to supergravities are that we are
interested in the limitations of the advantage of Ashtekar's formalism and
in the non-perturbative canonical quantization of supergravities. Especially,
when the actions have non-zero cosmological constants, we can obtain the
semi-classical wavefunctioiis as in Hcf[2].

We formulate the . \=2 theory by the method of 2-form gravity [5]. In
this formalism we take the sell-dual 2-forms as fundamental fields of gravity
and only left spinor indices appear. I'Vom now on we represent the left or
right spinor indices a.s . I. H. ( ' .••• or .-!'. H'. ( ", • • •, respectively.

The N=2 supeniuiltipK'ls consists ol one graviton (spin 2), two gravitinos
(spin 3/2), and one l{ I) gauge Held (spin I). We define the self-dual 2-form
field I / l f l as follows:

I 1 ' 1 " : = • ; : ! , A , • ' • « . ( 1 )

where cAA> is v ierbein . F i n l h e r m u r o wo define the 2-form sp inor field \A:

\;! : = ' : ! • *>.?. (2)

where i;-A' is the right coinponeiit of gravitino and n is global SU(2) index.
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The chiral action for N = 2 Mipergravily is written a.s

o = I ZAB A RAU - -v|/..Wil .,&
AB A S e £ ) + xt A Dtft - K ° l f l c S ^ A

+ *M)F A v- l w - UAlio, .,&*>' A 1" '° + I 0 / 1 B ^ A x»fl

+ ^A^Ar°+Tl>^AtfA4 (3)

where ^ABrp. KAHf- a l u ' '''AH a l e auxiliary fields, ^ / isc i ) and « ^ B C ensure
the decoiiipositions (1) and (2). QA[) is needed to write the kinetic term of
gauge field .4. The supon'ovarianl Held strength F is defined as

/ • : = • • ' • • ! - 7 ^ A ^ . ( 4 )

The local siipeisyniiucliv iraiisfoniialiniis are given by

\ \ - - W i _ i.-l II )a
' 1 - ~ ~\a '

where . "4 is left lianded spin -r parameter and the transformations for remain-
ing fields vanishes.

T h e right handed t ra i i s lomial io i i s are a> lollows:

=

(6)

where ;/'', is a lciniioilic spinor l-lorni and f is a bosonic 1-fonn which satisfy

cons t r a in t s

^ U ' A / , ; , ' = o.

- l w A f = \ ^ A , , « > . (7)
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We can solve these constraints on shell and obtain

e~<tf'^., (8)
where t^' is the usiiiil right handed spinor parameter.

We can calculate tlic commutation relations between tliese supersymme-
try transformations on each field. We find that the commutator between two
left handed transformations are abelian gauge transformation. The com-
mutation relations between left and rig'iit handed ones and between two
right handed ones have novel features. They contain diffeomorphism, abelian
gauge transformation, local Loicntz transformation, left and right handedsu-
persymmetiy transformations, and the extra term which doesn't vanish even
on shell. So it is not. clear whether the supersymmetries are really closed. To
make sure of the closure of the supersylinnetries, we must obtain generators
of supersymmetrics and calculate the Poissoii algebras between them. After
lengthy calculation.-, we will lind dial (lie generators form the closed Poisson
algebra[7]. So we really get the Ashlekar's formulation for N=2 supergravity.

We can add the cosmological terms to the previous action

S,,,,,,, = /

+ ,,(r!)^"yA^A^aU-^t^A^, (9)

where (rJ)j' is a Pauli matrix

Then the global .S7 '('-)/ invariance is broken down to the local U(l) invari-
ance.

When thr cosmological constant is not zero, we can obtain the WKB
wavefunctions in N = l , 1 cases as in N=0 case. The quantum universe rep-
resented by the>e wavefunclioiis are now under consideration.
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Abstract

Disk amplitudes of tachyons in two-dimensional open string theories
(two-dimensional quantum gravity coupled to c < 1 conformal field the-
ories) are obtained using the continuum Liouville field approach. The
structure of momentum singularities is different from that of sphere am-
plitudes and is more complicated. It can be understood by factorizations
of the amplitudes with the tachyon and the discrete states as intermediate
states.
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1. Introduction

Two-dimensional conformal field theories with central charge c < 1 coupled to
gravity have been extensively studied recently using the continuum Liouville field
approach [1], [2]. They are useful as toy models to understand four-dimensional
quantum gravity and non-critical string theories. When the c < 1 conformal field
theories are realized by a scalar field, they can be regarded as critical string theories
in two-dimensional target space with non-trivial background fields. Amplitudes
(correlation functions) of these models have been computed in refs. [3]-[6] and are
shown to exhibit characteristic momentum singularities. In the case of c = 1 theory
on a sphere, the origin of the singularities has been understood as short distance
singularities arising from the operator product expansion (OPE) of vertex operators
[7], [8], [4]. The physical states of the model are tachyon and discrete states [7],
[9]. Both of them appear as intermediate states of the factorized amplitude, which
arises by the OPE, and give rise to the pole singularities.

In ref. [10] we have studied two-dimensional conformal field theories with central
charge c < 1 coupled to gravity on a disk. Surfaces with boundaries, such as
the disk, naturally appear in string theories including open strings in addition to
closed strings. In particular, we have computed disk amplitudes of three open string
tachyons. The structure of momentum singularities is different from that of the
sphere amplitudes and is more complicated.

In this paper we first review the results of ref. [10]. We then study the OPE and
factorizations of the disk amplitudes. We find that all momentum singularities are
explained by the factorizations with the tachyon and the discrete states as interme-
diate states. This factorization analysis applies to c < 1 theories using the c < 1
discrete states [11] as well as to the c = 1 theory.

Two-dimensional open string theories have been discussed also by Bershadsky
and Kutasov [12]. They gave results of the general iV-point disk amplitudes of open
string tachyons. They also discussed factorizations and momentum singularities of
the amplitudes. Our results in ref. [10] and in this paper are consistent with theirs.
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2. Tachyons and Discrete States

We consider a two-dimensional conformal matter coupled to gravity on a disk D.
The matter conformal field theory is realized by a scalar field X with the background
charge a0 < 0 and has the central charge c = 1 — 12e*o. After the conformal gauge
fixing gap = ea+*£aig with a fixed reference metric gap, the system is described by
the matter field X and the Liouville field <f> with the action [1], [10]

- iRQ.X*

where R is the scalar curvature, k is the geodesic curvature of the boundary 3D
and E is the one-dimensional metric on the boundary induced from ga0. The pa-
rameters \i and A are renormalized values of the bulk and the boundary cosmolog-
ical constants respectively. We have used two-vector notations X* = (X, <f>) and
Q* = (—2cto, — iQ), and their inner products are defined by the Euclidean flat met-
ric 8pV. The disk can be conformally mapped onto the upper-half complex plane
{z € C | Imz > 0}. We use x = Rez to parametrize the boundary Imz = 0.

The parameters Q and a + in eq. (2.1) are fixed by requiring that the theory does
not depend on the gauge choice gap. Using the Neumann boundary condition on
both of the Liouville and the matter fields, we obtain [1], [10]

(2.2)

where we have introduced a_ for later use. The action (2.1) with (2.2) describes a
conformal field theory with the central charge 26. Therefore, we can regard it as
a critical open-closed string theory in two-dimensional target space X" with non-
trivial background fields.

We now discuss the physical operators of the theory, which are primary fields of
unit conformal weight. Here we will consider only the open string vertex operators,
which represent emission and absorption of open strings at the boundary. (For
the closed string vertex operators, see ref. [10].) The simplest such operator is the
tachyon operator

J ^ | ( 2 - 3 )
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where p** = (p, — i/?) and p • X = p^X11. The signs in /?± are called the chirality of
the tachyon. Note that the boundary cosmological term operator in eq. (2.1) is a
particular case of the tachyon vertex operator 0*(p = 0).

At higher oscillator levels there exist nontrivial physical operators only at discrete
values of momenta. They are primary fields for the discrete states. The discrete
states in the c — 1 theory [9], [7] are well-known and have been extensively discussed
recently. The discrete states exist also in c < 1 theories and can be obtained
from those in the c = 1 theory by the SO(2, C) transformation [11]. The energy-
momentum tensor of the c < 1 theory can be obtained from that of the c = 1 theory
by a complex rotation in the two-dimensional space X*

= i), a w = ̂  (2£o -2^°). (2.4)

The background charge Q^ and two-momentum p* also rotate by the matrix
In the c = 1 theory the discrete states have momenta [9]

Pr,t - Pr.t -

at level n = rt, where r, t are non-negative integers. Momenta of the discrete states
in the c < 1 theory are obtained from eq. (2.5) by the rotation (2.4)

{ P*t =\[(t~ 1)«+ - (r - l)o_] f pJ/7 = \ [-(r H
I /?<+> = - 1 [(t - l ) t t + + (r - l)a_] ' 1 ̂  = I [(r +

(2.6)
The 'energy' ffi satisfies 0$ > - f and plj < - f • We call the discrete states
with momenta p ' ^ and p)T^ as S-type and A-cype respectively. In contrast to the
c = 1 case (2.5), the discrete states of S-type and the discrete states of A-type have
different values of momenta.
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3. Three-Point Tachyon Amplitudes

In this section we compute three-point amplitudes of the open string tachyons
(2.3) on the disk. We consider the case // = 0 and A ^ 0 in the action (2.1) for
simplicity. One may consider the case fi ^ 0 and A = 0 similarly. When both of
fi and A are non-zero, one can use a perturbation expansion in one of them while
treating the other exactly. As in the case of the sphere amplitudes [3] we can first
integrate over the zero modes Xo, <j>o (X = Xo + X,<j> = (j>o + <j>) and obtain

(Oo(Pi) 0o(P2) Oofe,)) = 2*6 ( | > - 2aoj ^ ^ ^j A(Pl,p2,p3), (3.1)

fleWl'A tf[el*««> (J (3.2)

where VSL(2,R) is the volume of the gauge group SL(2, R) generated by the conformal
Killing vectors on the disk. We have used shorthand notations /?,- = /3(pi) and defined

The expectation values in eq. (3.2) are with respect to the non-zero modes X,<f>,
which have a free action. When s is a non-negative integer, we can evaluate the
expectation values. In this case one has to interpret a singular factor in eq. (3.1)
as F(—s) (£j —» (—l)3+1^i (£) In A [4]. We will consider only the case with a non-
negative integer s. Fixing the SL(2, R) gauge symmetry by choosing the positions
of the operators as x\ = 0, x2 = 1, x3 = oo, the ^-integrations can be evaluated by a
technique similar to that of ref. [13]. We obtain [10]

a

4(pi,p2,p3) =s\ £ Itmn(a,b,p), (3.4)
l+'m+n=»

where a = — a+ft, 6 = —Q+/?2, p = — fa*. The function Ilmn denotes a contribu-
tion from an integration region where / 'cosmological operators' ea+*/2 are inserted
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m

Figure 1: The configuration of the operators for Iimn.

between operators 2 and 3, m are inserted between operators 1 and 2, and n are in-
serted between operators 3 and 1 as shown in Fig. 1. The explicit form of hmn{a, b, p)

can be found in ref. [10].

We have two kinematical constraints on the momenta, i.e. the momentum con-
servation in eq. (3.1) and the definition of s (3.3) for a given s. There are two
possible choices of the chiralities satisfying these constraints: (i) (+,+,—) and (ii)
(—,—,+). Without loosing generality we can choose the tachyon 3 to have the op-
posite chirality to others. By the kinematical constraints, only one momentum, e.g.
Pi, is independent and other momenta are given by

(i) ?2 = _ft _ I ( a + 2 ) a + + I« P3 = lsa+ + -a
ii £t £i it

(ii) p2 = - p i + -(a - l)a+ + a_, pa =--(s + l)o+. (3.5)

In both cases the momentum p$ has a fixed value.

Let us consider each case separately. In the case (i), / j m n in eq. (3.4) is simplified
to

fc=l a i"V" nf) /t=l

1 ^ 1
r ( l - p + a) r ( ( l - ,)p - a) ^ Bin[ir((l - n - k)p - a)]

It has poles at

" I '

= 0 , - - - , m ; J V € Z ) . (3.7)
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(a)

Figure 2: Tachyon amplitudes, (a) Non-vanishing amplitudes, (b) An example of
vanishing amplitudes.

In the total amplitude (3.4) some of these poles may not appear due to cancellations
in the sum over /, m, n. However, except for special cases, the poles (3.7) in general
survive after the summation in eq. (3.4). The amplitude (3.4) with eq. (3.7) has a
quite different form from that of the sphere topology [4], [5].

In the case (ii) we find that 7/mn vanishes when m is non-zero. Therefore we only
have to consider the case m = 0, which is given by

IT I ' 1
//On = ( " I ) ' T(l-sp)

n—£ sm(irkp) ** sin(jrfc/>) ** s - k + (1 + a)p~x'

It has a finite number of poles at

Pi = -jik ~

(3.8)

(3.9)

The pole structure (3.9) is independent of /, n. As a consequence the sum in eq.
(3.4) identically vanishes when s is an odd integer. However, for an even integer s
the total amplitude (3.4) does not vanish in general. This is in contrast to the case
of sphere topology, in which amplitudes in the kinematical region (ii) identically
vanish [4].

Vanishing of the amplitude V/mn for m / 0 is a special case of more general
vanishing amplitudes. In ref. [12] it was argued that only non-vanishing JV-point
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tachyon amplitudes are of the type (+, +,•••,+,—,—,•••,—) shown in Fig. 2 (a),
where the signs denote the chiralities of the tachyons. The amplitude vanishes if it
has two or more groups of tachyons of negative chirality, each of which are between
tachyons of positive chirality. An example of such amplitudes is shown in Fig. 2 (b).

4. Factorizations

Here we examine the origin of pole singularities of the amplitudes obtained in
the previous section. In the case of the c = 1 theory on the sphere, the momentum
singularities can be understood by factorizations with the tachyon and the discrete
states as intermediate states [7], [8], [4]. We will see that the singularities of the disk
amplitudes can also be understood by factorizations. The factorization analysis can
be applied to the c < 1 case as well as to the c = 1 case.

After the zero-mode integrations, the amplitude (3.2) can be regarded as a (3+s)-
point function of three tachyon operators 0o(pi), 0o{pi), 0o(ps) and s cosmological
operators 0o[p — 0) with the zero modes omitted. These operators are integrated
along the boundary of the disk. The term 7jmn in eq. (3.4) is a contribution from
the integration region shown in Fig. 1. When some of these 3 + s operators ap-
proach one another, short distance singularities arise by the OPE, which give rise
to singularities in momenta after integrations over positions of the operators. In
contrast to the case of the sphere, only neighboring operators on the boundary can
approach one another. The momentum singularities appear at the momentum for
which the operator produced by the OPE is a physical operator, i.e. the tachyon or
the discrete states.

First we examine the case (i). Consider the integration region in which the
tachyon 1, k out of m cosmological operators, and q out of n cosmological operators
approach one another. It gives a factorization of the amplitude shown in Fig. 3.
The momentum singularities can arise when the two-momentum of the intermediate
state p" = pi + (k + q)^ (a" = (0, -»<*+)) is that of the tachyon or the discrete
states. For the momentum p*1 to be that of the tachyon, the momentum of the
tachyon 1 must be

( + k+l) + -a. (4.1)

and the intermediate tachyon has the negative chirality. On the other hand, for
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+
Figure 3: A factorization of the amplitude in the case (i).

to be the momentum of the discrete state, the momentum of the tachyon 1 must be

Pi = ~n(? + ^ + 1)Q+ + n{t + 1)°-! (4-2)

where t is an arbitrary positive integer. The intermediate discrete state is (r =
q + k, t) of A-type in eq. (2.6). For q = n and k = 0,1,2, •••,m these values of
momenta (4.1), (4.2) coincide with the positions of the singularities (3.7) for N> 1.
The rest of the singularities N < 1 in eq. (3.7) is explained in a similar way by the
factorization with the tachyons 1 and 2 are interchanged in the above case.

One expects that the amplitude has singularities also at the momenta (4.1) and
(4.2) for q < n. However, they do not appear in the amplitude (3.6). This can be
understood as follows. First consider the case in which the intermediate state is the
tachyon. The intermediate tachyon is of negative chirality as noted above. When
q < n, this intermediate tachyon lies between operators of positive chiralities in the
right side blob of Fig. 3. From the discussion at the end of the previous section such
an amplitude vanishes and therefore there arise no singularity for q < n. The absence
of the singularities at the momentum (4.2) for q < n suggests that amplitudes
also vanish if there exists a discrete state of A-type between operators of positive
chiralities in addition to negative chirality tachyons between operators of positive
chiralities. Accepting the vanishing of these amplitudes, the singularities (3.7) are
completely explained by the factorizations.

The singularities (3.9) in the case (ii) can be understood by factorizations in the
same way. The integration region in which the tachyon 1, q out of n cosmological
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Figure 4: A factorization of the amplitude in the case (ii).

operators approach one another gives a factorization of the amplitude shown in
Fig. 4. From the kinematics, only the tachyon of positive chirality is allowed as an
intermediate state. For the intermediate momentum p^ to be that of the tachyon,
the momentum of the tachyon 1 must be

Pi = g(« - 2) +

These values of momenta coincide with the positions of the singularities (3.9) for
k — 1,2, • • •, n. The rest of the singularities k = n + 1, n + 2, • • •, n + / (= s) in eq.
(3.9) is explained by the factorization with the tachyons 1 and 2 are interchanged
in the above case.

Thus all structures of pole singularities, which we have obtained in the previous
section, have been understood by the factorizations with the tachyon and the discrete
states as intermediate states.
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Abstract

The two-dimensional (2-D) quantum gravity coupled to the con-
formal matter with c = 1 is studied. We obtain all the three point
couplings involving tachyons and/or discrete states via operator prod-
uct expansion. We find that cocycle factors are necessary and construct
them explicitly. We obtain an effective action for these three point cou-
plings.
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Recently the understanding of two-dimensional (2-D) quantum gravity has ad-
vanced significantly. There are two main motivations to study the 2-D quantum
gravity coupled to matter. Firstly, it is precisely a string theory when the 2-D
space-time is regarded as the world sheet for the string. Secondly, it provides a
toy model for the quantum gravity in four dimensions. There are two approaches
to study the 2-D quantum gravity: the matrix model as a discretized theory and
the Liouville theory as a continuum theory [1], [2]. The former can provide a
nonperturbative treatment, but is sometimes less transparent in physical terms
since it is not in the usual continuum language. In spite of the nonlinear dynamics
of the Liouville theory, a method based on conformal field theory has now been
sufficiently developed to understand the results of the matrix model and to offer
in some cases a more powerful method in computing various quantities. In partic-
ular, we can calculate not only partition functions but also correlation functions
by using the procedure of the analytic continuation [3], [4].

So far only conformal field theories with central charge c < 1 have been suc-
cessfully coupled to quantum gravity. The c = 1 model is the richest and the most
interesting, and it is in some sense the most easily soluble. From the viewpoint
of the string theory, the c = 1 model has at least one (continuous) dimension of
target space in which strings are embedded. Hence, we can discuss the space-time
interpretation in the usual sense in the c = 1 model. Since the Liouville (confor-
mal) mode plays a dynamical role if the dimensions of the target space is different
from the usual critical dimensions, the theory is called "noncritical" string theory.

It has been observed that the c — 1 quantum gravity can be regarded effectively
as a critical string theory in two dimensions, since the Liouville field zero mode
provides an additional "time-like" dimension besides the obvious single spatial
dimension given by the zero mode of the c = 1 matter [5]. We have a physical
scalar particle corresponding to the center of mass motion of the string. Though
it is massless, it is still referred to as a "tachyon" following the usual terminology
borrowed from the critical string theory. Since there are no transverse directions,
the continuous (field) degrees of freedom are exhausted by the tachyon field. The
partition function for the torus topology was computed in the Liouville theory, and
was found to give precisely the same partition function as the tachyon field alone.
However, it has been noted that there exist other discrete degrees of freedom in the
c = 1 matter coupled to the 2-D quantum gravity [6]-[8]. It has been pointed out
that the symmetry group relevant to the dynamics of these discrete states in the
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c = 1 quantum gravity is the area preserving diffeomorphisms whose generators
fall into representations of SU(2) [9]. Exploiting the SU(2) symmetry, Klebanov
and Polyakov have recently worked out the three point interactions of the discrete
states and have proposed an effective action for these discrete states [10].

This paper is a brief report on our study of the interaction of tachyons and
discrete states in the c—\ quantum gravity [11]. We have obtained all the possible
three point couplings completely including both tachyons and discrete states by
using the operator product expansion (OPE) of vertex operators. We have also
found that the so-called cocycle factor is needed to obtain the operator product
expansion with the proper analytic behaviour.

Let us consider the c= l conformal matter realized by a single bosonic field X
coupled to the 2-D quantum gravity. After fixing the conformal gauge gap = ^gap
using the Liouville field <j>, the c = 1 quantum gravity can be described by the
following action on a surface with a boundary [1], [2], [12]

S[g,X,<f>] = ^ j

!) + -±=[ds (-k4> + \/tfAe"*'^) , (1)

where a' is the Regge slope parameter, R the scalar curvature, k the geodesic
curvature along the boundary and ds the line element of the boundaries with
respect to the reference metric ga0. We have rescaled the Liouville field 4>. In
this paper we will consider only the bulk (or resonant) correlation functions [7],
for which the "energy" and the momentum conjugate to <j> and X respectively
are conserved. For such correlation functions we can use the action without the
cosmological terms by putting fi = A = 0.

There are two types of physical operators. The open string vertex operators
are given by line integrals of primary fields with boundary conformal weight one
along the boundary, while the closed string vertex operators are given by surface
integrals of primary fields with conformal weight (1,1). It is convenient to set
a' = 4 (1) when we discuss the closed (open) string vertex operators. With this
convention the integrands of the closed string vertex operators can be constructed
by combining the holomorphic operator and the anti-holomorphic operator, both
of which have the same form as those of the open string vertex operators. The
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holomorphic part of the energy-momentum tensor for a' = 4 is given by

l l (2)T{z) = { d x f (

From the action, we have correlation functions of X and <j> for closed string

(X(z, z)X{w, w)) = (4{z, z)+{w, w)) = - 2 ln|z - w\2. (3)

in accord with the convention of Klebanov and Polyakov [10].

Let us first consider the holomorphic part of the vertex operator corresponding
to the open string vertex operators. They must be a line integral of a primary
field of unit conformal weight. The simplest field for such operators is the tachyon
vertex operator

for an arbitrary real momentum p. For higher levels there are non-trivial primary
fields only when the momentum is an integer or a half odd integer. They are
primary fields for the "discrete states" [6], [7]. They form SU(2) multiplets and
can be constructed as [9], [10]

where J = 0, | , 1, • • • ; m = —J, —J + 1, • • •, J and \Pj (z) is the tachyon operator
(4) with the momentum p = J. The integrals are along closed contours surround-
ing a point z with |«,| > \u}\ for i > j . The field H-(z) corresponds to the lowering
operator of the SU(2) quantum numbers and is one of the SU(2) currents

H±(z) = e ^ * = ±1<&(*), #3(2) = \idX{z) = - ^ t f t ( z ) . (6)

The quantum numbers J and m correspond to the "spin" and the magnetic quan-
tum number in SU(2). Actually, the fields WjJ, with m = ±J are not higher level
operators but tachyon operators (4) at integer or half odd integer momenta ± J.

In ref. [10] the OPEs of the fields for discrete states (29) were obtained using the
SU(2) symmetry. Here we make a remark on the analytic property of the OPEs.
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The OPE of two vertex operators gives a coefficient different in sign depending on
the ordering of the two vertex operators. Even if we use the radial ordering of the
two vertex operators as usual in conformal field theory, the OPE is not analytic
at \z\ = \w\. It is desirable to obtain the analytic OPEs since the techniques of
conformal field theories make full use of the analyticity. One should multiply the
vertex operator (29) by a correction factor as in the vertex operator construction
of the affine Kac-Moody algebra [13].

We have succeeded in constructing the necessary correction factor to recover
the analyticity. After some lengthy argument using the knowledge of integral cubic
lattice, we arrive at the following choice of the cocycle factor [11]

a, = \j2(m,,J,-l), i = l , 2 . (7)

The sign of J in the cocycle factor should be changed according to the sign of J
in the two-vector o corresponding to the (—) type. It is easy to see that eq. (7)
indeed satisfies the cocycle conditions. With this cocycle the correction factor is
constructed as [13]

(8)

where \fi) is an eigenstate of the energy and the momentum with an eigenvalue
Then the corrected operators

m, - J - 1) for s = - ( 9 )

satisfy the OPEs which are analytic in the complex z plane.

We find that after an appropriate rescaling the corrected operators (9) satisfy
the same OPEs as those given in ref. [10]. The non-trivial OPEs are given by

( ' * ) * ' £ £ » do)
Other OPEs have no singular term. We have used rescaled fields

]-1 *£>(,), (ii)
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~JV(J,m), N(J,m) =
(2/-1)!

(12)

We shall now generalize these results of the OPEs to include tachyon operator
(4). We have succeeded to generalize the cocycle operator to the tachyon case, but
we merely refer our paper [11] for the full account of the construction and write
down only the OPE without the cocycle factors because of lack of space. From the
conservation of the energy and the momentum we find that only four non-trivial
OPEs are possible:

^ * , W » (Js = "Pi ~ P2 + 1),

Z "~- W

*i*U(*)*i;)(«')~7r^^7i*t)(«') (P3 = i-/ i+P 2) . (13)
The coefficient in the third and fourth OPE in eq. (13) can be obtained by using
the representation (29) for * J * J , _ I or the similar expression for m = 1 — J and
directly evaluating the OPE

r ( i - 2P2) _ .a j , -

P3, (14)
P3)

where N{p, p) = i r ( l + 2p). To obtain the coefficient of the first OPE in eq. (13),
we apply the operator § ^.H-(u) to both hand sides of the equation, where the
integration contour surrounds both of z and w. The coefficient of the second OPE
in eq. (13) can be obtained similarly by applying f ^H+(u). We find

J *(P.,P.Wft,P»>s»(2*P.). (15)

The coefficients of the OPE determine the three-point correlation functions of
the physical operators, which can be summarized by the effective action. Introduc-
ing a variable ^ j . ^ (s = ±) for each discrete state, the cubic terms of the effective
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action for discrete states determined by the OPEs (10) are [10]

where we have introduced the Chan-Paton index A in the adjoint representation
of some Lie algebra and have factored out the Liouville volume / d<f>.

In ref. [10] it was shown that the terms in the cubic interaction (16) which
depend only on the integer modes gf^ (J, m € Z) can be written in a compact
form by introducing a scalar field on R x S2

*o(*.«,¥•)= E TAg^M'(J,m)DU^0,0)e^-^. (17)
s,A,J,Tn

Here, TA are the representation matrices of the Lie algebra, D^o are components
of the SU(2) rotation matrix [14] and M'(J, m) are the normalization factor

Dim-faW) = {Jm\e-'^'e-'eJ»e-'^'\Jm% (18)

N{J,m)N(J,0) (-1)" J(2J + l)
j Jtf ( J r a ) = . (19)

The effective action can be written in terms of the field $ 0 using x' = (0, ip)

We have succeeded to generalize this construction to the terms containing half
odd integer modes as well as integer modes. We introduce two spinor fields $ i

and $_i on R x S2 for half odd integer modes g^'J? ( J , m € Z + })

lfi = ±2)' (21)

where

N(J,m)N(J,L) (-1)"+* 2J(J + 1) , „ .
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Note that $ i and $_i have the same coefficients <//„, and are not independent. In
order to write down the effective action in terms of these fields we need covariant
derivatives on S2 acting on spinor fields $,,. They are given by

V± = *dfl-—(idip-iicos9) (23)

when acting on $,,. The effective action can be written as

Tr ($„ [V+*_i, V_$i]) . (24)

The sum of eqs. (20) and (24) gives the complete cubic terms for the discrete states

(16).

Apart from the special case of the compact boson X with the self-dual radius,
we have tachyons with momenta other than integer or half odd integer which should
be included in the effective action. The OPE results (13) can be summarized as
two types of terms in the effective action involving tachyons: two tachyons with
the same chirality (+) or (—) couple to the single discrete state of the (+) type.

5T. . = S<T!.) + 4:O)- (25)

Since the natural mode function for the tachyon is given by the momentum
eigenstate, we introduce a tachyon field for positive and negative chirality

t,X) + 7<->>, X),

( l p ) e e

y ( W 1 ) * ' f 1 > * ^ . (26)

Where a is the reduced radius in unit of the self dual radius Va and J is the
integer or half odd integer part J of momentum p [11]. To write down the action
we need another field constructed from the same coefficients

fA(<t>,X) = T<+^,X) + T

) Y ( l ) 2

(27)
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By rewriting the variables g^A in terms of the field T^^A and IP-±')A, we can
obtain the coordinate representation of the tachyon action

* E fABc i^* r d xE f i^ r
ABC J-2xa

x [7< + ) ^ , X + 2JT) - r < + ) ^ , A" - 2«)] T<+)B(^, X)* c(^, X),

S £ = - L i g o £ fABC f d+e* T dX
8 j r x.fl.c 7 • / - 2 > r o

x [^ -^ (^ X" + 2x) - ^ - ^ ( ^ X - 2*)] T*-)i?(^, X)* c(^, X)(28)

where we have introduced the X representation of the discrete states

»('WW,^) = E E e ' ^ e ^ ^ - 1 ) ^ . (29)

Actually only the discrete states with s = + and m = ±( J — 1) contribute to the
action.
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ABSTRACT

The Schwinger-Dyson loop equations for the hermitian multi-matrix chain

models at finite N, are derived from the Ward identities of the partition func-

tional under the infinitesimal field transformations. The constraint operators

Wi"1 satisfy the wj+oo-like algebra up to a linear combination of the lower spin

operators. We find that the all the higher spin constraints are reducible to the

Virasoro-type constraints for all the matrix chain models
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1. Introduction

The matrix models have been developed in the continuum limit (so-called

double scaling limit) to solve the non-perturbative two-dimensional gravity cou-

pled to conformal matter systems with central charge c < 1 .[l][2] Q n e of the most

remarkable features through the analyses of the simplest matrix models is that

these models in the continuum limit are governed by the KP hierarchy.̂  •"•'<•" '

From the viewpoints of KP hierarchy theory one expects that there would exist

an infinite number of constraints, W-algebra constraints, for the partitional func-

tional of the multi-matrix model.!6]™!8] These constraints rule out the redundant

operators from the theory space, and define the operator product expansion of

the gravitional dressing operators.

In practically the multi-matrix chain model is so complicated that in fact it

is diffcult for us to obtain an explicit solution in general case in the continuum

limit. Therefore the exact correspondence between the multi-matrix models and

the KP hierarchy still remains to be clarified. As a primary step here we would

like to derive the Schwinger-Dyson loop equations for a general hermitian p-

matrix chain model at finite N, the size of matrix. The partition functional of

the hermitian p-matrix chain model is defined by

(1)

where the $,- are hennitian N x N matrices, and the potentials Ui($i) are given

as

First we expect that the discrete S-D loop equations would be the counter-

parts of those PF-constraints of the continuum theory at finite N. They can clear

the origin of the H^-constraints for the continuum theory. Second we would like

to show that the W-algebraic structure of the S-D loop equations is universal
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for all multi-matrix chain model. This universal structure may help us better

understand the relations of the multi-matrix model with KP hirarchy and 2d

gravity coupled to minimal models.

As is well known, the Virasoro algebra constraints for the one-matrix model

at finite N are easyly derived from the requirement that the theory should be in-

variant under the infinitesimal field transformation 5$ = e$n + 1 .Pi We shall show

that this method can be extended to obtain the W-algebra-like, consequently,

u>i+oo-like constraints for the multi-matrix chain model at finite N, from the

Ward identities of the partition functional under the infinitesimal field transfor-

mation like 6$ = e$"+ 1#m-2 , 6$ = e$»+l$"»-2. Here the numbers n, m denote

the order and spin of the generator Wi , respectively.

2. Weird identities of the hermitian p-matrix chain model

In order to obtain the Schwinger-Dyson loop equations of the p-matrix chain

model we first consider the Ward identities of the partition functional Z(f('\ Cj)

under the infinitesimal field transformations:

• = 1,2,...
(3)

Here the matrix-function F($) must be chosen to be hermitian so as to guarantee

the hermitian property of the theory. Also because of the fact that in general

the hermitian matrices $, are not commutative eath other we have to consider

various case where the different permutation of the matrices in the transformation

function F($) leads to the different Ward identity.

The fundamental infinitesimal field transformations considered for the p-

matrix model are defined by the following transformation functions,

(4)
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and

respectively, where n = —1,0 ,1 , . . . , and m = 1,2,.. . , and the x ^ ( ^ ) a r e

hermitian matrix-functions.

The requirement that the p-matrix model should be invariant under the in-

finitesimal transformations (4), (5) and (6), respectively, leads to following p

fundamental Ward identities for the p-matrix chain model

h=o

Tr[ *f ( V ^ W ^ T 1 +*™"1X(1)(*)) ]Tr**-* >s

- N f ; kf™ < Tr[ $»+* (X
(1)(* )*?-* + * r V ( 1 ) ( * ) ) ] >5

+ NCl < Tr[ $?+ 1 (x(1)(*)*? + *™X(1)(*)) 1 >5= 0,

l *f[ X
( 0(*)(ci-i*

-NJbkfk] < Tr\ **+t[ X(0

, (8)

+ (C,-1$,-1 +C,-*i+,)m-1X(l)(*)] | >5

+ N < T r j ^ + 1 ( X (0(*)(c-i*i-i + c,-*,-+I)
m

m W ( } >5= 0,
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and

*=o

>s

Tr[ %+i (x{p)(*)*?-i + ^ - iX ( p ) (*) ) ] >S= 0,

Now we define p differential operators Wn (/^\x''')> 1 5: * £ Pi which

act on the partition functional Z({/(')}, {c,}) and give respectively

Tr[ $?

- -N < Tr ? [ x ( ) ( i i i i C . + i )
1 (11)

2 < i < p - 1,

and

Tr[ $ ? + 1 ( ( p ) ( * ) ^ + * " ( p ) ( * ) ) ]

From the fundamental Ward identities (7) ~ (9) we see that such defined p

differential operators Wn (f^l\ X^) satisfy recursion relations with respect to
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the spin number m

k=odfn-k k=i
m > 1, n > - 1 ; 1 < i < p.

(13)

For abbreviation here we introduce the notations

â > = kfi'\ k > 0; «? = i , ^ , * > 0.

and write the recursion relations (13) in terms of the operators ajj.

m > 1, n > - 1 ; 1 < i < p.
(14)

We would like to call the Ward identities (7) ~ (9) for x ( l )($) = * t n e

fundamental loop equations, and define the operators Wn (a^1') by

The Ward identities (7) ~ (9) for x'*H^) ^ 1 a r e called auxiliary loop equations.

For fundamental loop equations the differential operators W™+1(aW) can be

obtained immediately as an explicit operator formula by iteratively using the

recursion relation

*=o
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with wi1]{aW) = iV2ai,'!i and the Virasoro operator

(16)

f

*=1 < V n +

Notice that the operators Wn '(<*(')) obtained here are universal for any

multi-matrix chain model. The algebra relations of the operators Wn ' can be

studied by starting from the Virasoro algebras

[ w i V 0 ) , wi2\aW) ] = (m - n)«i,'»fi,(«(0)- (1?)

What we shall do is to represent the fundamental loop equations in closed

operator forms which become the constraints imposed on the partition functional

of the p-matrix chain model. This can be achieved by writting the expectation

values of the mixed operators in terms of another kind of operator formula-

tion. However the calculation for the (p > 4)-matrix chain models becomes very

complicated. In the following no generality is lost we take the two, three and

four-matrix chain models as the examples.

3. W-type constraints for the hermitian two-matrix chain model

The two-matrix chain model is the simplest case of the multi-matrix chain

model. The fundamental loop equations are given by

) \ =0, (18)

and

wLm+1)Z({fi},{gi},c) + Ncm(Tr{*»+1*m)) =0, (19)

\ / s

where the /,• and <;,• are the coupling constants of the loop operators Tr$* and

, respectively.
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Therefore in general we obtain two equivalent set of S-D loop equations by

using the (n + 2)'* W-type fundamental loop equations with order (m — 1) to

eliminate the mixed operators from the (m + l) 'h W -̂type fundamental loop

equations with order n. The results are given as

= 0,

n = - 1 , 0 , 1 , . . . ,

and

n= - 1 , 0 , 1 , . . . , m = 1,2,3,...,

where we have defined W^ = 5 ^ , W^ ^

Here we would like to give a heuristic discussion about the Wi+0O-like symme-

try hidden in the structure of the loop equations. As an illustration we focus on

the lower order loop equations. If we define the operators £„,£„, n = —1,0,1.,

and W<3), Wi3), n = - l ,0 ,by

r r d r t d

1 = l~CW' C-l = L-l~C~dh

), £ , = Lx -
 X-

c

(22)

and

W ( 3 ) = ^ 3 > - c 2 A ^ = PirW _ C 2 ^
"J " ! dg2

1 - 1 - 1 d / a 1 (23)

we can easyly check that there is a closed W^3Mike algebra for the above operators

[£-i,Co] = —C-i, [£i,£o]=£i,
(24)
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and

[£o, Wi3)] = 2Wi3
1

), [£_,, Wi3)] = 0,
, 2 3 . (25)

Although we have not a general proof we can expect that the higher order

constraint operators also satisfy W-like algebra. That is, if we define the con-

straint operators Wi and VVn by

(26)

the closed formulation of the S-D loop equations (20) and (21) suggests that there

would be a W^'-like algebra relations

1 Sp(n m-k, h 1W'51' W^P)
M \.nTmi*>-lT~iKp)vvkx •••yvkp •

and

To make the above algebra be exact wi+oo we can redefine the constraint

operators by adding them a linear combination of the lower spin constraint op-

erators. The reason will be explained in the following.

4. IV-type constraints for the three-matrix chain model

For the three-matrix chain model the fundamental loop equations are given

by

wim+l)(aM)Z({aU}, {a}) + Nc? < Trf*^1*?) >s= 0. (29)

aW}, {a}) + N< IY[$2+1(ci*i + c2$3)
m] >s= 0. (30)
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Nc? < Tr(^+i<i>'?) >s= 0. (31)

We would like to express the intermediate loop equation (30) in closed dif-

ferential operator formulation. First we consider Virasoro-type constraint. For

eq.(30) with m = 1, the mixed part < Tr[$"+1(ci$i + C2$3)] >s can be replaced

by the order-0 terms of the spin (n + 2) boundary loop eqs. (29) and (31). We

have

- N < Tr[<3>"+1(ci$i + c2$3)] >s

= f J_w(n+2)(a(1)) - —W^n+2\aW)
c l C2

For our convenience we first define

Substituting (32) into (30) the Virasoro-type constraints for the three-matrix

chain model are obtained as

{o«}, {c,}) = 0,

> - 1 .

Now the values oi N < Tr[$2+1(ci$i + ̂ 2*3)"*] >s in the intermediate loop

equation (30) with m > 1 can be obtained from XQ" ( C ^ 1 ) , ^ 3 ) ) by means of

the recursion relation (8) with x = 1- Indeed we get for m > 1

-N < rr[^+1(Cl$! +c2$3)
m] >s=X^\a^,a^,a^)Z({a^}, {c,})

(34)

Here the differential operators A -^"1 ' (a^1 \a^,ar^) are determined from the

operator XQ '(aSl\cS31) by using recursion relation with respect to the spin
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number m

Thus substituting eq.(34) into (30) we transform the loop equation (30) to

the W,i + -type constraints for the three-matrix chain model

W } , {«}) = 0,

m > 1, n > - 1 .

If we define constraint operators Wi" '(a^\a^2\a^) by

due to the recursion relations (14) and (35), we see that the constraint operators

Wim+I)(a(1),a(2),a(3)) satisfy also the recursion relation

(« ( 1 )^ ( 2U ( 3 )), (38)

Therefore all the higher spin constraint equations W« Z = 0 for the 3-matrix

model can be reduced to the Virasoro-type constraint equation (33) consequently.

5. The W-constraints for the four-matrix chain model

The fundamental loop equations for the four-matrix chain model are given as

i + 1 ) ) W ) > 5 = 0, (39)

{a w } , {c,}) + N < Tr[ $2+1(ci*i + C2*3)m ] >5= 0, (40)

{a(l)}, {a}) + N <Tr[ *J+1(c2$2 + c3$i)m ] >s= 0, (41)

W"im+I)(a(4))2'({a(l)}, {a}) + Ncf < 7Y($J+1$f) > 5 = 0. (42)

In present case to determine the values of —Nc2 < Tr($j+1^3) >5 a^d
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< Tr($"+1$2) >S w e have to use the auxiliary loop equations. Notice

that we can take into account the eqs.(39), (40) and (41),(42) separately. First

from the equation (10) with \^ = $3 we have.

-2Nc2 < Tr(*!+1*3) >S= -grWii+V 1*,* 0* = *3)^({«(')},{c.}), (43)
ci

On the other hand the recursion relation (14) reduces the r.h.s. of the eq.(43)

to

8
Jt=o i=i iti=o

(44)

where the index kg = k and

£. f"$3) >s (45)

However from the second auxiliary equation of the (8) with \(2) = $ j" we have

by setting m = 1, n = — 1 there

= -2AT

Using the boundary equation (39) we write the eq.(46) as an operator formulation

( 4 7 )

Therefore the eq. (43) becomes finally

-Nc2 < Tr($5+I$3) >s= \v^+2\a^,a^)Z({a^},{ci}). (48)
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where we have defined

vo
("+V !U ( 2 ))

a(2)—W f a h - J V a )

(49)

Similarly from the auxiliary loop equation (12) with x ^ W = $2 we derive

-Nc2 < Tr($«+1*2) >5= \v^+2)(a^\a^)Z({a^},{ci}), (50)
C 3

where Vo
("+2)(/(3>,/(4)) has been defined as

a - (*+i) l r 2L a(*.-,-i)-fc M 2wa> j
k=0 i=l k,=0 )=\ r3

(51)

Substituting the eqs.(39), (49) and (42), (51) into the intermediate loop eqs.

(40) and (41) with m — 1, respectively, we get two sets of Virasoro constraint

equations for the four-matrix chain model

% {d}) = 0,
j

n> -1,

and

O}, {e,}) = 0,
J

n > - 1 .

Also we may define operators yo
(n+2)(a(1),a'2)) and Y^n+2)(a^\a^), respec-
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tively, by

< n + V U ( 2 ) l + a ( 1 ) ) - V o ^ V ' W 2 * ) , (54)
c

4)) - Vo ( " + V 3 U ( 4 ) ) - (55)
C 3 C 3

Thus if we use the recursion relations (8) we get alternative operator formulations

for the expectation value of the mixed operators

-N < Tr\ *2+ 1(d*i + c2$3)m ] >s=

-N < Tr{ ̂ + 1 (c 2$ 2 +c3$4)m ] >s= Y^\a^\aW)Z{{a^}, {a}). (57)

where the differential operators 1^2 )(« ( 1 ) , «(2)) and Y^\a^\ a^) are deter-

mined from yo
(n+2)(a(1), a<2)) and ro

(n+2)(a<3), a(
4>), respectively, by the following

recursion relations

^ , ^ ) , (58)
Jt=O

iW.o"'), (59)

Therefore combining eqs.(56) and (57) with (40) and (41) we obtain the W,£m+1)-

type constraint equations for the four-matrix chain model

i a m"1 a '" J

1 )}, {ci}) = 0. (61)

Similarly with the case of the three-matrix chain model we define the con-
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straint operators

W<m+1)(a(1U(2)) = wim+l\aW) - y£+2)(a(1U(2)), (62)

W<m+I)(«(3U(4)) = Wim+I)(a(3)) - Y£?\cP\al% (63)

Such denned constraint operators wim + 1 )( /^, /<2)) and Wn
m+1)(/(3>,/<4>) sat-

isfy naturally the recursion relations

(64)

(65)
Jt=O

Thus all the higher spin constraint equations for the four-matrix model can also

be reduced to the Virasoro constraint equations consequently as the same as the

case of the three-matrix chain model.

6. Discussions and conclusions

Through the above examples we showed how to obtain the constraint equa-

tions for the general p-matrix chain model. The recursion relations play the cru-

cial rules in our derivation of the constraint operators. The constraint operators

Wn ' satisfy the same recursion relations with which the universal operators

Wn satisfy. We can check that the lowest constraint operators Wn satisfy

the usual Virasoro algebra as their corresponding transformation functions do

not contain the mixed-matrix terms. Therefore the algebra of the constraint op-

erators Wn is isomorphic to that of the universal operators WJ \ It is

evident that the algebra of the W,,m+ ' is not exact wi+oo. The commutators of

the the W^m+ ' contain extra terms which are the linear combination of the lower

spin ones. Therefore to make the algebra of the Wn + be exact wi+oo, we may

redefine the constraint operators Wn
m + ' by adding to them a linear combination
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of the lower spin constraint operators. The redefined constraint equations would

be regarded as the discrete version of the wi+0O constraints for the continuum

theory^10! a t finite N.

Based our methods the one-matrix model can be regarded as the special case

of the two-matrix model where the second matrix field ^ is used as the fictitious

source. The coupling constant c vanishes at the final formulae. Therefore for

the one-matrix model the Wn themselves serve as the constraint operators.

Thus we find at the discrete level that the underlying structure of all the matrix

models is

The u>i+oo-type constraints in the matrix models at finite N have also been

discussed in the ref.[ll] by inserting the wj+oo generators xnd™ in the integral (1).

There it was conjectured that for the one-matrix model the higher spin constraints

are reducible to the Virasoro algebra constraints. Our lagrangian approach used

in this letter not only manifests the origin of this uii+oo algebra constraints, but

also shows that for all the multi-matrix chain models the higher spin constraints

are reducible to the Virasoro constraints by means of the universal recursion

relations. This also gives another evidence for the suggestion that the partition

function Z in the continuum limit is the r-function of the KP hierarchy.
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Quantum Analysis of Jackiw and Teitelboim's Model
for 1+1 D Gravity and Topological Gauge Theory*

H A I W H I K O TfcRAO

Depart went of Physics, A'anazavra University

l\a.naza\va 920, Japan

.1 . INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATIONS

It has been shown by Wit ten * that the 2 + I dimensional pure gravity in the

Palatini formalism may be formulated as the so-called Chern-Sinioris topological

gauge t heory with a non-compact gauge group. Then the theory turns out to be not

only renormalizable but also soluble. This remarkable feature should be compared

with the non-renormalizrtbilit.y in the conventional perturbat.ive treatment for the

gravitational theories.

However we may note the differences in the ranges of the variables between the

Kutslein theory and the Ohern-Simons gauge theory. In the former formulation

the determinant of the metric variables y cannot vanish and the volume form v/~~<7

should be positive definit. On the other hand any configulalion is permitted in

Witten's forir'ilation, since the range of the gauge Held is totally unrestricted. If

we consider the quantum theories, then such differences in the ranges of the dy-

namical variables would be rather impotant. In general different kinds of quantum

fluctuation seem to give rise to different quantum theories, even if the classical

dynamics are identical. In the case of 2 + 1 dimensional gravity, however, this

would be very subtle, since there exists no physical quantum fluctuations. Also

the above-mentioned differnce has influence on the (opologiral nature of the the-

ories, in practice the Einstein-Hilbert. action in 2 + 1 dimensions itself is not a

topological invariant in contrast to the Chern-Simons action.

This talk is based cm the work in the ref.[1j
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Then it may be natural to ask ourselves whether the ('hern-Simons gauge

theory is really equivalent, to the 2 + 1 dimensional gravity in the quantum sense.

If so. we may expect that the Einstein action also give a topological field theory.

However it seems to be necessary to find out first the consistent quantum theory

for the 2 + 1 dimensional gravity in order to answer these questions. On the

other hand the consistent quantum treatment of the 2 + 1 dimensional gravity is

unknown. Therefore in this talk we would like to consider a 1 -t- 1 dimensional

analogous model which was proposed by Jackiw and Teitelboim. It has been

already known that the Jackiw-Teitelboim's model also can be reformulated as

a topological gauge theory just like the Chern-Simons gauge theory.* Here we

shall examine the BRST quantization of the both models mainly. The quantum

equivalence and the topological structure will be discussed briefly.

.2. JACKIW-TEITELBOIM'S MODEL

The action of the Jackiw-Teitelboim's model for two dimensional gravity is

given by

S = ^f#f/=g{R + 2A)tf. (2.1)
s

The equation of motion for the gravitational field g^, R + 2A = 0, which differs

from the Rhistein equation means that the classical configuiatious have a fixed

constant curvature. Hereafter we assume that A > 0 and that the topology of the

two dimensional space-time is given by Rx Sl.

Now we first perform the BRST quantization by using the light-cone gauge,

which are given by g = 0, g+_ = 1 ami g++ = 2/i++. After gauge fixing we may

obtain the BRST invariant action as

S = fiPxit (dlh++ + A) + 2b++(Lc+ + b (d+c+ + a_c" + 2fc++0_c+) J . (2.2)

If we introduce a new anti-ghost by b'++ = 2(6++ + h++b), then the action (2.2) is
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to a free oue.

S = /<Px16{uH+ + + A) + b'++iLc+ + b(i)+c+ + iU-) | . (2.:})

The conserved currents for the URST symmetry are easily fonml to he

where we haw defined the "energy-moinentuin lemsor" by

and

ArtuaJty we may verify that the real energy-momentum tensor is expressed in terms

of 7+1 and 7'^+ as

(2.7)

Now we shall consider tin- ([UKiitizaliou of the action (2.3). This model is

now found to l>e soluble, since the action is free. What, we have to care about

is the anomaly or the nilpotency of the BUST charge. For the purpose of the
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izHiion it would he convenient to redeline the ghost variables as

h=f>.

Then the action is given by

S - / i f x U (#!A++ + A) + A++«-«"+ + W_r- J. (2.9)

The equations of motion

()'li + + + A = 0.
(2.10)

are readily solved as

O(r+..r~) = c)(.r+)-f.r^+(j-+).

By taking a<rount of thai the hatted variables introduced iti (2.11) depend only on

.r+, the canonical coijunutalion relations belvwen these variables may be expressed

by means of the operator product expansions (Ol'E's) as

(2.12)

_ _ .

For the ghost variables we obtain

' r + 7 lV+ (2.13)

Now the BRST currents given \n (2.1) are rewritten in terms of the hatted
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variables into

— * * • • - i - — •

whon* wo defined new tensors by

/+_ (.r ) = A^ - «+

(2.15)

and

/?+ (J-+) = ~c-()+b + (c+a+6++ + 20+C+6++) (2.16)

Artually Ilie.se tensors are the conserved currents for the residual symmetry after

imposed the light-rone gauge. We note here that the total divergence appearing

in J+nsl is irrelevant for the BRST charge.

For the purpose of verifying the BRST nilpoteiicy, first we should derive the

quantum algebra between the total "energy-momentum tensor" Tjfi = 7"*™"+ 7+^.

and 1™ = 7f+' + H\- % "sing the OPE's given in (2.12) and (2.13) we may

derive the quantum algebra in OPK forms. The results are found to be

(j-+-y+y + (x+-y+)2+
 a.+ _y'+ * (2.17)

f?+7'f_"'(;y+)
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and

(2.18)

We should note liere that the anomaly terms cancel out each other between the

gravitational sector and the ghost sector. The nilpotency of the BRST charge also

follows immediately from that there appears no anomaly in the Virasoro algebra

of the total "energy-momentum tensor" T|°{.

Next we shall examine also the BRST quantization in the conformal gauge

</++ = <f = 0 and g+— = y_+ = e?. The gauge fixed action is given by

= f (2.19)

It is seen that there is interaction in this gauge, unless A = 0. We also note that

one of the equations of motion, d+f)-.p = At*, is the so-called Liouville equation.

The BRST currents are easily evaluated as

) , ( (2.20)
jBRST _ c- I j'grav _j_ _rpgh J

where the energy-momentum tensors 7^"" and T+\. are given by

(2.21)

The ( —) sector has similar expressions. However naive calculations of the short
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distance singularities between the currents given in (2.21) give us

/++ (jr )/ + + // ) ~T—; TTT + 7 1 m + i i—

and

Knnn these results we may see; that the algebra of the gravitational sector is not

closed, unless A = 0. Kven if A = 0, the anomaly in the Virasoro algebra formed

by t he total energy-momentum tensor does not vanish.

Actually it is necessary to take care of (lie renormalization effects due to the

non-111] vial interact ions. Hesides we have to evaluate t he Jacobian which is probably

generated through the change of the dynamical variable ,</+_ = rv" to y. Suppose,

however, the energy-inomentuin-tensor is improved to

nr - - 5 : (*•+drtKwt+»,<»: + A - v ^ (2 24)

where o autl ji are unknown parameters to be determined by the consistency!'" If

we se the parameters to a — 1 and fi — ̂ . then the total energy-momentum tensor

'/{'![ indef.'d satisfies the anomaly free Virasoro algebra

(2.25)

The (—) sector also enjoys the similar improvement. Thus JarJtfw-Teitelboiiii's

model may be quantized consistently also in the conformal gauge, if we use the

energy-momentum tensor given by (2.21). Of course further investigations are

needed to n e whether the quantization using (2.21) really gives us the same results

as in the light-cone quantization.
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. 3 . SLC2.H) K H ' O M K n C A L CAlCiK IHKOHY

In this section we are going to consider the quantum properties of the topolog-

ical gauge theory whose action is given by

S= I' fat1""!':>•<*/>), (3.1)

where /•),„ = i)HAv - <)„.-%„. If we expand the gauge field A,, and the scalar field o

with respect to I he SL('2.R) generators 7± and 7o as

A, = v/Ar+7V

* - - i f *+7<+ + "Tr^"7 ' - + *7'<»VA vA

then the action in terms of the component fields turns to be

$ = / d'xU- (I)+<Z - D- f+) + Q+ {D+tZ - /?-<;)

. + _ + - J '

where l)± denote the covariaut derivative's defined by D,,(^ = (i)u ± i ' , ) { J , The

multipliers ok generate Ilie so-called torsion-fnv conditions: D+<t — D-t+ = 0.

If we solve the spin connections *;± in terms of the zweibeins < | by using these

conditions, then indeed t he action (3.3) is found to be reduced to the gravitational

action (2.11. it should be noted, however, that we need to change r. — tt.rZ — r+ct

to |f | = y'—if in order to obteain (2.1). Hereafter let us rescale t* aJid o* to a.bsor}>

the factor \f\ in (-'{.2).

First we shall examine the BUST quantization in A- = 0 gauge or «1 = t ~ =

<ji- = 0. We note that this gauge gives a singular configuration as gravity, since
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the "volume form" e vanishes. The gauge fixed action may be written down as

(3.4)
b~d-c+ + 6+fLr- + b+d-c J.

The HKST current is found to be

jHRST+ = -+ (JS"^- + Ljlk

(3.5)

where Jw"'*"^ and ./9A!J. are the conserved currents for the residual S'L(2, R) sym-

metry, which are given explicitly by

' l = - ^ < t > + e;«>+ - e+

Through the similar manipulations performed in the last section, we can easily

derive the SL(2.R) Kac-Moody algebras formed by these currents and they are

found to be

9 igaugeO t +\

(3.7)

jgfagr.il +\
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and

2 J9

Here if is readily fotin<l that the Schwinger terms are cancelled out between the

gauge sector and the ghost sector. In fact we may verify the nilpotency of the

BRST charge.

It is known that two dimensional topological field theories may be characterized

commonly by the twisted N = 2 superconformal algebras (SCA's).9' Indeed it is

found that this topological gauge model also has a twisted N = 2 SCA. If we define

the generators for the SCA by

+ #+c+fe; + d+c'bX + d+cb+,

(3.9)

/+ = J3\ = -6+c- - ft;c+ - 6+r,

where JBHSi
 + is theBRST current given in (3.5) and Jah

+ is the ghost number

current, then these currents are found to form a twisted N = 2 SCA with the

central charge c = 3. Thus we may see that the SL(2, R) topological gauge theory

is certainly a topolcgical field theory.

However the structure of the BRST current for the SL(2, R) topological gauge

model, which is based on the SL(2, R) Kac-Moody currents, looks rather different

from that for the .lackiw-Teitelboim's model in the light-cone gauge. This diference

seems to originate from the different residual symmetries surviving after the gauge

fixing. Therefore next we shall examine the "light-cone" gauge, e j = e l = 1,

ct = 0 and c+ — h++ also for the topological gauge theory.
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By proper field redefinitions without Jacobiaus, we may obtain the following

gauge fixed action.

S = fd2xl<j>(dlh++ + 1) + h'++<Lc+ +
3 l (3.10)

This is just same as the quantum action given in (2.H) for Jackiw-Teitelboim's

model in the light-cone gauge, since the non-dynamical fields may be took away

simply. After some calculations the BUST charge as well as the action is found to

be completely identical to that of Jackiw-Teitelboim's model (2.4). Therefore we

may conclude that the two models for 1 + 1 gravity are actually equivalent as far

as we quantize them in the light-cone gauge.

However the above analysis in the light-cone gauge would not guarantee the

equivalence in any other gauge conditions. Rather, the equivalence seems to be

dependent of the gauge choices. For example in the gauge e l = 1, et = u>_ = 0,

which has been applied to gauged SL{2,R) WZNW model,"" the quantum action

may be reduced to

S = I d2xh~(th++ - &++£<•-J. (3.11)

Here we note that the information of the cosmological constant A has been com-

pletely lost. Investigation in detail on the BRST cohoinologics seems to be required

to clarify the quantum equivalence.

.4. TOPOLOOICAL ALGEBRA IN JACKIW-TEITELBOIM'S MODEL

111 the previous section it has been shown that the twisted N = 2 SCA realizes

in the topological gauge theory and also that the gauge theory is equivalent to

Jackiw-Teitelboirn's model in the light-cone gauge. Therefore it may be naively

expected that Jackiw-TeitelboinVs model also has a such topological structure.
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Indeed we may find out a twisted A' = 2 SI'A. which looks rather different from

the algebra obtained for Ihe topological gauge theory though. If we assign the

generators for the twisted .V = 2 S(.'A as the following.

G++ =*++,

then they are found to form a twisted iX — 2 SO A with central charge c = 0.

It has been shown by Fujikawa and Suzuki that the two dimensional gravity

coupled to c = —2 matter has also the twisted N = 2 SCA with the central charge

r = 0 by quantizing it in the rouformal gauge. Recently Yaniada '3 has examined

the existence of the topological algebra in the case of the light-cone gauge as well.

Actually the structure of the currents given in (4.1) is found to be quite similar to

that of the topological currents in the case of the two dimensional gravity coupled

to c = —2 matter.
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Stochastic Second Quantization

of String

Masahiko KANENAGA, Kazuhiko NAKADA,

Mikio NAMIKI, Ichiro OHBA

ABSTRACT

We present the stochastic second quantization of the light cone

string. Using this method, wo can calculate the propagator of

open light cone string field theory that is the same one shown by

Kaku-Kikkawa.
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1. Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to present the stochastic second quantization

of the light cone string. The stochastic second quantization we mean in this

paper is that by the stochastic quantization method (SQM) [1] we offer the

light cone string field theory (SFT). The advantage of SQM is that we can

derive the quantized physical quantity from the calculation just like as c-number.

Although there were some attempts to define the light cone SFT by SQM,

their works were not satisfied to the extent of establishing the SFT. For

example, Huffel and coworkers [2] applied the formulation to the free covariant

SFT at the critical dimensions (D=26). However, they gave only the Langevin

equation; they did not show the solution of its equation explicitly. Koh and

Zhang [3] also discussed the light cone SFT, but they use the perturbative way

to solve exactly the Langevin equation for even the free light cone SFT.

In this paper we start from the Nambu-Goto's action as the classical

action. As this action has several reparameterization invariances, we have to

choose the gauge fixing conditions such as the orthogonal gauge and the light

cone gauge. We perform the firct quantization by the canonical quantization.

Consequently, we obtain the Schrodinger equation which governs the state

vector of the light cone string fields. We define the Langevin equation of

those light cone string fields. We derive the solution of the Langevin equation

explicitly and calculate the propagator that is the same one given by Kaku-

Kikkawa [4].

2. Nambu-Goto's action

Before considering the question of the stochastic second quantization of

the string, we perform the first quantization of the string. We describe the

space-time coordinates as the X?.(%&). The metric of the space-time is the flat

Minkowski metric. 7jMV = diag(-1,1,---.l). The metric of the world sheet is

defined as the equation

gO6=aaXM3»XM, (2.1)

where (a,b) = (1,2). We start from the Nambu-Goto's action
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H dT\
K<Z Jr. JO

(2.2)

where XM = ^X,, and X\ = ^XM. a' is the slope parameter. As is well-known,

the Nambu-Goto's action has several reparametrization invariances. Therefore,

we have to choose some gauge fixing conditions. We take the orthogonal

gauge and the light cone gauge

XMX"+X'MX"" = 0, (2.3a)

X, X"1 = 0, (2.3b)

X + =T, (2.3c)

where

X* = ^ ( X ° ± X D 1 ) , X = (X\...,XD-2). (2.3d)

Under the orthogonal gauge (2.3a,b), the Nambu-Goto's action becomes

linearized,

from v/hich we obtain the equation of motion

^ - 1 (2-5>

Furthermore, taking the light cone gauge (2.3c), we have the Hamiltonian

H = I Pda=na' I da I? + ̂ -L^X'2). (2.6)
I I v 2 n a '

Jo Jo
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f

The Hamiltonian (2.6) is the conjugate component of the light cone variable

X*. For simplicity, hereafter we take cf=\, and modify the integral domain

of a from [0,7r] to [0,COT] following the usual string theory. To eliminate the

mathematical ambiguity from the Hamiltonian (2.6), we consider an open

string with the boundary conditions

X'"(0, T) = 0, (2.7a)

X""(jia,T) = 0. (2.7b)

Then, using the equation of motion (2.5), we can decompose X' and P' as

follows:

oo

X' (a, T) =JC'(T) + 2 X x } (T)cos(^) (2.8a)

« „ . - — • • - . - . ( 2 - 8 b )

In order to preserve the Poisson relation

{ A"(a, T), P'ia', T) } PB = SijS(cr- a'), (2.9)

the canonical variables have to satisfy the following relation

= 51>, (2.10a)

= 5*5*. (2.10b)

Taking the light cone gauge (2.3c) into consideration, the independent coordinates

become only the transverse coordinates, so the index i denotes from 1 to D -

2.

3. The first quantization

Now we perform the first quantization by the canonical quantization.

According to the usual prescription, we replace the Poisson brackets by the
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commutators

{ , } » - > { - [ . ] . (3-D

so that we obtain commutators of the transverse coordinates

[x\r),p\z)] = i8ii, (3.2a)

[xi(r),pkT)] = idiJat (3.2b)

and the quantized Hamiltonian becomes

J U \ (3.3)

Here all terms except for the zero mode have the diagonal forms of harmonic

oscillator so that we can choose the harmonic oscillator basis. We now have

an infinite number of oscillators of normal mode:

x! = £;(£',-a*,), (3.4a)

;+<?*,). (3.4b)

Now the commutators (3.2) are replaced by the relation,

|oi, # ] = $*&. (3.5)

Written in this basis, the Hamiltonian takes on a simple form

The state vector <P is the functional of the space-time coordinate X(a,t)

and now it is described by the variable of the mode expansion

0[X(<T,r)] = 0[x;xi,xi,T] (3.7)

where x~ is the conjugate variable of the a. As the or is the conserved quantity
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in the case of free string, we will find it convenient to take the Fourier

transform with respect to x . Then the state vector <P consequently becomes to

be dependent on a, i.e. <Pa[x\x!,T] and it is governed by the Schrodinger

equation

<i-0a[jc', x/,T] = HOJLX1, JC/,T]. (3.8)

4. The stochastic second quantization

Now, we will show you the stochastic second quantization of the light cone

string. The field action that gives the Schro'dinger equation (3.8) is represented

by the equation

(4.5 = 1 dx\ daidxJl </*#«V.xt,fj^ -H^0a[x\xl,t\.

For the calculation, using the Wick rotation (T -> -it), we have to replace the

Minkowski action by the Euclidean action

SE=\ dx\ da\dxY[dxt&2[x\x\,Ti^ + H\®a[x\x\,Tl (4.2)

Then, taking the diagonal form of H into account, we define the Langevin

equation of feild variavle &a equations (4.3)

^ - 0 a [ x \ xl,r,t] = - [ f + H\<Pa[x\ xi,r,t] + 7?a£e \ x i,r,t], (4.3a)

^[x; xl,z,t] = - ( - £ + ffytilx1, xi,T,t] + 7ja% ',x !,r,t). (4.3b)
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Here t is the fictitious time, t]a is the Gaussian white noise. r\a possesses the

following statistical properties

x i,TuU]r\l[ y\ yl: ,T2,fe],W = {rfi&,x /, / ^

= 2S{a - 0)S{x - $Yl 5(x, - ji)5(T: - T2)8(t, -12), (4.4a)
/ = 1

[J:',X ,',T,/]) = 0, (4.4b)

y / . * ' / ^ (»?i[j:Ui',T,r]?/;[y'f y / . ^ / ] ) = 0. (4.4c)

In order to solve the Langevin equation, we expand the field in terms of

the eigen state function. Eigen state functions of the Hamiltonian operator

(3.6) are defined as the equation

H Uw^x!) = E £/(„.,},,<(*',*/), (4.5a)

£ = i I (/>'*+X f'< + i-)}- (4.5b)
i = i / = i

Those eigen state functions of the Hamiltonian operator (3.6) are expressed in

terms of Hermite Polynomial //„',(£/') such as

D - 2 ~
f) &*, (4.6a)

« = 1 / = 1

I d^'iK

h^i), (4.6b)
7C/

(4 . 6 c )

We expand the field &a and 77Q as follows,
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0a [X\XLT, t] = J = | da e""0a [JC'.X/,©, t],

0a [x\xl,co, t] = I - ^ J X ̂ {«',J
J (2K> 2 W)

(4.7a)

(4.7b)

(4.8a)

(4.8b)

Then the Langevin equation becomes these equation

r)a[{n\},pi,Oi, t], (4.9a)

??a [x\x l,T, t] = -^ I rfo) eiO)tr7a U ' , J : /,<», r] ,

y (2jt)^ {lV)

^0° [ { / i / V > . f ]of

| + E)0l [{«/},p'>, /] + Tji [{«/},/>',«, r]. (4.9b)

The solution of the first Langevin equation is

0a [{«/},/>'>, t] = 0a [{«/},?'>,

(4.10)

The solution of the 0l has the same form.

Now, using these solutions, we can calculate the propagator. The propagator

of SQM is defined by the correlation function in the equilibrium state

n i ^ l ^ [*'••*''. * .'«] <# t y'. 3*'. * . fe])^f (4-l D

After some calculation we have the explicit form of this as shown in the
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following equation

A ,2 = TT f 1 ) expf = * ( c o s h i £ fe*2 + £* 2

.V, \2rcsinh(/7ya)/ ^2sinh (lT/

Our result is the identical one obtained by Kaku-Kikkawa.

5. Conclusion

In conclusion we will make some comments. First, we have presented the

stochastic second quantization of the light cone string. And then we have been

able to calculate the propagator of the open light cone string that is the same

one shown by Kaku-Kikkawa. Finally we want to mention the closed string

case. In this case we have a periodic boundary condition. Taking into account

this, we solve the equation of motion. Along the same line of thought, we

have the propagator. We want to use this scheme to calculate the interaction

of string in the future.
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Abstract

We present and examine closely the BRS symmetry in the background-
field formalism. Yang-Mills theory and pure Einstein gravity aie taken as
examples. Ward-Takahashi identities between various expectation values on
the background-field are obtained. Using those identities we closely examine
Kallosh theorem, which is important in the renormalizability problem. We
argue the breakdown of the theorem in the quantum gravity in relation to the
regularization effect.

§1. Introduction

In the (perturbative) quantum gravity, the standard way to see the theory has

essential divergences is to check whether the counter-terms, which is usually obtained

in the background-field method, vanish on-shell or not [1].

AC\m.shdt = 0 or ^ 0 (1.1)

The above method is based on the belief that generally the (background) effective

action gives, on-shell, something 'physical', for example, the generating function of

the S-matrix elements ,which was confirmed in the ordinary renormalizable theo-

ries^]. The present paper carefully examine whether this is valid for the quantum

gravity or not.

•Proceedings of INS-Workshop (Feb.17-19,1992)
•BITNET address: ICHINOSEQJPNYITP
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There is the famous theorem, called Kallosh theorem, in connection with this

problem. It was originally found by DeWitt[3], and was later carefully examined by

Kallosh[4]. The theorem says the background effective action on shell is generally

gauge-fixing independent. Their analysis, however, is based merely on the change

of field variables and is unclear in the standpoint of symmetry. Furtermore they

missed the renormalization (or regularization) effect. We reexamine this theorem

from the viewpoint of BRS-symmetry[5] and the renormalization procedure.

BRS-symmetry in the background field method was analysed for the case of

Yang-Mills theory by Kluberg-Stern and Zuber[6]. Their main concern was the

renormalization of Yang-Mills theory. For several years around 1980, the back-

ground formalism was intensively examined by many people. The chief concern was

the higher-order structure and the relation to the ordinary methods (say,

Schwinger's method). BRS-symmetry was not so much stressed. Most of them

treated the ordinary renormalizable theories such as Yang-Mills theory. Among

them,Boulware's analysis [7] was interesting . He used the BRS-symmetry and ex-

amined Kallosh theorem for Yang-Mills theory.

The present analysis is new or characteristic in the following points: 1) We place

the BRS-symraetry on the starting point of every analysis; 2) We have introduced

only the background-field as the external source. We have not introduced other ones

,such as source currents, either explicitly nor implicitly. There are some works [7,8]

which treat similar problems in terms of external source- currents (implicitly) besides

the background-field . We will see the present treatment is simpler and enough as far

as the present problem is concerned. Our standpoint is that other external sources

than the background-field are redundant to obtain physical or meanigful quantities.

This is the original standpoint of DeWitt; 3) Following DeWitt, the analysis is done

both for Yang-Mills theory and for gravitational theories; 4) The renormalization

or regularization effect is closely examined. In particular, the distinction between

Yang-Mills theory and Einstein theory shows itself clearly. It is the point that

DeWitt did not analysed. 5) We point out the fruitfullness of the gauge choice in

the quantum gravity compared with others. This is important when we demonstrate
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some important aspects of quantum gravity.

§2. BRS Symmetry in Yang-Mills Theory

Let us begin with the pure Yang-Mills theory.

C'nv[A]= -\FIVFIU , Flv = 3^1-3^ + 9/^^1 . (2.1)

We consider the following lagrangian in the background-field method.

C[A;a,x',x] = &nv[A + a] + Cgauge + C^.t , (2.2)

where A'^ and aj, are the background and quantum fields. Cgauge and Cgho,i are given

by

Cgho.t[A;a,xm,x] = X*DM)I>M + a)Xi , (2.3)

where x* and x. are complex ghost fields. The lagrangian (2.2) is invariant under

the following type of BRS transformation for the arbitrary background field J4J,.

(2.4a)

where £ is the anti-commuting (grasmann) global parameter. For the proof of the

invariance, we use the Jacobi identity.

filmfjkm + fjlmfkim + fklmfijm = 0 . (2-4b)

In particular the relation,

A + a)Xi) = 0 , (2.4c)

holds. For the special background .4J, = 0, the quantum fields (a ,x ,X*) transform

in the sarre way as the usual BRS transformation. BRS transformation (2.4a)
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satisfies the following nilpotency-like property,

s2X. = 0 , (2.5)

where s2 is defined as S(sxi) = f s2Xi , etc. For the proof of (2.5), we use again

Jacobi identity (2.4b). Note that s2x* ^ 0, s3x* = 0. Namely BRS transformation

(2.4a) does not satisfy nilpotency-property completely.

Now we define the expectation value on the background vacuum (background-

expectation value), of an operator O as,

(O) =j
expijcPx {Ci'"'[A + a]-C'"'[A]~Ci'"J[A]aI + Ca.1tge + Calu>.t} , (2.6)

where / = (fi,i). Especially the background effective action T[A] is defined by

( 1 ) = ezp{xr[X]} = W[A] . We can require the background-expectation value

(O) is invariant under the BRS transformation of all fields in the integrand, because

they can be all absorbed by the corresponding (inverse) transformation of integral

field-variables. ( We can show the corresponding Jacobian due to the transformatoin

is exactly 1. )

(6O)-i(oJdtx(Cinv
iJ[A)6aI)x) = 0 . (2.7)

The second term ,in the left-hand side ,is proportional to the field equation. This

is the general formula of Ward-Tjcahashi identities on the background-field . For

the various choice of the operator O, we can obtain various relations between back-

ground -expectation values.

01 = < , (DM+t)Xi) « F.E. , (2.8a)

02 = X* , i (^K) « FK ' (2-8b)

« F.E. , (2.8c)

«M , (2.8d)

a)*) oc F.E. , (2.8e)
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where F.E. means terms proportional to the field equation.

We can further require that (O) is invariant under the translation of field-

variables in the integrand.

Aaj, = s^x) , Ax'(z) = *;(*). AX,(x) = *,-(*) , (2.9)

where s(x),t*(x),t(x) are infinitesimal arbitrary fixed ('constant') functions. For

example, s'li = U = 0 case is given by

(AO) + i (Oj d*x (AX* • DMWM + a)x,)x ) = 0 . (2.10)

This formula gives following Ward identities.

0 , = 1 , ((D^D^A + ̂ Xih) =0 , (2.11a)

<?2 = X'(z) . {tf(x)(D,(A)D,{A + a)*),) = t 6a W[A]6*(x - y) . (2.11b)

Especially, integrating the eq.(2.11b) multiplied by 6*(x — y)6ij over x and y, we

obtain an additional relation.

+ a)Xi)s) = i N W[A]{ *x6*{0) , (2.11c)

where N = <5lt is the dimension of the Lie algebra corresponding to the internal

group G.

Now we have furnished all identities necessary for the (formal) proof of the

Kallosh theorem. Under the variation of the gauge parameter a —» a + <5a,we can

evaluate 5Vv*[A] as follows.

SW[A] = i&J d*x((DMK)2) = *'£/ d'xiteD.MD^A + a)Xi) + F.E.}

g , (2.12)

where the identities (2.8c) and (2.11c) are used. For the quantity , T[A] = -i lnW[A]

,we obtain

ST[A] = -i6-%$ = i £ Nil + F.E.' , (2.13)

where fi = Jd*x6*(0) = J d*xdlp/(2ir)* is the volume of the phase space. The first

term of the most right-hand side of (2.13) is a constant (a quantity independent
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of A,,). The result (2.13) clearly shows, 8V[A] = const, on shell (F.E. = 0). This

means T[A] is, on-shell, independent of the gauge parameter a except a trivial

constant.

We can do similar analysis by introducing an auxiliary field (so-called B-field

formalism). In the case, we find some advantageous points over the formalism

presented in this section. This has been well-known in ordinary treatment of gauge

theories . We can reconfirm it in the background field approach . See ref.[9] for

further detail.

§3. BRS Symmetry in Pure Einstein Gravity

Let us consider pure Einstein gravity.

(3-1)

where n is the gravitational constant. The background-field formalism tells us to

treat the following lagrangian.

,. • (3.2); A, r,', i;] = r " [ V + V^U + ̂ w +

in (3-2) is given by

where a, 0 are gauge parameters and h =

,Cgho,t, in (3.2) is given by

= h* . The ghost lagrangian

, (3.4)

where r)*, r]>" are the complex vector ghost fields (treated as quantum fields).

The lagrangian (3.2) is invariant under the following BRS transformation.

Sg^ = 0 ,

(3.3)
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= €H,,VT(g)rf = £ sh^ ,

= £ arf , (3.5)

The BRS transformation is not unique. The above one is obtained by the analogy

of the case of Yang-Mills theory except for 6rf. The transformation property hrf

is not determined by the analogy because there is no structure constant in gravity.

We have fixed the BRS transformation of ^field, 6rf, so that the total lagrangian

(3.2) is invariant. In the calculation we have used the following relations.

[VM , V j i f = RT^vif ,

^ ^ O - (3-6)

The nilpotency-like property is given as

s2hliV = 0 ,

(3.7)

For the derivation (3.7), we need again the relations (3.6). In particular the following

relations further hold.

6(HttVT(g)rf) = 0 ,

*X = W = 0 • (3.8)

Let us define the background-expectation value of an operator O and the effective

action T[g] as,

(O) EBjVhVn'Vr, O[g;h,n',n]x

expijtfx {C™\g+y/Rh]-£*'\g]-!^y/Zhia,+£9~» + £+o«} , (3.9a)

{ 1 > = exrfiTfa]} s W\g] . (3.9b)
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As in sect.2, the general formula of Ward identities due to BRS-symmetry is given

as

(SO) - i{

For eample, we obtain

Ox = W , ±(W) + <tS#a*(flf)(&«W)> oc F.E. (3.11a)

Oa = r,;h" , i{C>") - (13JV»(9)(HX\(9)VT)) « F.E. (3.11b)

Now we can further require (O), (3.9a), is invariant under the change of the inte-

gration field-variables (h, if, rj) by their translations. Here we require the invariance

for the if* -translation,

, (3.12)

where Aw11* is a fixed function. Then the Ward-identity formula is given as

(AO) + i {Ojd*x {yfiWEfigKH^Mr}")}* ) = 0 . (3.13)

Choosing O's concretely, we obtain

^1 = 1 , y/9{E^{g)(HXav(9)rf)) = 0 , (3.14a)

O2 = iT(*) , WW(*)«*(* - ») + i <«r(*){v^'**(P)(^»-r(S)i7r)},> = 0 • (3-Wb)

Calculating the quantity /cPycPx x gltv{y)Si{x — y)x (3.14b),we obtain

4 W[g]J cfV*(0) + if ^x^g{x)(r,l(x){E^{g){HXaMriT)}x) = 0 . (3.14c)

Now we have obtained all identities necessary for the following proof of Kallosh

theorem. Under the change a —* a + 6a, the variation of W[g] ,(3.9b), are evaluated

as

SaW[g]= g

= |f ij d*x^g{-(r,;E^(g)(Hx<rT(9)vT)) + F.E.} (3.15a)
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where the relations (3.11a) and (3.14c) are used. Under the change 0 —• /? + £/?, the

variation of W[g] ,(3.9b), are evaluated as

+i I f'i&T/giTiE^WrrU (3.15b)

a F.E. ,

where the relation (3.11b) is used. Now we see the kallosh theorem holds true.

««r[ff]U_jMi = const , 6fiT\c,]\m-,hd[ = 0 , (3.16)

where const = - t x 2(&*/a)/<f*a:<S4(0).

§4. Renormalization Effect to BRS symmetry
and Kallosh Theorem

In sects. 2 and 3, we have proven the Kallosh theorem in terms of Ward identities

that can be regarded as a representation of the BRS-symmetry. It must,however,

be stressed that the proof is based on the assumption of the well-definedness or

finiteness of the path-integral. In reality we artificially introduce some counter-terms

into the starting lagrangian in order to subtract (ultraviolet) divergences and define

the integral definetely. In the present section we examine how this renormalization

or regularization affects the BRS-symmetry.

4.1 Yang-Mills Theory

We take the formalism of no auxiliary field (sect.2.1). The regularized version of

the background-expectation value ,(2-9) > is given as

(O)T = J VaVx'Vx O[A; a, X
m, X; g] x

exp ifd*! {C'nv[A + a]- Cinv[A\ - £nvj[A]a' (4.1)

+ AC™[A + a]- AC™[A] - AC^^a1 + £„ .„ . + CgkoU} ,
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where A£""'[/4] is the counter-terms. In the present model of Yang-Mills theory,

the multiplicative renormalizability is well-known.

£• - [4 ; g] + AC™[A; g] = C*»[y/ZA, ^g] = Z£™[A; g] ,

, e = 4 -n , (4.2)

where the coupling dependence is explicitly written (^""[.A; g] = £'n"[i4]), and

the dimensional regularization is taken. Now we see a new BRS-brelring term,

A£mt'/[y4]a/ , appears in the definition of (4.1). The term ,however, is harmless

because the on-shell condition Cinvj[A] = 0 means ACinvj[A] = 0 at the same time

due to the relation in the Yang-Mills theory, AC™j[A] oc Cinvj[A]. More generally

saying, the new term is harmless because it can be absorbed by the multiplicative

renormalization. For the comparison with the case of gravity, we explain it closely

in the following way. In addition to the renormalization of background quantities,

VZA= A' , -±=g= g' , (4.3a)

we do the renormalization of quantum fields as 1

VZa=a' , VZX' = X" , V / F X = X' • (4-3b)

Then the (O)r defined by (4.1) is rewritten as

IO)T = Z-3JZ-f J Va'Vx-Vx' O[A'; a', X", x'i91] *

exp i J d*x {C™[A' + a'; g1] - C™[A'; g'] - £rCinv[A'; g1]^ (4.4)

+|(£ 9 O U 9 e [ J 4 ' ; a'; g'] + Cghost[A'; a', X", X'\

where n is a number depending on O. Here we notice the 'inv-part* and the 'gauge-

ghost-part' are separately renormalized. Whereas the BRS-transformation,(2.6), is

rewritten as

6A>' = 0 ,

'At this stage the renorrnalization of ghost fields can be written ,in the most general form,as:
(\/Z)'Xi = x'i . (\/Zr)2~*X* = X*' . where s is an arbitrary real number, s is fixed by 1 for the
requirement of disappearance of Z factors in (4.5).
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(4.5)

From the form of (4.4), we see the renormalized BRS-symmetry (4.5) is kept except

for the jjrDnv[A'\ g'\ term. Then the Ward-identities between the renormalized

background-expectation value are valid simply by replacing the original on-shell

condition j^Cmv[A] g] = 0 by the renormalized one.

JLr-W/j-o . (4.6)

The relation between the solution of the original field eqation and that of the renor-

malized one is multiplicative (A' = \fZ A), therefore the original BRS-condition

of the background field 6A = 0 is equivalent to the renormalized one 6A' = 0.

Therefore Kallosh theorem is preserved in the renormalization procedure.

4.2 Pure Einstein Gravity

We do similar analysis to the pure Einstein gravity. The regularized background

expectation value is given by ( in the no-auxliary-field formalism of sect.3.1)

(O)T = / VhVrfDrj 0[g; h, rf, r?; K] X

expij d*x{Cinv [g + y/Zh] - C^g] - ^^V^h^ (4.7)

+ACinv[g + y/Zh] - ACinv[g] - ^ f ^ V - + ^w + Cghct) ,

where A£tnv[g] is the counter-term, which is introduced in order to (minimally)

subtract divergences loop by loop.

Now we notice the additional BRS-breaking term, 6Afg" y/^h^ ,appears. In

order to keep the BRS-invariance of the regularized quantity, { 1 )r = ea;p{«Tr[^]} =

WT[g] , we must take the 'regularized' on-shell condition.

~{Cv[g] + ACinv[g]} = 0 . (4.8)

Now we notice the following points: 1) Without some renormalization procedure,

this condition is meanigless because the finite and divergent quantities coexist in

the equation ; 2) this condition strongly implies the some proper on-shell condition
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should be essentially different from the naive one s^Cinv[g] = 0 , because ACnv[g]

is not proportional to £m"[ff] ; 3)the proper on-shell condition is much expected to

depend on gauge choice or gauge-paramneters because A£m"[g] depends on them.

Hence it is naturally expected that ,if we take the naive on-shell condition, the BRS-

symmetry and therefore the Kallosh-theorem do not hold. We encounter concrete

examples in the next section.

§5. Most General Background Field Gauge and
Explicit Calculation

In sect.3, we have taken the standard type of the background-field gauge,(3.4)

( usually a = 1 , fi = 1 ). We comment on various ways of generalization of

the background-field gauge, which help us to check some important aspects of the

quantum gravity by explicit calculations.

5.1 DeWitt's Generalization

First we rewrite the gauge CgaUge ,(3.4),in the following way. E*" in (3.4) is

written as

Kx"»{g) = \{jig
x°g™-g)"g™-gx'<g<") , (5.1a)

where HTUIl(g) is the covariant general-coordinate- transformation operator (3.3a) :

HTw,i(g) = griiVu(g) + gwnVr(g) • In terms of these quantities we can rewrite

as

Cgauge = -\y/g{ Kx°-TUHTUA9)hx* }J"v(g){ K"^sHlSu{g)hafi } ,

>"(<?) = i*"* , (5.1b)

DeWitt generalized the special form of (J^ig), Kx<r'™(g)) to the general form of

background quantities (J^ig), KXa<ru>(g)) which has the same transformation prop-

erty and the same physical dimension as (J, K). Therefore, as for the gauge varia-

tion, the change of two gauge-parameters (8a, 8(3) is replaced by the change of the
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form of the background gauge-functions {6J"v(g),6Kx'r-TU'{g)). DeWitt and Kallosh

examined such case and proved the invariance of the on-shell effective action in their

ways.

5.2 New Generalization

Recently another way of generalization has been proposed[10,11].

a ~ /?) + -nit*, + fr(Ra/ + <*"/?) , (5.2)

where (71,• • •,74) and (61,••• ,66) are additional gauge parameters. O(K?) are the

terms proportional to higher order of «, which have operators with higher dimension.

The gauge (5.2) is the most general background-field gauge under the conditions:

a) CM is linear with respect to the quantum field h^ ; b) C^ has derivatives of h^v

up to the first order. The condition b) is indispensable for keeping unitarity of the

theory. As for a), see the next subsection.

The new generalization (5.2) is important in the following sense. Firstly it is more

general than the DeWitt's one. 2 Secondly it sometimes ocuurs that some aspects

of quantum gauge theories including gravity, are manifestly revealed in some limited

gauge. Therefore we must have concretely-manageble gauge as widely as possible.

In fact we have already begun to find new aspects of the perturbative quantum

gravity recently. As for pure Einstein gravity [10], we have calculated the 1-loop

counter-terms taking the following gauge (a special one of (5.2)).

+ 6 x K - ^ V W - A . (5.3a)

?\<1 , |*| <1 .
2Note that the gauge (5.2} is easily generalized to £,a«s< = -^•</gCliJ

1"'(g)Cv as DeWitt did.
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The result is

A£(pure gravity) = - j & V s i i m + ¥')& + (& +

-\8 x K{R'1\<rR
)"'ruR

Ta
lll/ + terms proportional to R or R^) + O{ (/?', 8f ) } . (5.3b)

The interesting points of this reult are, 1) the (5-term in (5.3a) gives RRR-tetm in the

1-loop counter-terms, 2) the on-shell value of (5.3b) depends on the gauge parameter

S.( In the usual gauge RRR-teims appear only in the 2-loop order.The on-shell value

has been so far considered gauge-independent.) As for the scalar-gravity interacting

theory[12,13], we iake the following gauge.

Cgauge = ~20^

, (5.4a)

<*! = 1 - 2a , fii = 1 - 20 , a2 = 1 + f , |a | < 1 , | l | < 1 , |<*3| < 1 , 6 : free ,

where the scalar field is decomposed as <p = <p(background) + <f>(quantum). The

on-shell 1-loop counter-terms are obtained as 3

AC(Scalar + Gravity)\m-,htU = - - ^ x ( - ^ ) x

{ - 1 8 x 203 + 60a(-3C4 + 24£3 - 35^2 + 11^ ) (5.4b)

-r720a3(-f + 2) + 5/?(90f* - 273£2 + 324^ + 116) + O( (a, a3, /3)2 ) } y/g(<p,^f -

The on-shell counter-terms again depend on the gauge-parameters.

5.3 van de Ven's Generalization

Quite recently, van de Ven[14],in 2-loop on-shell calculation of quantum gravity,

have taken another new type of gauge.

'•'gauge = ~ ' ^

\ (5.5)

) + O(K) ,

3For the full (off-shell) result, see Ref.[l2,13]
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€',, includes the non-linear terms with respect to h^. The practical advantage of

the above gauge is that we can much reduce the number of the /i/i/i-interaction

terms, which are dominant ones in 2-loop calculation, by taking appropriate gauge

parameters (ai, •• • ,a6). van de Ven have confirmed the 2-loop on-shell counter-

terms with his gauge coincide with that of Ref.[15].

§6. Conclusion

We have analysed the BRS symmetry in the background-field formalism. Ward

identities between various background-expectation values are clearly understood by

the symmetry. One of most important outcome of the identities is Kallosh the-

orem. We have examined them so carefully. In particular it is pointed out that

the renormalization (or regularization ) generally affects the BRS symmetry and

Kallosh theorem. The symmetry and the theorem are preserved for Yang-Mills the-

ory , whereas not for the (pure) quantum gravity. This means the ordinary on-shell

effective action does not imply physical quantities in quntum gravity.

The following comments are further added.

1. There is quite much freedom in gauge choice of the quntum gravity as explained

in sect.5. This situation must be compared with the case of Yang-Mills theory.

It is the origin of the distinction that the gravitational theory has the dimen-

sional coupling whereas Yang-Mills theory does not. (It is quite interesting

that this fact has been so far regarded as a disadvantage of quantum grav-

ity because it leads to nonrenormalizability, while the fact is ,in the present

paper,advantageously used to reveal some important aspects of quantum grav-

ity .) This point seems important not only in the practical (technical) sense

as explained in sect.5, but also in the more fundamental sense in developing

(perturbative) quantum gravity further successfully.

2. The problem in the perturbative quantum gravity is now not in the nonrenor-

malizability but in how to define (or understand) physical quantities. This is

the same as the old problem of (classical) gravity in the local point of view.
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Non-perturbative Aspect of N = £ Superstring

in Zero Dimension
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ABSTRACT

We propose random matrix models which have TV = r s'jpersymmetry in zero dimension.

Tht.- supi.-rsymmetry breaks down spontaneously. It is shown that the double scaling limit can

be defined in these models and the breakdown of the supersymmetry remains in the continuum

limit. The exact non-trivial partition functions of the string theories corresponding to these

matrix models are also obtained.

Superstring theory is the only one known candidate for the unified theory of

elementary particles and their interactions although there remains many unsolved

problems. One of the main problems is to understand the mechanizm of the

spontaneous breakdown of the supersymmety. In order to solve the problem, it

will be necessary to analyze the string theory non-perturbatively. It is known

that the non-perturbative behaviors of string theories are much different, from

those of usual particle theory. The perturbative expansions of vacuum energy in

critical and non-critical bosonic string theories diverge as ^ / ! / c 2 ' , where K is

a string coupling constant. This implies there will appear the non-perturbative

contributions of order e~. Here c is a constant. Similar non-perturbative effects

were also found in Marinari and Parisi's one dimensional superstring theory.

This situation is different from that of the usual particle theories e.g..the Yang-

Mills theories whose perturbative expansions diverge as Yli(^Y-92' id is a coupling

constant) and there appear the non-perturbative instanton effects of order ?92.

The non-perturbative effects which are characteristic of string theories w : be
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clarified by analyzing the 'toy' models of string theories.

Few years ago, a great progress was made in the non-perturbative formulation

of string theories in less than one dimension.' ' These models can be regarded

as an important solvable 'toy' model, which may give a clue to solve the dynam-

ics of 'realistic' string models. In this development, string models which have

a supersymmetry in one dimension was proposed by Marinari and Parisi. After

that, the author constructed superstring models in less than one dimension and

zero dimension. The zero dimensional superstring theory is closely related to the

bosonic two dimensional gravity coupled with c = — 2 conformal matter (—2 di-

mensional string theory). The —2 dimensinal string theory can be obtained

from zero dimensional string theory by Parisi and Sourlus' dimensional reduc-
A

tion mechanism. Parisi and Sourlas' mechanism connects D dimensinal theory

to D — 2 dimensional one by a nilpotent supersymmetry, which corresponds to the

supersymmetry in zero dimensional superstring theory. The correlation functions

of D dimensional theory, except vacuum amplitude, are identical with those of

D — 2 dimensional one if the support of D dimensional correlation functions is

restricted to D — 2 hypersurface. When Parisi and Sourlas's nilpotent supersym-

metry breaks down, the D dimensional theory cannot be always related with any

D — 2 dimensional theory. Although we expect the supersymmetry in the zero di-

mensional superstring can break down spontaneously, the same non-pertubative

behaviour will appear in both zero dimensional superstrings and —2 dimensional

bosonic strings. It has been found that the perturbative behaviour in the —2

dimensional string theory is similar to that of the usual bosonic string i.e. the

perturbative expansion diverges as ]T^/!/c2'. Therefore the non-perturbative con-

tributions of order e^ will also appear in zero dimensional superstring theory.

In this paper, we discuss string theories which have N = j supersymmetry

in zero dimension based on Ref.17. It is shown that the supersymmetry in these

models breaks down spontaneously. The double scaling limit can be defined in

these models and the breakdown of the supersymmety remains in the continuum

limit. The partition function of the string theories corresponding to these matrix
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models can be also calculated exactly. Since these theories do not have full

Parisi and Sourlas' supersymmetry, we cannot relate these theories to any —2

dimensional theories.

For a while, we briefly review the superstring theories in zero dimension in

preparation for the analysis of the N = j superstring theory.

The partition function of zero dimensional superstring theory is given by the

path integrals of an N x N hermitian matrix A,j (i, j = 1, • • •, N) and fermionic

(anti-commuting) N x N hermitian matrices $y , $y (i,j — 1, • • •, N).

Z = (XN)^ IdAd¥di&expXSiA,*,*) . (1)

The action S(A, * , *) has the following form:

Here VK(̂ 4) is a superpotential,

L
y j T l (3)

_N2

The factor {XN) 2 in Eq.(l) appears due to the integration of the auxilliary field

which is necessary when we formulate the theory in superspace. The system is

invariant under the following supersymmetry transformations in zero dimension:

It has been shown that the invariance under the transformation (4) guarantees

that the free energy F (= inZ) of the matrix model, i.e., the vacuum amplitude

of the corresponding string theory, vanishes in any order of the perturbation. The
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supersymmetry, however, breaks down spontaneously when the highest power of

L in the superpotential W(A) in Eq.(3). This situation can be understood by
1A

using the following change of the variables, which is called the Nicolai mapping

multaneously diagonalized) by a unitary matrix U: T = , \ U~lyU, 7 =
v 2 A /V

Then the partition function Z can be rewritten by Gaussian integration:

Z = (2XN)^ f drexp{-XNtrTT} . (6)

By diagonalizing the matrix F (note that the matrices A and F can be si-

multaneously diagonalized) by

diag(7i,72,--,77v)- we obtain,

Z^fUifn
H — \ TT7>/ A"—1

When L = even Eq.(7) tells that the partition function Z does not depends on

any coupling constant A or gfs in Eq. (3) and we can normalize Z to unity

i.e.the free energy F vanishes F = 0. On the other hand, when L = odd,

the non-perturbative partition function Z vanishes Z = 0 the free energy F

goes to infinity F —• oo, which is a signal of the spontaneous breakdown of the

supersymmetry. The reason why Z vanishes is that the region for the integration

with respect to fn in Eq. (7) vanishes when L — odd.

In R.ef.9, we have found that there exists a critical point by analyzing the

behaviours of the correlation functions < tr-4m >. The critical point appears in

the large N limit, when the Nicolai mapping in Eq.(5) is degenerate:

Here g is a coupling constant. In order to obtain Ihe expressions of < ti\4m >, we

calculate the correlation functions 4r < trFm > = l—gr < 7?" >, (i = 1, • • •, N)
N (2AJV)T '' v '



The generating function Z(j) is given by changing the action 5 in (2) by adding

a source term: 5 —* 5 + TTfiJlii

(9)
1 1 1 v '

NU2k\(k-2)\

Here Z[Q) — Z is the partition function without the source term and L^-.j is

Laguerro's polynomial: L%{x) = £ | U o ( - i P C - m ) £ f - N o t e t h a t W) i s a n e V e n

function with respect to jf. If we expand ^ ^ | with respect to j by Yuk = 52/ it3 '

the correlation functions jj < t iTm > is given by the coefficients C/'s:

The coefficients C) vanish in case / = odd. By using Eqs.(9) and (10), we can

calculate the correlation functions < trj4m > when the Nicolai mapping is de-

generate (8),

qmN N q
* (11)

Here x is defined by x = T J - . Equation (11) tells that we can obtain finite

correlation functions up to multiplicative renormalization constants to all orders

in the -^ (i.e. genus) expansion if we fix

k~l = A'(l - x)3'2 (12)

then by letting x — 1 as ;V —* oc. k can bo regarded as a renormalized string

coupling constant.
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When n = even in Eq.(8) i.e. L = odd in Eq.(3), the partition function Z

vanishes, therefore the expectation value of any operator diverges or vanishes

in general and the non-perturbative theory is ill-defined. We expect, however,

the perturbative continuum limit can be obtained by adding a higher order term

to the r.h.s. in Equation (8). The higher order term will be irrelevant in the

continuum limit. As an example, we consider the following Nicolai mapping:

O — 412 9

4cos< + 2(2-A)sin< l+cos< ' { '

When t = 0, this mapping coincide with that in Eq.(8) with n = g = 2. Since

•)„ in Eq.(7) Is now integrated from —oo to oo, the partition function Z does not

vanish and we can normalize Z to unity Z = 1. By calculating the correlation

functions < tr(2 - A)m >, we find that

< tr(2 - A)m > ~ ^ ciN-2'{l - x)-3 '+5+f (H)

Here i is defined by

= A

When / vanishes, x smoothly reduces to x with g = n = 2. Since Z = 1 when

/ ^ 0 and the theory with / = 0 is expected to belong to the same university class

as the theory with t ^ 0, we cannot claim that the supersymmetry breaks down

in the continuum superstring theory corresponding to the theory with n = 2.

We now propose string theories which have N = ^ supersymmetry in zero

dimension. It is shown that the supersymmetries in the continuum string theory

corresponding to a special class of these models breaks down spontaneously.

We consider the following action,

N

tV(Af £ V^VM^} (16)

Here Vij{A) (i,j = 1, • • •, N) are N x N (hermitian) matrix which is a function
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of ,V x IV hermitian matrix .4. If there is no superpotential VK(,4) which sat-

isfies V(A) = dW
a^, the system is invariant under the half of supersymmetry

transformations in Eq.(4):

(17)

We rail this supersymmetry as N — £ supersymmetry. The symmetry also

guarantees that the free energy F of the matrix model, i.e., the vacuum amplitude

of the corresponding string theory, vanishes in any order of the perturbation. The

Nirolai mapping is also given by

r=l-V(A). (18)

We propose the N = | superstring whose action is obtained by modifying

that of N = 1 superstring in Eq. (2)as follows;

an// A\ dWIA)

Since any superpotential W(A) cannot satisfy the equation V(A) — $y>, the

system does not have N = 1 supersymmetry but N = ^ supersymmetry. Since

the Nicolai mapping is giver, by Eq.(18), the integration with respect to F is

restricted in the finite region trf2 < •£%•. Therefore the partition function Z can-

not, be unity Z =fi 1 and the N = |- supersymrnetry breaks down spontaneously.

In the following, we show that the double scaling limit can be defined in these

models and the breakdown remains in the continuum limit.

The partition function and correlation functions < y'm > are explicitly calcu-
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lated in the next section,

n=0

Here F(r,p) is sr incomplete gamma function : T(z,p) = J°° e~U::~ldt.

The matrix A can be given in terms of T. When the Nicolai's mapping is

degenerate (8), the matrix A has the following form,

This operator, however, contains divergence since the expectation value <

j~—^-ar > diverges even for the finite N. Therefore we cannot discuss

the double scaling limit etc.by analyzing the correlation functions < trAm >.

Instead of A, we consider the "regularized" operator A which is defined by

9

and analyze the correlation functions < t.r^m >. When r2 goes to infinity, A

coincides with A.

In the large .V limit when r2 fixed, the correlation function < 7^ > is given

hy.

}x(S)' (23)

Therefore if we redefine a- by x = * (j^)2!, the double scaling limit can be

defined for the correlation functions < t.r-4m >.
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When jjj is fixed, the partition function in Eq.(20) has a singularity at
2

If we define p by

& - + $ •

where A is a cut-off scale which is defined by JJ- = j , the partition function has

the following form, (see the next section)

( 2 6 )

when cut-off A goes to infinty, A —• oo. Here Q is defined by

(27)

The form of Eq.(26) is exact. Since Z ^ 1, the supersymmetry breaks down spon-

taneously: Since ' ^ ' oc< -gJ~T) >> &n<^ < ~dir^) ̂  ' s S'v e n ^y ^n e expectation

value of (he operator which is given by the N = | supersymmetry transforma-

tion (17) of another operator O, the ^-dependence of Z means the spontaneous

breakdown of the supersymmetry.

In (he following, we derive the formula (20) of partition function and corre-

lation functions < 7^ > at finite N.

The partition function is given by,

</rexp{-AiVtrIT}

N . N (28)

f



Here we have diagonalized the matrix T. The expression of step function B(x)

(= 1 for x > 1 and = 0 for x < 0), 9(x) = / ^o^ f r j j i leads to the following

expression of the partition function:

0 0 • 2i °° N N
f ffrk /" ' • • '

Z =
„ „ ..=1 m>l k=l

oo ., w2 (29)

k-ie

Here C is defined

J N N

C= n^"II(9m-9/)2expl--X]^2)~l (30)
jL n=l m>;

Now we have changed the variable by qn = \ / l + ifc x 7n and the path of the

integration with respect to qn is deformed by [—y/\ + ik x oo, y/l + ik x oo]

=>[—oo, oo]. By evaluating the contribution from the poles k = it and A; = i in

Eq.(29), we obtain

(31)

n=0

The expression of < yn > is also given similarly.
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We now derive the expression (26) for the partition function (20) in the large

N limit i.e., the limit that cut-off A goes to infinity A —> oo.

By using the definition of incomplete gamma function T(z,p) = f£° e^t'^dt,

the partition function of Eq. (31) can be rewritten as follows,

(32)

By changing the variable t = r2( l +e"), we obtain the following expression:

Hero S(v) has the following form,

/V2

S(v) = - r 2 e" + ( — - l)ln (1 + e") + v . (34)

In the following, we show that we have the finite non-trivial partition function

when cut-off A —• oo if we define p by Eq.(25). In order to evaluate Z, we define

VQ which satisfies the condition S'(VQ) = 0. The explicit form of VQ is given by,

Then we find that

(36)
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Here Q is defined in Eq.(27). Therefore if we define t = v — VQ, we find

00 1

+ < ? < )S(v) = SM + S(vo) J2 + <?<T
tln] A (37)

)

By changing of the variables s = e', we find

( 2 )

(38)

By using Stirling's formula I » = y/2irxx~Se-*{l + 0(^)} etc., we find the

expression (2tt) in the A —* oo limit.

The spontaneous breakdown of Marinari and Parisi's one dimensional string

was analyized in Ref.3. In this paper, we have analyzed more simple superstring

models. The string models are formulated by using matrix models which have

A' = \ supersymmetry in zero dimension. The supersymmetry breaks down

spontaneously. The double scaling limit can be defined in these matrix models

and the breakdown of the supersymmetry remains in the continuum limit. The

exact non-trivial partition function has been also obtained.

We have considered N = ^ theory for a technical reason, ?.f.the partition

function and the correlation functions can be calculated explicitly. We expect

that there will be a ciass in N — 1 theories whose supersymmefries break down

spontaneously.
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